
Yesterday’s
    Gun Today!

• details on receivers, 
handguards, flash 
hiders & more inspired 
by original rifles

• Own an icon - the 
rifle that changed 
the future of 
firearms forever

• Modern materials & 
manufacturing - these 
rifles are shooters!
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10/22®

Competition 

Rifle

RUGER.COM/CUSTOMSHOP

While Ruger® products have long been recognized for their quality and innovative features, these latest offerings embody the pinnacle  

of style, performance and design. Custom Shop products offer a level of refinement and attention to detail that could only be expected 

from an industry leader like Ruger. Whether you are an advanced shooter or hunter demanding the most from your shooting experience  

or an avid collector looking for that next special piece, the Ruger® Custom Shop is sure to have something of interest.

Ruger is excited to announce the Ruger® Custom Shop, which  

represents the culmination of almost 70 years of innovation, quality 

and experience gained manufacturing rugged, reliable firearms.



SR1911®

Competition 

Pistol

The rugged reliability you expect. 

The Craftsmanship you Deserve.

Custom Shop products have been designed by Ruger’s expert team of engineers with input from 

professionals in the field: competitive shooters, renowned hunters and award-winning writers. 

This new line of firearms represents the finest example of quality and innovation in Ruger®

products built to the highest of standards. The Custom Shop will feature exclusive collectible, 

competition, hunting and personal defense firearms for the most discriminating of shooters.
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 FIREARM SAFETY IS TOP PRIORITY  
RECOIL reminds you to be safe and always obey irearms safety rules:
1. Treat every gun as if it were loaded.
2. Always keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.
3. Keep your inger off the trigger until ready to ire.
4. Be aware of your target’s foreground and background.
All contents in RECOIL Magazine are professionally photographed in a 
closed studio or range. Do not attempt to re-create any photographs 
depicted in this magazine.

RECOIL (USPS 013-320), January/February 2019; Number 40, is published 
bimonthly by TEN: Publishing Media, LLC 1212 Avenue of the Americas, 18th 
Floor, New York, NY 10036. Copyright © 2018 by TEN: Publishing Media, 
LLC. All Rights Reserved. Periodicals Postage Paid at New York, NY, and at 
additional mail ofices. Subscriptions U.S. and U.S. Possessions: $49.97 per 
year (6 issues); Canadian, $55.97, Foreign, $61.97 (including surface mail 
postage). Payment in advance. U.S. funds only. POSTMASTER: Send all UAA 
to CFS. (See DMM 707.4.12.5): NON-POSTAL AND MILITARY FACILITIES: send 
address changes to RECOIL, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235. 
Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery of irst issue. No part of this book may 
be reproduced without written permission. This book is purchased with the 
understanding that the information presented herein is from many varied 
sources for which there can be no warranty or responsibility by the publisher 
as to accuracy or completeness.

 PRODUCT DISCLAIMER 
Prices and details for items featured in RECOIL are set by the manu-
facturers and retailers, and are subject to change without notice.

Throughout this 
issue you will see 
certain images 

are labeled as being 1:1 Actu-
al Size. This designation is for 
the print edition of this issue. 
Because of the various screen 
sizes on different tablets 
and computers, we cannot 
always provide actual life size 
images in digital versions. We 
apologize if this causes any 
confusion and thank you for 
your understanding.
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JASON SEMPLE
Police Special Operations Veteran

Inspired by over 100 years 

of protecting soldiers on 

WKH�EDWWOH¾HOG��,QGXVWULDO�

Athlete represents an 

innovative hybrid of 

workwear apparel and  

the modern soldier’s 

FRPEDW�XQLIRUP��

Collaborating with leading  

86�PLOLWDU\�PDQXIDFWXUHU��

&U\H�3UHFLVLRQ��ZH¶YH�

FRPELQHG�RXU�H[WHQVLYH�

WHFKQLFDO�H[SHULHQFH�WR�

create a tactical clothing 

range that delivers on 

IXQFWLRQ�DQG�VW\OH��

7KH�UHVXOW�� 

LV�,QGXVWULDO�$WKOHWH�

INDUSTRIALATHLETEWORKWEAR.COM.AU

Exclusive USA Distributor

For sales and distribution inquiries,  
contact Coronado DC: 

Email: sales@coronadoDC.com
Phone: +(619) 474 1350
Web: CoronadoDC.com







 1  KNIFE 
MAKE: 

DPx Gear 
MODEL: 

DPx HEST/F Urban Ti
MSRP:

$375
URL: 

www.dpxgear.com 

 7  BALLISTIC 
CALCULATOR 
MAKE: 

Kestrel
MODEL: 

Kestrel 5700 Elite 
Meter with Applied 
Ballistics
MSRP:

$700
URL: 

kestrel 
instruments.com

 3  BARRELED 
ACTION 
MAKE: 

Vudoo Gun Works
MODEL: 

V-22 Barreled Action 
MSRP:

$1,770
URL: 

www.vudoo 
gunworks.com

 4  JACKET 
MAKE: 

First Lite
MODEL: 

Women’s Sawtooth 
Hybrid Jacket
MSRP:

$210
URL: 

www.irstlite.com

 8  SCOPE 
MAKE: 

Nightforce
MODEL: 

ATACR 5-25x56 F1 
Ri�escope
MSRP:

$3,100
URL: 

www.nightforce 
optics.com

 6  SUPPRESSOR 
MAKE: 

Acadian Armament
MODEL: 

Lynx
MSRP:

$625
URL: 

www.acadian 
armament.com

 5  RANGEFINDER 
MAKE: 

Sig Sauer 
MODEL: 

Kilo2400BDX 7x25mm
MSRP:

$960
URL: 

www.sigsauer.com

 2  CHASSIS 
MAKE: 

MasterPiece Arms 
MODEL: 

MPA BA Competition 
Chassis
MSRP:

$1,090
URL: 

www.master 
piecearms.com
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WHAT ALL HUNTS 
where will kimber take you?



W H A T  A L L  G U N S  S H O U L D  B E
T M

©2018, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specifications are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

M A DE  I N  A MER IC A

SHOULD BE

(888) 243-4522

kimberamerica.com

S U B
MOA
a c c u r a c y 
s t a n d a r d

kimber mountain ascent™ 
starting at 4 pounds 13 ounces | 22-26 inch barrel

available in 7mm-08 rem, .308 win, 6.5 creedmoor, .270 win, .280 ack imp, 

.30-06 sprg, 300 wsm, 270 wsm, .300 win mag, 7mm rem mag
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What is the world coming to? A girl on the cover of RECOIL? Why 

yes, and a damn ine shooter she is, too. In this issue, RECOIL 

staffer Candice Horner takes the lead because we’re delving deep 

into the world of precision marksmanship, and in the realm of mak-

ing hits at extended ranges, she kicks ass. 

At this juncture, I’m forced to stroke my beard and reminisce 

about my irst precision rile match. Way back when I was hitting 

the 3 gun and USPSA circuit hard, and believed that the doctrine of 

speed and violence of action could be applied in this realm too, I was 

shocked to discover once the results came out that I inished below 

the fold. What?! How could this be? The truth is that the long-range 

game is its own specialized subject and more of a “thought sport” 

than many realize, myself included back then. After discovering that 

weakness in my own skill set, I set about learning as much as I could 

about the topic. Sometimes you just have to have your butt well and 

truly kicked in order to be taught a hard lesson. 

If one of those lessons happens to be wind calling or positional 

shooting, then an economical way to time on the gun is with a 22 

LR. This is why we’ve devoted two complete articles to the subject 

in this issue, one of which is buyer’s guide to specialist 22 precision 

training riles. Of course you don’t actually need a dedicated bolt 

gun to learn more about the marksmanship fundamentals necessary 

to make hits on targets way out there — your 10-22 will work. 

But having a rile that closely mimics your long-range rile makes 

switching between the two that much easier.

At the other end of the spectrum, former Ranger sniper Ryan 

Cleckner takes the mighty 338 Terminator out for a spin, while 

somewhere closer to the sh*ts-and-giggles end of the scale lies 

the Gear Head Works One, which is a gun created purely because 

someone said it couldn’t (or shouldn’t) be done. And we like that. 

Elsewhere, we look at that most mundane but useful piece of 

equipment, the rear bag — a piece of kit so essential to connecting 

with tiny targets that the ability to improvise one out of bits of 

clothing should be in any shooter’s toolkit. Sometimes the best 

solution is the one you have at hand.

Suppressors and bolt guns go together like peas and carrots, so 

there’s a good article from Dave Merrill about what to look for when 

making that lifetime purchase before you ill out the form and send 

the government your 200 bucks. And should you wish to take your 

rile (with shiny new can attached) out to punch a tag this season, 

then veteran contributor Keith Wood returns to offer advice about 

applying skills honed on the range to the mountains and ields of this 

great nation, many of which we’ll be using as the fall draws to a close 

and we prepare for the end of another great year.

Next issue, we’ll be rounding up some of the cool gear which 

will be dropping at SHOT Show and, of course, we’ll have a few 

exclusives up our sleeves to share with our loyal readers.  

Stay tuned ...



PRACTICE

MADE PERFECT
When you train, each round exercises a birthright. Honors those who’ve come before you. 

Prepares you to defend what you hold most dear. That’s why we build Federal Train + Protect. Its 

Versatile Hollow Point bullet greatly increases accuracy over standard FMJ loads, and provides better  

expansion and weight retention than the competition. Because when practice is more than just 

practice, it deserves a special kind of ammunition. Available in 9mm Luger, 40 S&W and 45 Auto.

federalpremium.com

NEW FEDERAL® TRAIN+PROTECT™

© Federal Premium Ammunition 2018





C O L O R S  AVA I L A B L E

S I N G L E  S T R A P  T A C T I C A L  H O L S T E R
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A U T O M A T I C  L O C K I N G  S Y S T E M

R D S  D E S I G N E D  H O L S T E R

The 6354RDS-SP10 holster ^h� YZh^\cZY� [dg� jhZ� l î]� gZY� Ydi� deî X"Zfj^eeZY�

[̂ gZVgbh!�[ZVijg^c\�i]Z�6AH���6jidbVî X�AdX ^̀c\�HnhiZb��l]^X]�hZXjgZh�i]Z� [̂ gZVgb�dc�

]dahiZg^c\!�VcY�Vaadlh�V�[Vhi!�higV^\]i"je�YgVl�dcXZ�i]Z�gZaZVhZ� ^h�YZVXî kViZY#�6�h^c\aZ�

higVe� aZ\� h]gdjY� ^cXajYZh� bdjcî c\�]daZh�[dg�deî dcVa�VXXZhhdg^Zh#�HiVcYVgY�l î]�(�]daZ�

eViiZgc�[dg�jhZ�l î]�FAH�[dg �̀id�bV`Z�igVch î̂ dc�id�di]Zg�bdjcî c\�eaVi[dgbh�fj^X �̀VcY�

ZVhn#�6kV âVWaZ�l î]�dg�l î]dji�kVg^djh�XdYjgV�XdkZg^c\h#

Check it out at www.safariland.com.

L I V E  YO U R  L E G A CY.
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THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT

FLIRTHERMOSIGHT
PRO

™

The new FLIR ThermoSight PRO 

series spots and tracks the heat of 

targets, even in total darkness. Trust 

FLIR for unmatched, battle-tested 

tactical readiness.

www.flir.com/products/pts536/

Because  
You Don’t 
Compromise







1
What’s better than a 10-round 

AICS mag for your box-fed preci-

sion ri�e? A 12-round mag that’s 

the same size as a 10-rounder. 

MDT’s 12-rounder is ¾-inch shorter 

than a standard AICS mag thanks to the 

company’s “double stack to single feed” 

transition design, so adding that ¾-inch 

back in adds two more rounds. The mag 

is available in two conigurations, one 

with a binder plate for standard length 

cartridges (2.870 inches max COAL) and 

one without it to accommodate longer 

rounds (2.960 inches max COAL). If 

you’re unsure which version to get, go 

for the binder plate. Mags without the 

binder may require an action with more 

clearance, otherwise the tips of rounds 

may get hung up during feeding.

MAKE:

Modular Driven Technologies
MODEL:

12-Round Short Action Metal Magazines
MSRP:

$80
URL:

www.mdttac.com

4
Holiday shopping sucks, so 

here are a few gift ideas 

made by tactical artisans 

Andrew Bawidamann and 

Ryan Johnson that’ll keep you out of the 

mall this holiday season. Bawidamann’s 

�ame-colored, titanium Sugar Shivs are 

back this year and ready to hang on your 

Christmas tree, or around your neck with 

the included neck sheath. If a candy cane 

has too many calories for your special 

someone, there’s Bawidamann’s Archan-

gel Michael Protective Pendants. These 

elegant little pendants can be worn alone 

or paired with a set of dog tags and 

come in a variety of colors and metals 

including cartridge brass, titanium, 

and copper. And alternative, but just as 

beardy, is RMJ’s handmade stainless 

steel Raven pendant. The design is taken 

from a Viking coin as an homage to 

Odin’s ravens Huginn and Muninn.

MAKE:

Bawidamann Shenanigans  
and RMJ Tactical
MODEL:

Pendants and Titanium  
Holiday Sugar Shivs
MSRP:

$75-125
URL:

www.bawidamann.com 

www.rmjtactical.com

2
As you’d expect, the pitch for 

5.11 Tactical’s new Geo7 camo 

pattern is illed with sciency 

chatter such as macro and 

micro disruption, mimetic coloration, 

and scalable concealment. But, what it 

comes down to, really, is that it looks 

pretty cool. Geo7 Terrain is a greenish-

tannish pattern that’ll blend in across a 

range of wooded and semi-arid environ-

ments. Geo7 Night, shown, is more of 

a “Hey, we want to look martial, but we 

don’t go in the woods at all” look for 

urban tactical teams. The new patterns 

will be available on uniform apparel and 

armor systems. 5.11 sent us a sample 

in the form of its Boonie cover made of 

lightweight poly/cotton ripstop fabric 

with a water repellent inish, ventilation 

eyelets and a wicking sweatband. 

MAKE:

5.11 Tactical
MODEL:

Boonie Hat Geo7 Night
MSRP: 

$25
URL:

www.511tactical.com
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3
Geissele’s Super 700 might 

be the most adjustable 

Remington 700-compatible 

trigger on the market. The 

design is an outgrowth of Geissele’s 

work on the Navy/USMC’s Mk 13 plat-

form. The trigger runs as either a one 

or two-stage trigger, with the ability 

for the end-user to switch between 

the two options with an Allen key. 

Adjustments include first stage weight, 

second stage weight (when configured 

as a 2-stage trigger), sear engage-

ment, and overtravel. Aside from being 

able to tune all aspects of the trigger, 

the Super 700 has a three-point safety 

that locks the trigger shoe, the transfer 

bar, and the mechanism itself. With all 

this adjustability, configurability, and 

safety, this thing could be one trigger 

that fills every rifle roll from sniper to 

competitor to hunter.

MAKE:

Geissele Automatics
MODEL:

Super 700 Trigger
CONFIGURATION:

Works as both single-stage and  
two-stage
ADJUSTMENT RANGE:

12 ounces to 3.5 pounds
MSRP:

$250
URL:

www.geissele.com
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8
Sure, they can be bulky and 

require batteries, but we like 

electronic earmuffs. They pro-

tect our hearing by attenuating 

the deafening ire of our boomsticks yet 

magnify normal sounds around us when 

our safety’s on. Walker’s recently released 

its latest pair of e-muffs, the XCEL 100. It 

features four modes: Universal for general 

sound ampliication, Speech Clarity for 

enhancing voices in a noisy environment, 

Power Boost for amplifying sound across 

the range of volume, and High Frequency 

to hear the ping of your round hitting a 

steel target at long distances. Plus, it has 

an auto-shutoff function, wind-noise re-

duction, a new ergonomic headband, and 

a low-battery warning. Two AAA batteries 

are included.

MAKE:

Walker’s
MODEL:

XCEL 100
MSRP:

$100
URL:

www.walkersgameear.com

6
The PyroVault is body armor 

for your Zippo. Some might see 

this as overkill, but for those 

who go into harm’s way daily 

or venture to inhospitable lands for fun, 

the PyroVault is the ideal supplement to 

the iconic windproof lighter. After all, a 

reliable source of ire can be a lifesaver 

in survival situations. It’s made out of 

heat-resistant reinforced polymer, weighs 

less than an ounce, and accepts any 

Zippo-style lighter insert (�uid or butane). 

It retains Zippo’s one-handed operation 

with a spring-loaded cap, but upgrades 

the lighter’s portability with a low-pro 

PALS webbing clip so you can attach it to 

your kit. Plus, its O-ring keeps water out 

while reducing fuel evaporation. Made in 

the USA. For an additional $14, you can 

also receive a custom Zippo with Thyrm’s 

powdercoated logo on it. Made in the USA.

MAKE:

Thyrm
MODEL:

PyroVault
MSRP:

$30 without lighter, $44 with lighter
URL:

www.thyrm.com

5
Adding accessories to your lat-

est AR-15 build is a love/hate 

thing. After all, anything you 

install is going to add weight. 

As the saying goes, ounces equal pounds 

and pounds equal pain. So, if you’re 

looking to keep your ri�e as low carb as 

possible, the HALO MiniVert Grip is a good 

option. This vertical foregrip (VFG) from 

Tyrant Designs features a skeletonized 

aluminum frame to reduce weight yet still 

offer structural strength. It stands 2.75 

inches tall, 0.8 inch wide, and weighs only 

2.5 ounces. This VFG also has chamfered 

edges for a comfortable feel in hand and 

a lip extension for different grip styles. 

Available for both M-LOK and KeyMod 

systems. Made in the USA.

MAKE:

Tyrant Designs
MODEL:

HALO MiniVert Grip 
MSRP:

$56
URL:

www.tyrantcnc.com

7
We’re so over the big belt 

buckle trend, especially the 

one that requires guys to tuck 

in only the front of their shirts 

like some sort of fashion mullet. We’re 

happy to see Graith USA come out with 

the Specialist, a low-proile EDC belt that 

could be worn with shorts, slacks, or tacti-

cal pants. Its minimalistic buckle is made 

of solid brass with a gunmetal inish and 

paired beautifully with 1.5-inch Mil-spec 

nylon webbing with a scuba webbing core 

and a hook-and-loop closure, allowing for 

micro adjustments. The Specialist isn’t a 

dedicated shooting belt, but it does bal-

ance stiffness and �exibility — providing 

daylong comfort and the strength to carry 

most of your EDC gear. Handcrafted in 

the USA.

MAKE:

Graith USA
MODEL:

Specialist
MSRP:

$43
URL:

www.graithusa.com
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MANTICOREARMS.COM

Christine is a former Army Blackhawk pilot with 

over 600 hours of combat missions under her belt.  

Now as a civilian and a mother she trusts her life to 

Manticore Arms products.

Designing and manufacturing ways to enhance 

\RXU�ŖUHDUP�LV�RXU�EXVLQHVV��DQG�ZKDWHYHU�\RXU�

personal need is we can help you upgrade the 

SHUIRUPDQFH�RI�\RXU�RZQ�ŖUHUDP�

All of our parts are designed and manufactured in 

the USA just like they should be.

Check out our offering of Tavor X95 parts along 

ZLWK�SDUWV�IRU�PDQ\�RWKHU�ŖUHDUPV�RQ�RXU�ZHEVLWH�

MADE
IN USA

THIS MOTHER IS MANTICORE EQUIPPED
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CRKT’s Forged By War is 

a series of tactical tools 

designed by veterans, with 

a portion of the proits 

donated to the charity of the designer’s 

choosing. The Du Hoc is one such example. 

This beefy karambit was designed by 

Austin McGlaun — who served as a cop 

in Georgia and with the 101st Airborne 

Division in Iraq — to honor the memory of 

his late uncle, who decades before earned 

the Silver Star. Made of SK5 high-carbon 

steel, the 5-inch blade has a plain edge 

while the handle features G10 scales and 

a sizable retention ring. It has a 9.625-

inch overall length, weighs 9.3 ounces, 

and comes with a glass-reinforced nylon 

sheath. 

MAKE:

Columbia River Knife & Tool
MODEL:

Du Hoc
MSRP:

$135
URL:

www.crkt.com

9
We’re warning you, if you 

want a set of these special 

edition SK8-Hi Notchback 

Pros in MultiCam Black, stop 

reading this right now and hit the URL 

below. They’re going to sell out faster 

than toilet paper before a snowstorm. 

We have no idea why TP and snowfall 

are so intertwined, but we do know 

that every time Vans collaborates with 

DEFCON, the resulting shoes end up 

on eBay for about ive times the list 

price. These sneakers are equipped with 

ireproof Wolverine Warrior suede, a 

waterproof treatment on upper, DRi-LEX 

lining, Vans Ultracush HD footbeds with 

custom artwork, and reinforced reverse 

lug tread pattern outsole. Whether 

you’re kicking in doors, kicking ollies, 

or kicking back beers, these DEFCON 

Notchbacks have you covered.

MAKE:

DEFCON & Vans
MODEL:

SK8-Hi Notchback Pro
MSRP:

$138
URL:

www.defcongroup.com
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11
Keeping a blade sharp 

is the same as keeping 

your CCW pistol clean 

and loaded, lest you 

come up short in a life-and-death 

situation. DMT makes it easy for you to 

keep your knife’s cutting edge razor-like 

with its SLYDR-Sharp. This portable tool 

works like a two-sided boxcutter; slide 

one button up to release the ile tool 

(which works on straight edges) or turn 

it over and push on the other button 

to use the rod (which works on curved 

and serrated edges). Both sharpeners 

are covered in diamond abrasives that 

can work on everything from knives and 

tomahawks to scissors and shovels.

MAKE:

DMT
MODEL:

SLYDR-Sharp
MSRP:

$43
URL:

www.dmtonlinestore.com

12
A good headlamp goes 

a long way. Whether it’s 

helping you get back 

to basecamp after a 

long day of hunting or providing light 

while you ix a �at tire at night, this type 

of wearable torch can provide intense 

illumination while allowing you to move 

hands-free. The Petzl Tactikka Core is 

a lightweight, compact headlamp that 

puts out 350 lumens to 104 yards for up 

to two hours. It also has a 2-lumen red 

light to preserve night vision and stealth 

that can also by switched to strobe and 

be seen from almost a half-mile away for 

350 hours. This hybrid light comes with 

a rechargeable battery, but also accepts 

three AAA batteries. Moreover, it has an 

IPX4 weather-resistant rating, so it’ll still 

work even if it’s raining or snowing.

MAKE:

Petzl
MODEL:

Tactikka Core
MSRP:

$70
URL:

www.petzl.com

9
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Gone are days of bullpup casings ejecting into your line of sight. With patented downward shell ejection, the 

KelTec™ RDB® is simply the bullpup done right. It’s completely ambidextrous, adjustable for a wide variety 

of ammunition and features the best factory bullpup trigger ever. In other words, the only thing the RDB 

flies in the face of is mediocrity. Innovation. Performance. KelTec. See more at KelTecWeapons.com. 
©2019 Kel-Tec CNC Industries, Inc





US: 800.222.4296  |  WWW.MECHANIX.COM

TACTICAL HAND PROTECTION

#mechanix

READY

WHEN

YOU

ARE



BY IAIN HARRISON

PHOTOS BY KENDA LENSEIGNE

GETTING UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH THE 
ANTIQUITY OF BALKANS COMBAT

Making up a small corner of the very large 

grounds of Belgrade Fortress, the BMHM is 

very much a tale of two parts. The irst is the 

museum itself, which is professionally run and 

spread over two stories of an imposing stone 

structure, occupying space within the inner 

walls of the impressive defensive complex that 

used to guard the conluence of the Danube 

and Sava rivers. The second, well, we’ll come 

to that in due course.
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 BLACKHAWK.COM
©2018 BLACKHAWK! 2645 International Pkwy, Virginia Beach, VA 23452
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RANGE POLO WEATHERED RIPSTOP CAP KNOXX® AXIOM™ STOCK KNOXX® AR HANDGUARD HYBRID FOLDING SIGHTS

HIGHLY COMFORTABLE - SLICK-EDGED, 

WIDE WEBBING DISPERSES LOAD

PATENTED RAPID ADJUST SLIDER 

FOR HIGH SPEED TRANSITIONS

MULTIPOINT SLINGS

AVAILABLE WITH QUICK DISCONNECT, 

SNAP HOOK, OR FREE END CONNECTORS

INSTANTLY CHANGE FROM A 2-POINT TO A SINGLE 

POINT SLING - FOR UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
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Visitors enter the foyer of the mu-

seum proper and stroll through chrono-

logically arranged displays detailing 

around 2,100 years of regional warfare, 

starting with the Elyrian peoples and 

ending with the U.S.-led NATO attacks 

in 1999. Throughout the tour, there’s 

no sense that you have to conform to 

a carefully scheduled and orchestrated 

program — this is no Disney-esque 

micro-managed show, unlike some other 

big-name exhibits in other countries. 

Instead, the visitor can pick their way at 

a very leisurely cadence, which echoes 

the pace of life outside. 

The irst few displays are a little 

scant, due to the comparative scarcity 

of artifacts dating back over two mil-

lennia. The museum quickly picks 

up the pace, however, with hundreds 

of examples of medieval weaponry 

used by the various warring factions 

who invaded, held territory, and got 

kicked out over the centuries. As the 

crossroads of three major religions 

and numerous empires, this region 

has seen more than its share of bloody 

conlicts, the aftermath of which is 

still being dealt with today. Space 

doesn’t allow us to even scratch the 

surface of the area’s history, but if 

you’re interested, then Misha Glenny’s 

magisterial, The Balkans: Nationalism, 

War & the Great Powers, 1804-1999 is 

a good place to start. 

Cold War-era 
Yugoslav Army kit, 
including Sagger 
briefcase and RPG2

A compendium of 
early 20th century 
handguns. Clockwise 
from top: C96, 
Artillery Luger, Roth 
Steyr, Steyr Hahn, 
Rast & Gasser, C96.

Round ball holes in 
the fortress gates 
indicate that yes, 
this place has seen 
quite a bit of history.

F117 detritus from 
Lt. Col. Zelko’s 
aircraft. 

Much space is given to the dozen or 

so Serb uprisings against the occupy-

ing Turkish powers, who invaded in the 

15th century and hung around until the 

First World War. For almost 500 years, 

the Serbs attempted to throw off the 

Ottoman yoke with various degrees of 

success, while other occupants of the 

Balkans made accommodations to live 

under rule from Constantinople. They 

were inally triumphant during the early 

years of the 20th century, aligning them-

selves with the British, among others.

The exploits of the young Josip Broz 

Tito are also covered in detail, as well 

as those of the partisans he led against 

Nazi occupation during WWII. Much 

is made of the Croat Ustasha collabo-

ration with the Germans, perhaps in 

justiication of the post-war marginaliza-

tion of the Croat and Bosniak peoples 

in the Serb-dominated Yugoslavia that 

both predated WWII, and followed it. 

Unsurprisingly, the part where Tito’s 

partisan security apparatus executed up 

to 100,000 political opponents in the 

years following their victory is skipped. 

As part of this large display, there are 

numerous examples of Mausers with 

bullet holes in their barrels, as well as 

a few mortars and cannon that suffered 

either breech failures or premature war-

head detonation. Ouch. For students of 

European small arms design, the early 

BELGRADE MILITARY HISTORY MUSEUM



W H A T  A L L  G U N S  S H O U L D  B E
T M

©2018, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specifications are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

M A DE  I N  A MER IC A

(888) 243-4522

kimberamerica.com

P R O  C O V E R T

THE GRAY MAN

FINISHED IN DURABLE, SELF-

LUBRICATING KIMPRO® II GRAY, 

CRIMSON TRACE® LASERGRIPS®

FOR FAST TARGET ACQUISITION, A 

CRISP 4–5LB TRIGGER, THE COVERT 

FAMILY STANDS OUT AS PRECISION 

INSTRUMENTS FOR CARRY.



Unable to read much 
Serbian, we had 

absolutely no idea 
what this was, apart 

from lethal.

The Queen of No 
Man’s Land, in  
8mm Mauser.

Oopsie. 60mm 
premature  
initiation.
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BELGRADE MILITARY HISTORY MUSEUM

part of the 20th century is comprehen-

sively dealt with, and there are plenty 

of machine guns from Italian, French, 

Czech, German, and British manufac-

turers on display, some of which are 

relative rarities.

There’s a comparatively large display 

covering the Yugoslav contribution to 

the UN peacekeeping efforts in the 

Siniai Peninsula during 1956, the 

irst such United Nations boondoggle, 

though assuredly not the last. The ef-

fort to involve the UN was spearheaded 

by Secretary General Dagmar Hammer-

skold of Norway, whose plane crashed 

in 1961 in what is now Zambia, one 

day after the surrender of the Irish 

contingent in Jadotville, and was prob-

ably shot down by a French CM. 170 

Magister piloted by a Belgian who’d 

lown for the Brits in WWII. A convolut-

ed and shady episode in international 

relations, indeed. 

As a side note, the state of Yugoslavia 

had been a member of the UN since its 

formation in 1945, and was never part 

of the Soviet Union, having chosen to 

beat its own path. Tito and Stalin had 

a bit of a falling out over Yugoslavia’s 

economic development program, which 

resulted in the latter dispatching hitmen 

to take care of business. Tito responded 

with a letter, which read, “Stop sending 

people to kill me. We’ve already captured 

ive of them, one of them with a bomb 

and another with a rile. If you don’t stop 

sending killers, I’ll send one to Moscow, 

and I won’t have to send a second.” The 

attempts ceased.

Following Tito’s death in 1980, it was 

only a matter of time before internal di-

visions and external tensions placed the 

country on its merry way to breakup and 

civil war, a period to which only lip ser-

vice is paid in the inal displays of the 

museum, despite it costing the lives of 

around 140,000 of its citizens between 

1991 to ’95. There’s about 25 feet of 

glass case, behind which are some of 

the weapons captured from the other 

participants in the conlict, including a 

MAC11, complete with suppressor. The 

last couple of cases deal with the USA’s 

involvement in the region, including the 

1999 air campaign and the lesser-

known covert operations by “others” 

in 1998, which resulted in the capture 

of several pieces of kit, including SIG 

STG90 assault riles, a Barrett .50 cal, 

laptop, and remote detonators. 

There’s a chunk from the fuselage of 

the F117 stealth ighter piloted by Lt. 



W292S4498 Hillside Rd, Waukesha, WI 53189  ◆ Tel: 262-896-6780, Fax: 262-896-6756  ◆ www.midwestindustriesinc.com

MI Combat Rifle Front Sight
For AR-15/M4/M16 Rifles and other platforms
◆ Low profile .437” when folded down, flips up to Mil-Spec sight height
◆ Dual locking detent springs for added reliability and crisp positioning
◆ Constructed of ordnance grade phosphate finished steel and hard coated 6061 aluminum
◆ Uses standard A2 front sight post   ◆ 1.5 MOA per click adjustments
◆ 100% Made in U.S.A. with MI lifetime warranty

MI Combat Rifle Front Sight #MI-CRS-F  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Retail $84.95

MI Combat Rifle Rear Sight
For AR-15/M4/M16 Rifles and other platforms
◆ Super low profile .388” centerline when folded down, flips up to Mil-Spec sight height
◆ Intermediate aperture for long-range precision and close range rapid engagement
◆ Dual locking detent springs for added reliability and crisp positioning
◆ Constructed of ordnance grade phosphate finished steel and hard coated 6061 aluminum
◆ Rifle .5 MOA / Carbine .65 MOA click adjustments
◆ 100% Made in U.S.A. with MI lifetime warranty

MI Combat Rifle Rear Sight #MI-CRS-R  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Retail $84.95

MI Combat
Rifle Sight Set #MI-CRS-Set Retail $159.95

◆ Includes Combat Rifle Front and Rear Sight, and A2 Front Sight Tool
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BELGRADE WAR 
MUSEUM

ADDRESS 

11000, Belgrade
Serbia

HOURS

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. every 
day, except Monday

ADMISSION

200 Dinars (about $2)

PHONE

(719) 524-0915

URL

www.muzej.mod.gov.
rs/en/

SA7 Grail (top) and 
SA16 Gimlet (bottom) 
used against NATO 
aircraft in 1999, 
along with a chunk 
of F16

Anti-tank weapon 
test target. Sh*t 

works, yo.

Private Carpenter to 
the white courtesy 
phone, we’ve found 
your Beretta.

Col Dale Zelko, shot down 5 miles west 

of Belgrade on March 27, 1999 by a 

modiied SA-3 Goa missile. His subse-

quent rescue by the crew of an MH-53 

Pave Low was one of the most challeng-

ing combat search-and-rescue opera-

tions in recent history, and a testament 

to the training and professionalism of the 

personnel involved.

Now, about that second part of our 

story ... Outside the well-groomed 

displays of the museum building lies a 

collection of larger pieces, grouped for 

the most part inside the dead space 

between the outer fortress walls and the 

sanctum within. In this moat lies one of 

the most comprehensive assortments 

of WWI ield artillery we’ve ever come 

across, together with a few of the most 

signiicant milestones of armor develop-

ment. Panzers 1-5 are there for your pe-

rusal, without any barriers or hindrance 

to you putting paws on them, along with 

the most signiicant tank of WWI, the 

French Renault FT, which subsequently 

became America’s irst tank also.

The hands-on aspect of the artifacts 

on show is one of the things that 

distinguish this collection from most in 

the U.S or anywhere else, for that mat-

ter. Instead of handrails and warning 

signs everywhere, there’s no impedi-

to anyone willing to wade past the irst 

few yards of discarded water bottles, fast 

food wrappers, and soiled underwear. 

It’s a trip worth taking, and if you want 

to make it even more worthwhile, time 

your visit to coincide with the Belgrade 

Beer Fest in August. Located in green 

space in the new part of the city on 

the banks of the Danube, it’s a ive-day 

extravaganza of libations, grilled meat, 

and music, which is free to enter, and 

deinitely gets the RECOIL thumbs up. 

ment for the visitor to clamber all over 

the battlements, and there are some 

pretty decent drops from the top of the 

walls to the pit below. If you’re visiting 

with kids, you may want to keep them 

on a short leash. There’s a sense of ne-

glect and decay pervading the outside 

displays, though the staff obviously 

try their best with a limited budget — 

despite this being a potential jewel of 

a museum in the heart of the nation’s 

capital city, there’s trash everywhere. 

The upside to this somewhat sad 

state of affairs is that for the determined 

pilgrim there’s a “choose your own 

adventure” vibe to the venue. Take a good 

lashlight and you can explore tunnels 

and caverns within the fort that at one 

time were locked down tighter than a 

gnat’s chuff, but nowadays are available 

BELGRADE MILITARY HISTORY MUSEUM
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HAVE A LOOK AT THE ROOK. RING POWER’S ARMORED 
DOOR-KICKER DELIVERY SYSTEM 

BY JOHN SCHWARTZE

PHOTOS BY Q CONCEPTS

RING POWER 
ROOK 
 95HP
 ARMORED CRITICAL  
 INCIDENT VEHICLE
WWW.RINGPOWER.COM

There are certain practicality and reliability 

requirements you just won’t get out of standard 

car and truck platforms no matter how much 

you modify them. When it comes to high-risk sit-

uations, there’s an unusual combination of tasks 

that one vehicle needs to accomplish, such as 

accessorizing for speciic emergencies on short 



notice, enough armor to protect against a 

shootout akin to the ’97 North Hollywood bank 

robbery, and the ability to deliver or evacuate 

personnel above the ground �oor or in places 

a conventional vehicle can’t reach. So is there 

one machine that can serve as troop transport, 

battering ram, extrication vehicle, and any 

number of other tactical job duties with the 

proven reliability of a well-known brand? Well, 

actually there is. 

First a little background on the company. 

Ring Power was founded in 1962 by L.C. Ring-

haver as a Caterpillar dealership. In 2006, a 

local SWAT team member came to the company 

with the idea to armor a Caterpillar construction 

vehicle and outit it with special attachments 

to assist law enforcement by minimizing their 

exposure to gunire. After building a couple ver-

sions made to order, by 2011 Ring Power was in 

full production on its armored critical incident 

vehicle, also known as the Rook. 

While you may be familiar with vehicles like 

a repurposed M706 being used as a batter-

ing ram or Lenco BearCats serving as troop 

transports, there’s really nothing else like the 

Rook on the market. Armored trucks typically 

run roughly 120 to 150 psi of ground pres-

sure and can get stuck easily. The Rook yields 

approximately 5.5 psi on the ground, making 

it rather light-footed. The track drive enables it 

to crawl over septic tanks, get into backyards, 

and reach areas otherwise inaccessible to other 

dual- or triple-axle tactical vehicles.

The Phoenix Products division of Ring Power 

transforms the off-the-line skid steer into the 

bulwark you see here. The cab is cut to their 

design, given three exits, and up-armored (in-

cluding the engine compartment) with NIJ Level 

IV armor and UL9 glass. The system comes with 

the following attachments: a hydraulic breaching 

ram, vehicle extrication tool, armored deploy-

ment platform, and grapple claw. Because the 

stock Cat chassis can handle the extra weight of 

the accessories, no additional modiications to 

the stock drivetrain are needed. 

The armored deployment platform features 

a sliding center door, batwing doors on the 

outer edges, and an independent power supply 

for lights and cameras. There’s enough room 

to safely shield four fully armed oficers, and 

it’s equipped with two locking gun ports, four 

5x9-inch bulletproof sight ports, and can be 

detached to remain as a fortiied position or 

be delivered close to potential bomb threats. 

The Rook can raise the platform 11 feet off 

the ground for second-story entries, while its 

cameras transmit feed to the vehicle operator.   

The hydraulic ram also contains cameras, can 

extend 6 to 10 feet, and easily penetrate block 

walls, steel-reinforced doors, or be used to just 

plain tear a house to pieces. A vehicle extrac-

tion tool can lift or reposition a car or even drag/

push a full-size bus. A grapple claw is mainly 

used for clearing debris and storm cleanup. 

Some of the other options available for the Rook 

include an OC dispenser, integrated night vision, 

FLIR thermal imaging, wireless remote control, 

CBRN cab overpressure, chemical warfare de-

tectors, and an explosives mitigation package to 

name a few. Custom platforms and attachments 

are also available. 

A variety of agencies now use the Rook. You 

may have even seen it televised during the 

inal standoff with Syed 

Rizwan and  
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AGENCIES  
USING THE ROOK 
TACTICAL  
OPERATIONS DIVISION 
Hershey, PA

ST. JOHNS COUNTY  

SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Saint Augustine, FL 

NEW MEXICO  
STATE POLICE  

MARION COUNTY 

SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Ocala, FL 

FONTANA  
CALIFORNIA  
POLICE  

DEPARTMENT 

Fontana, CA  

MISSISSIPPI STATE 

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Jackson, MS

ALACHUA COUNTY 

SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Gainesville, FL

CITY OF BOCA RATON

Boca Raton, FL 

ORANGE COUNTY 

SHERIFF’S OFFICE 

Orlando, FL 

SOUTHERN REGIONAL  

ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Franklin County, MA

NEW MEXICO DEPT. 

OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

Santa Fe, NM 

THE CITY OF  
NEW YORK  

(NASSAU COUNTY)

New York, NY

THE STATE 

OF DELAWARE 

Dover, DE 

ONTARIO POLICE 

DEPARTMENT

Ontario, CA 

THE CITY OF  

JACKSONVILLE

Jacksonville, FL 

LANE COUNTY  

SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Eugene, OR 

GEORGIA  

STATE PATROL

Atlanta, GA

WESTCHESTER 

COUNTY POLICE (NY)

Valhalla, NY

NEW YORK  

STATE POLICE 

Albany, NY 

Tashfeen Malik when their escape vehi-

cle was cornered on the freeway in the 

aftermath of the 2015 San Bernardino 

terrorist attack. 

Retired sergeant Alex Horcasitas, 

former operational commander of the 

tactical team for New Mexico State 

Police, has participated in quite a few 

high-risk events where the Rook was 

used. “It’s one of those few things that 

came along in all the years I was in 

SWAT that was truly a game changer. 

We all looked back and said, ‘How did 

we ever work without that thing?’ Once 

we started using it, we found more and 

more ways it was useful to protect our 

team members without putting the sus-

pect or our oficers in danger,” he says. 

Horcasitas recalls one particular 

event where a subject had barricaded 

himself in a house and hid in the attic 

area. His department was able to push 

the Rook’s camera-equipped hydraulic 

2

3

4

1ram through one of the vents to get a 

visual on where the suspect was. After 

refusing to surrender, the oficers used 

the ram to lift the side of the roof up, 

enabling them to ire less-lethal muni-

tions to force the individual to submit. 

“The Rook has versatility and lex-

ibility. We’ve used BearCats and Rooks; 

both serve a speciic purpose. The 

BearCat is more of a transport to get 

the team there and as a last point of 

cover to put the oficers, negotiators, 

or K9s in front of the house. It’s the 

workhorse. You can use the Rook to pull 

off burglar bars, open doors, and use 

the armored platform in another part of 

the house, such as the backyard. It has 

its own lights, video cameras, and once 

it’s dropped off, the Rook can be used 

for other tasks rather than just remain 

stationary,” Horcasitas says. 

Cost for a fully loaded unit with every 

option (including a trailer) is $570,000. 

TOOLS OF ENGAGEMENT

1  The driver can see 
and communicate with 
oficers on the armored 
deployment platform 
(seen on next page), 
which can be detached 
and left stationary. 

2  Operating the Rook 
is really no different 
than your typical Cat-
erpillar tractor. Ring 
Power offers training 
for anyone in the U.S. 
who purchases the 
Rook.

3  Believe it or not, 
the amount of ground 
pressure generated by 
the Rook is much lower 
than standard tactical 
vehicles, enabling it to 
access areas conven-
tional vehicles can't.

4  An armored 
platform on the 
rear enables four 
fully armed oficers 
to safely position 
themselves behind  
the driver.



Available For 

Home 
Delivery
Get RECOIL’s sister publication, RECOIL OFFGRID, 

delivered right to your door six times a year!  

It’s a fresh approach to urban survival and 

emergency preparation — with in-depth buyer’s 

guides, honest product reviews, and survival 

techniques from the industry’s top experts.

OFFGRID-mag.com
ALSO AVAILABLE ON
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Included in the price for buyers 

located in the U.S. is training on how 

to operate the vehicle. If you have any 

familiarity with the two-joystick system 

of a regular skid steer, you’re already 

ahead of the game. 

It's hard to believe that a common 

construction implement could be 

adapted to perform so many tasks irst 

responders often ind themselves in, 

TOOLS OF ENGAGEMENT

POWERTRAIN:
Two-speed 9.4 mph

WIDTH: 
78 inches

GROUND PRESSURE: 
5 psi

FUEL TANK: 
24.8 gallons

BUCKET PIN HEIGHT  
AT MAXIMUM LIFT:
125.1 inches

HORSEPOWER: 
95

WEIGHT: 
14,030 pounds (machine only)
 Caterpillar chassis
 Hydraulic quick coupler
 Enclosed ROPS cab with AC/heater
 Dual level suspension undercarriage, self leveling, 

advanced machine information and controls system 
 NIJ Level IV armor 

ATTACHMENTS
 Armored deployment platform with integrated 
wireless video system  
 Hydraulic breaching ram with integrated  
video system
 Vehicle extraction tool 
 Grapple claw 
 Plus custom 25x8-foot gooseneck trailer with 
additional 5-foot dovetail loading ramp

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT  
& UPGRADES AT ADDITIONAL COST
 O.C. dispenser for hydraulic breaching ram
 Integrated night vision
 FLIR thermal imaging
 Tactical breaching tools mounted to platform
 LED Light Bar Package 
 Wireless feed with wrist-mounted monitors for 
team

BASE PRICE:  
$570,000 (fully loaded)

URL:  
 www.ringpower.com

RING  
POWER  
ROOK

but the Rook deinitely pays for itself 

in safety and practicality. We can’t 

help but fantasize on what Ring Power 

would do to tactically overhaul a Cat 

797F mining truck. Even though they 

have no plans to build such a vehicle, 

one can still dream. In the meantime, 

we think the Rook is quite the instru-

ment to have if you’re in the business 

of saving lives. 
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TFX™ PRO

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE

TRITIUM + FIBER-OPTIC

XTREME DAY/NIGHT SIGHTS

TFX™

TRITIUM + FIBER-OPTIC 

XTREME DAY/NIGHT SIGHTS

TRITIUM PRO

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE 

HANDGUN NIGHT SIGHTS

TRITIUM

HANDGUN NIGHT SIGHTS
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UNUSUAL SUSPECTS NON-FERROUS BLADES
BY PATRICK VUONG 

21

4
MAKE:

Boker Plus   
MODEL: 

Anti-MC 
OAL:

7.7 inches
BLADE LENGTH: 

3.2 inches    
BLADE MATERIAL: 

Ceramic   
WEIGHT: 

2.5 ounces
MSRP: 

$96
URL:

www.bokerusa.com

5
MAKE: 

Cold Steel    
MODEL:

Delta Dart 
OAL: 

8.125 inches
BLADE LENGTH: 

3.25 inches   
BLADE MATERIAL: 

Zy-Ex polymer   
WEIGHT: 

1 ounce
MSRP: 

$6
URL:

www.coldsteel.com

3
MAKE: 

Bastion Gear   
MODEL:

Gentlemen’s Carry Knife 
OAL: 

7.5 inches
BLADE LENGTH: 

3 inches    
BLADE MATERIAL: 

Carbon iber   
WEIGHT: 

1.5 ounces
MSRP: 

$82
URL:

www.amazon.com

6
MAKE: 

VZ Grips   
MODEL: 

Diamante Dagger G10 
OAL:

9.875 inches
BLADE LENGTH: 

4.5 inches
BLADE MATERIAL: 

G10 
WEIGHT: 

2.3 ounces
MSRP: 

$99
URL: 

www.vzgrips.com

Most knife nuts know 

that a blade’s steel is 

made up mostly of two 

components: iron and 

carbon. But did you 

know you could have a 

blade without iron? 

Non-ferrous knives 

are nothing new. 

Humans have slashed 

and bashed each other 

with weapons made 

of stone then bronze 

(which is tin and 

copper) long before 

the Iron Age. But 

thanks to advancing 

technology and cheaper 

manufacturing, we now 

have a variety of non-

ferrous blade materials 

available — polymers, 

titanium, and ceramics, 

just to name a few.

Why would you need 

a knife without iron? 

No, not for sneaking 

past a metal detector. 

Non-ferrous blades 

have plenty of legit 

uses, including in 

marine environments 

(they don’t rust) and 

around medical and 

industrial equipment 

(they’re not magnetic). 

Another bonus is the 

“low-carb” factor; 

almost all the tools in 

this buyer’s guide are 

half the weight of their 

ferrous counterparts. 

And for the knife 

nut, they’re another 

specimen to add to  

the collection. 

1
MAKE:

Schwartz Tactical 
MODEL: 

ST Vengeance Generation II 
OAL:

6.625 inches 
BLADE LENGTH: 

2.625 inches   
BLADE MATERIAL: 

Carbon iber, titanium, and 
tungsten carbide  
WEIGHT: 

2.2 ounces
MSRP: 

$225
URL: 

www.schwartztactical.com

2
MAKE:

Browning  
MODEL: 

Speed Load Ceramic  
OAL: 

7 inches
BLADE LENGTH: 

3 inches    
BLADE MATERIAL: 

Ceramic
WEIGHT: 

2.9 ounces
MSRP: 

$40
URL: 

www.browning.com
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INTERROGATING THE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS

411: 
If the Predator was hunting 
in your neck of the galaxy, 
we’d expect it to be carrying 
something like this space-
age karambit. With a slice of 
titanium sandwiched by two 
layers of carbon iber, the 
second generation of the ST 
Vengeance is featherweight, 
easily concealable, and 
ergonomic. To increase 
edge retention, tungsten 
carbide has been added to 
the titanium cutting surface. 
The handle features a 
comfortable paracord wrap.  

PROS:

 Unlike many ill-itting 
karambits made in the 
West, this bad boy feels 
good in forward grip with 
your pinky in the retention 
ring due to its alignment 
with the handle.

 Carbon iber is sturdy and 
doesn’t �ake or chip easily 
like on other brands.

 Perfect balance in forward 
or reverse grip

CONS:

 A karambit’s curved blade 
limits its versatility.

 The Holstex sheath is 
well made, but doesn’t 
come with a belt or clip 
attachment — just 
grommet holes for lashing 
your own. 

SCHWARTZ TACTICAL
ST VENGEANCE GEN. II

411: 
Ceramic knives became 
trendy a few years ago 
because they’re lightweight, 
super sharp, smell and 
corrosion resistant, and 
can stay sharp longer than 
traditional steel blades. The 
downside? Their strength 
also makes them brittle, so 
they can crack or shatter. 
Fortunately, we didn’t 
experience this con with the 
Speed Load Ceramic. And 
as its name implies, you can 
swap out its blade for one of 
two additional blades in a 
few seconds.

PROS:

 Comes with interchange-
able drop-point, guthook, 
and caper blades, all of 
which can be replaced 
quickly in the ield. 

 Blades hold a mean edge.

 Even though it has a pocket 
clip, this folding knife 
also comes with a nylon 
belt sheath that houses a 
polymer hard case for the 
extra blades.

 Ideal model for hunters, 
anglers, and outdoorsy 
types

CONS:

 For a medium-sized folder, 
it’s kinda chunky — and 
outright fat when worn 
inside the nylon belt 
shealth.

 The liner-lock was gritty 
and needed some lube to 
disengage it comfortably 
when closing the blade.

 Ceramic blades have the 
potential of chipping.

BROWNING
SPEED LOAD CERAMIC

411: 
This folding knife is made 
up almost entirely of carbon 
iber, which seems like such 
a cool idea … until you 
realize it’s made up almost 
entirely of carbon iber. This 
futuristic material is fantas-
tic for certain fast-moving 
applications (i.e. race cars), 
but not for tools that are 
meant to be durable, such 
as a knife blade. Fortunately, 
this folder is well made and 
everything else (from the 
pocket clip to the liner-lock) 
works great. 

PROS:

 Aesthetically pleasing

 Practically as light as a 
paperclip

 Handle is comfortable, 
ergonomic, and not overly 
slick like some other carbon 
ibers.

CONS:

 Dull cutting edge pushes 
more than it slices.

 Don’t use this to pry; 
carbon-iber blade can 
snap with enough lateral 
force

 Pocket clip is in the 
tip-down, right-handed 
coniguration only.

BASTION GEAR
GENTLEMEN’S  
CARRY KNIFE 

411: 
This sophisticated folder is 
100-percent nonmagnetic. 
Its frame-lock handle is 
made from titanium, which is 
strong, lightweight, and both 
rust and chemical resistant. 
On the business end, its 
ceramic blade could easily be 
mistaken for steel because 
of its polished mirror inish 
and impeccable hollow 
grind. Plus, the ceramic 
blade means it’ll retain its 
edge for longer than its steel 
counterparts. Comes with a 
deep-carry pocket clip. 

PROS:

 Cuts like a laser (and 
probably will for a long 
time)

 Its non-reactive materials 
makes it ideal for cutting 
fruit or other foods that 
could stain steel blades.

 This gentleman’s knife is 
elegant in its smooth lines 
and simple design.

CONS:

 Ceramic blades can chip, 
so be choosey about your 
cutting surfaces.

 Don’t use this to pop open 
paint cans or jammed doors 
— the blade might snap.

 Sorry, but the pocket clip is 
only for righties who like the 
tip pointing down.

BOKER PLUS
ANTI-MC 

411: 
Cold Steel makes a wide 
range of deadly edged 
weapons, from ixed blades 
and tomahawks to spears 
and long swords. The 
company also has a series of 
self-defense tools made of 
polymers, but they’re nothing 
to toy around with. The Delta 
Dart is one such example. 
Though it doesn’t have any 
cutting edges, the triangular 
cross-section ends in a 
sharp point that makes for 
a powerful stabber. A neck 
sheath is sold separately.

PROS:

 Ridiculously light yet tough 
and strong

 Immense piercing power

 Despite being as slim as 
a Sharpie, the textured 
handle is actually pretty 
grippy.

 With a retail cost of six 
bucks, it’s easy on the 
wallet.

CONS:

 The cheap price tag means 
the sheath isn’t included.

 This bad boy has only one 
use — puncturing — 
limiting its functionality.

COLD STEEL
DELTA DART

411: 
G10 is one of our favorite 
handle materials because 
it isn’t just light and 
strong, but also resistant 
to moisture, chemicals, 
corrosion, and temperature. 
This iberglass laminate also 
doesn’t conduct electricity. 
So it’s no surprise that VZ 
Grips (famed for making 
pistol grips and ri�es rails) 
has used its own propriety 
G10 to get into the knife 
game. The Diamante Dagger 
exempliies the beneits 
of using this material for 
stabbing implements. 

PROS:

 Its blade proile makes 
it perfect for delivering 
penetrating strikes.

 Ample inger guards pre-
vent slippage during use.

 Incredibly strong with good 
length without the usual 
bulk   

 Comes with a sturdy sheath

CONS:

 G10 just doesn’t take a ine 
cutting edge and, therefore, 
can’t slice with authority. 
At least this dagger has 
serrations that could be 
used to saw ibrous mate-
rial in a pinch. 

VZ GRIPS
DIAMANTE DAGGER G10 



After years of raising the bar on long-range shooting with our 50 

caliber, Barrett has now created our next generation AR. We call it the REC7 

DI, and, while incredibly light, it carries some truly weighty attributes. A 

highly customizable direct impingement rifle, the REC7 DI can be adapted to 

your specific preferences. What’s more, in true Barrett tradition, this rifle is 

hand-built and intensely precise for accuracy that’s truly one of a kind. Shoot 

it thousands of times, drag it through the mud, submerge it in the water; 

whatever the case, it’s built to be reliable for years. 

The REC7 from Barrett. Shoots holes in every excuse. 

BARRETT.NET/REC7DI    |  #REC7DI

TOUGH, RELIABLE AND WITHIN REACH, THERE’S NO 
EXCUSE NOT TO OWN THE WORLD’S FINEST CARBINE.

STAINLESS STEEL BARREL 

AND OPTIMIZED CHAMBER 

Chambered, threaded and crowned 

in-house by BARRETT® craftsmen.

HANDGUARD

Lightweight and balanced,

with fully customizable 

rail system.

BOLT CARRIER GROUP 

Plated in a super tough DLC finish that 

eases cleaning and increases reliability.

MUZZLE DEVICE

Available with 3-prong flash 

hider or Barrett muzzle brake.

Shown with optional accessories.







BY  

TOM  

MARSHALL

A LONG-RANGE AR BASED ON THE 
NAVY’S MARK 12 CONCEPT

The precision AR you see here was 

in no way intended to clone the original 

Mk12. Instead, we revisited the concept 

with newer components to assemble a 

gun that mirrors, or arguably exceeds the 

SPR’s capabilities. The heart of our build 

is a Rosco Manufacturing Purebreed 

barrel. Rosco Manufacturing has been 

behind the scenes for years, thriving on 

the OEM side of the barrel industry. Now 

they’re breaking out their own brand of 

barrels made completely in house. Their 

Purebreed line is dedicated to enhanced 

precision at extended ranges. All Pure-

breed barrels are made from 416R stain-

less, sporting 223 Wylde chambers and 

nickel boron barrel extensions. We used 

the 20-inch version with a rile length 

gas system, and crowned with a SureFire 

muzzle brake. Rosco Manufacturing 

also produces full melonited BCGs, gas 

or the shorter Mk 18 10.5-inch riles, 

without the additional logistics of a full-

blown 7.62mm sniper rile. 

The end result was a rile known as 

the Mk12 — an AR variant with an 18-

inch match barrel and a 3.5-10x scope, 

allowing a shooter to engage targets out 

to 600 meters while still using all the 

same mags, mag pouches, clean-

ing kit, and ancillaries associated 

with the M4. The use of heavier 

Mk 262 Mod 0 ammo enhanced 

ballistics at the receiving end of 

this equation. 

The theme of this issue being precision 

marksmanship, and the guns and gear 

that go with it, we felt it was only ap-

propriate to build a reach-out-and-touch-

something AR for this edition of build 

sheet. Speciically, we looked to the mili-

tary’s SPR program for inspiration. The 

Special Purpose Rile was a concept de-

veloped by Naval Surface Warfare Center 

Crane Division to ill a perceived gap in 

the ability of Special Operations troops 

to engage targets at long range. The idea 

was to ind a weapon that could reach 

out beyond the range of a standard M4, 
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tubes, and gas blocks, which we also 

used in this build. 

The barrel is nestled into an Ameri-

can Defense Manufacturing UIC billet 

receiver set. Their Universal Improved 

Carbine was designed from the ground 

up to be a fully ambidextrous rile. The 

magazine release, bolt release, safety, 

and charging handle are all ambi, 

allowing an identical manual-of-arms 

regardless of which shoulder you ire 

from. The 15-inch M-LOK handguard 

is also of ADM origin. It’s industry-

standard fare, providing three sides of 

M-LOK slots and a full-length top rail. 

The inal ADM component on this rile 

is the scope rings. Said scope rings 

secure a Vortex PST Gen II 3-15X. The 

PST uses Vortex’s illuminated EBR-2C 

MRAD reticle in the irst focal plane, for 

accurate ranging at full magniication. 

ITEM MSRP

Receiver Set: American Defense  
Mfg UIC Set

$486

Handguard: American Defense  
Mfg 15-inch M-LOK

$180

Barrel: Rosco Mfg 20” Purebred Barrel $230

BCG: Rosco Mfg Melonite $134

Muzzle Brake:  
SureFire SOCOM Muzzle Brake

$149

Charging Handle: AXTS Raptor $80

Optic: Vortex Viper PST Gen II 3-15x $1,200

Bipod: GG&G XDS Heavy Duty $217

Trigger: Geissele G2S $240

Totals $2,916

The build was inished off with Magpul 

furniture and a Geissele trigger. 

Of course, all these great components 

don’t mean much if they can’t work in 

harmony to produce the kinds of groups 

you’d expect out of a rile meant for 

long-range work. To test this build we 

used Federal 77-grain ammo, which uti-

lizes the same Sierra Match King bullet 

loaded into the original Mk 262 military 

ammo. Shooting from the prone off of a 

GG&G bipod, we were able to produce 

a group that looked somewhat like the 

Olympics symbol — that’s to say, three 

neatly punched interlocking bullet holes 

touching side-by-side from the 100-yard 

line. End to end, the group was a hair 

over a ½ inch. This, while shooting in 

the dirt in triple-digit heat, at the very 

end of a three-hour range session. While 

15-power may be overkill for 100 yards, 

it allows more than enough leeway to 

reach out to the ragged edges of the 

.223 cartridge’s effective range. 

The folks at Rosco have affection-

ately dubbed this build the #Bar-

relGang20 — based on their growing 

#BarrelGang Instagram tag. Whatever 

you want to call it, this rile has dem-

onstrated the potential to make head 

shots at a third of a mile. Whether 

you’re providing overwatch for an 

assault team, cleaning out a den of 

pesky prairie dogs, or shooting groups 

with your friends for beer and bragging 

rights, Rosco Manufacturing is showing 

some excellent potential for your high-

precision barrel needs. 

The 20-inch stainless 
barrel combined 
with heavy, open-tip 
match loads is a good 
starting recipe for 
long-range work with 
the .223/5.56mm fam-
ily of cartridges.
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The word innovation gets thrown around 

a lot, but MasterPiece Arms is one of 

the few companies putting innovation 

into action on a continuous basis. MPA 

has modernized its bolt-action chassis 

with a little luck and a lot of listening. 

When Phil Cashin bought MPA in 

2008, he had a different vision than the 

path the company had been trotting 

along. Cashin took a hard right turn 

into the precision rile market, 

MASTERPIECE ARMS BOLT-ACTION COMPETITION 
CHASSIS DOES WHAT OTHERS CAN’T 

ACTUAL 
INNOVATION

BY CANDICE HORNER

which was a surprise to those of us who 

knew the company for their semi-auto 

trailer trash Uzi clones. MPA chassis are 

now the most-used chassis by precision 

long-range competitors, according to a 

Precision Rile Series survey. And, most 

of the improvements to MPA chassis have 

come as suggestions from competitors.

If you’re familiar with shooting a 

traditional stock, the MPA chassis might 

seem like a product from the space age. 

But we’ve oficially been in the space 

age since 1957, so just go with the low 

and be open to trying out a new system. 

Machining a chassis instead of dealing 

with expensive and time-consuming 

molds in the manufacturing process pro-

vides nearly limitless opportunities for 

iterative improvement. In the case of the 

MPA BA Competition Chassis, it rocks 

more capabilities than any other stock 

or chassis currently on the market. 
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LUCKY BY DESIGN

MPA’s irst chassis was designed in 

2014, and it was an eyesore. Hints of 

the original chassis can be seen in the 

new MPA BA Competition Chassis. The 

skeletonized design of the new chassis 

is purpose-built; every aspect of the 

chassis makes shooting either easier, 

faster, or more accurate. 

Cashin said he got lucky with the irst 

chassis design because it’s allowed for 

backward compatibility. “The base sys-

tem of our chassis hasn’t really changed 

over the past four years. We’re operating 

from the standpoint that we want our 

technology to be backward compatible,” 

says Cashin. “So a customer who bought 

a chassis from us four years ago doesn’t 

have to feel obligated to spend $1,000 

on a new chassis.”

In part because old MPA chassis 

don’t need to die when a new feature 

is unveiled, Cashin garnered a loyal 

customer base. If a customer bought an 

older MPA chassis, he can send it back 

to MPA for upgrades at a minimal cost 

— all it takes is a machine time and the 

old chassis is the hot new, new. 

Folders are 
functional, if you 
actually use them.

The original clunky 
chassis has been 
thinned out  
and become more 
user-friendly. 

ACTUAL INNOVATION

KEY FEATURES

MPA chassis are machined from a 

single piece of 6061 aluminum. The 

only part of the chassis that’s remov-

able is the buttstock, which can be 

swapped from ixed to folding. Shooters 

with a need for a folding stock can or-

der it instead of having the ixed stock. 

The downside of a folder is that its mov-

ing parts create a small opportunity for 

failure. If you don’t need a folder, stick 

with ixed. We like the idea of easier 

travel and not having to remove our can, 

so we opted for a folder to save space 

in the gun case.

There are several aspects of the MPA 

BA Competition Chassis that set it 

apart, so much so that other companies 

have now began to copy MPA’s home-

work. The most notable and most cop-

ied feature is the machined Arca-Swiss 

cut directly into the chassis. After MPA 

started cutting a dovetail into the chas-

sis, several other companies have done 

the same, or offered an aftermarket 

Arca-Swiss plate that can be attached 

to the rile. An Arca-Swiss style dovetail 

allows the rile to be attached directly to 

a tripod. In many cases, shooting off of 

a tripod is as stable as shooting prone.

The dovetail cut mates up with MPA’s 

Rapid Adjustment Technology (RAT) line 

of accessories. MPA RAT adapters allow 

for the shooter to quickly move a bipod 

along the length of the rail. This is ben-

eicial for awkward shooting positions, 

like shooting from the top of a 55-gallon 

drum. By moving the bipod back, you 

can build a more stable position with 

both the bipod and rear bag in contact 

with the drum. Because the RAT system 

is so easy to adjust, moving the adapters 

can be completed while on the clock. 

MPA’s spigot mount comes in two 

forms, Picatinny or dovetail. By extend-

ing the real estate of the forend, the 

spigot mount gives you another spot to 

mount a bipod. Mounting the bipod to 

the spigot leaves the rest of the forend 

for use with the RAT system or tripod.

Along the bottom of the rail are mul-

tiple holes, and while it may seem like 

aesthetics or possibly weight-reduction, 

there’s a purpose. One of the most-used 

MPA accessories is the barricade stop. 

With a push of a button, you can move 





Discreet machining 
along the forend 
is a huge part of 

MPA’s success in the 
precision rifle arena.

Having a  
barricade stop 
improves stability.

the barricade stop along the length of 

the forend by putting it into any hole. 

Having so many options for the bar-

ricade stop lends to much more stability 

and less wobble when shooting from 

barricades of any width. 

Originally, MPA chassis shipped with 

an angled AR-style pistol grip. Most 

shooters would place their thumb on 

the thumb rest that’s machined into the 

chassis. Cashin realized that using an 

angled AR grip caused undue tension 

in the shooter’s wrist. After over 30 ver-

sions, the Enhanced Vertical Grip (EVG) 

was born. The EVG is comfortable to 

use because it has speciic areas to 

support your thumb and trigger inger. 

Having a steady but not stressed grip 

helps mitigate the shaking that occurs 

from hand tension. The EVG is the most 

comfortable detachable grip we’ve used 

for long-range shooting.

Adding weight to a rile helps manage 

recoil. Some shooters hollow out tradi-

tional stocks and add weight at speciic 

points to better balance the rile and 

lessen recoil. When Cashin saw a 

shooter at a match adding weight with 

shotgun pellets in his stock, Cashin 

had an epiphany. A low-proile weight 

system was designed for the MPA 

systems. The Weight Tuning Kit can add 

a total of 4.4 pounds or as little as one 

pound. Weights attach to the forend 

or buttstock. Adding the weights is as 

simple as removing whatever is in the 

way and putting the rile back together; 

it’s as easy as Legos. Once installed, 

the weights look like they were part of 

the rile the whole time.

Measuring muzzle velocity using a 

chronograph is a necessity for preci-

sion shooters. We use it to predict the 

wear on the barrel, and also as one of 

the many variables for ballistic engines. 

Knowing the muzzle velocity helps you 

gather the gun data instead of having 

to document data on previous engage-

ment. Many competitors travel with 

a MagnetoSpeed chronograph and 

recheck the muzzle velocity at matches. 

The problem is that the MagnetoSpeed 

Bipods can be 
attached in multiple 
ways and locations.

ACTUAL INNOVATION
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is normally hung directly from the bar-

rel, which shifts the point of impact. So 

those rounds cannot be used to conirm 

zero or data. MPA built a solution, the 

RAT MagnetoSpeed Adaptor. By attach-

ing the MagnetoSpeed to the dovetail 

version of the spigot mount, it doesn’t 

come in contact with the barrel.

Rarely do competitors have to do a 

magazine change in the middle of a 

stage. But if it has to be done, it better 

be as eficient as possible so you’re not 

fumbling around with a magazine. Cash-

in worked with pro shooter Ryan Castle 

to develop what’s known as the Ryan 

Castle Mag Cut. The left side of the 

magazine well is cut, making popping a 

new mag in faster than the standard cut 

where you have to perfectly align the 

mag and ease it in.

With the release of the Competition 

Chassis, MPA nixed the rear monopod 

that’s found on other MPA chassis. 

Instead, a Bag Rider or an Enhanced 

Bag Rider comes installed on the 

chassis. The Bag Rider extends the 

bottom length of the buttstock and the 

enhanced version is even longer. This 

feature goes hand-in-hand with a rear 

bag. Shooters can move the rear bag 

forward or rearward to adjust the eleva-

tion of the muzzle. A rear bag used in 

this manner allows for large and small 

adjustments, so you can get stable on 

your target and have minimal wobble. 

The last key feature of the MPA BA 

Competition Chassis is the inclinometer 

leveling system. In layman’s terms, it’s 

a bubble level. Even a small amount of 

cant can put your impacts off tar-

get. Many long-range shooters install 

aftermarket bubble levels on their riles. 

With the integration of a level in the 

MPA chassis, you can see if the rile is 

level without taking your face off the 

cheek-piece.

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE 

Chassis fans choose chassis for their 

adaptability and modularity. Non-

chassis shooters end up seeing the light 

once they get some time behind a well-

designed chassis. Many chassis have 

similar features, and that’s what we like 

about these systems. We like that you 

can adjust the length of pull and cheek-

piece and make adjustments on the ly. 

Even though it’s not necessary, you 

can glass bed the action and barrel 

thanks to the V-Bedding system. A 

Picatinny bridge at the front of the 

chassis gives a base for mounting night 

vision or other electro-optics. There 

are six QD swivel locations, four on the 

buttstock and two toward the front of 

the forend. The adjustable buttstock 

provides a length of pull between 

13.75 to 14.75 inches and the pad on 

the buttstock can be tilted and moved 

to ensure the best it for you. With a 

turn of a wheel, the cheek-piece moves 

up and down. Having an adjustable 

cheek-piece is often overlooked by 

shooters, but it’s the secret to getting 

consistent eye relief each and every 

time you put your head on the rile. 

The MPA BA Competition Chassis 

accepts a gamut of popular actions 

and it’s even available with left-handed 

options. All MPA chassis are inished 

in Cerakote; the standard colors avail-

able are black, burnt bronze, lat dark 

earth, gunmetal, marine red, NRA 

blue, sniper green, and tungsten. 

Custom inishes are available; you just 

have to contact MPA.

With all this good, there’s got to be 

a little bit of bad. Fortunately, the bad 

isn’t a deal breaker. The screw sizes 

aren’t the same on the chassis. This 

makes sense since some parts need 

The bubble level is in 
an ideal location  

for a quick peek to 
make sure the rifle 

isn’t canted.

An extended bag 
rider is the perfect 
mate for a rear bag.

The V-bedding system 
allows for glass 
bedding, if you’re so 
inclined — but it’s 
not necessary.

ACTUAL INNOVATION



Extreme long range precision is now more extreme. In distance,

BLACK RANGEX 4K’s 10-4,000-yard-capability is unequalled.

In speed, Hyper Read 0.3 second display is unsurpassed. In your

hand, the performance is unmistakable.

— 10-4,000-Yard Ranging Capability

— OLED Display Selectable or Auto Brightness 

— ID TECHNOLOGY compensates for ±89° angles

— Waterproof and fogproof

UNRIVALED REACH. 

5-YEAR WARRANTY

PRECISION LASER RANGEFINDER
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URL

masterpiecearms.com

CALIBER
22LR

OVERALL LENGTH
36 inches

WEIGHT
5 pounds

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
10 rounds

$
PRICE AS FEATURED

$6,931

$
MSRP (CHASSIS ONLY)

$940 (non-folding stock) 

$1,090 (folding stock)

ACCESSORIES 

Nightforce ATACR 5-25x56 F1 Rilescope $3,100

Vudoo Gun Works V-22 Barreled Action $1,770

Acadian Armament Lynx  $625

Timney Triggers Calvin  
Elite Custom Remington 700 Trigger  $227

ZRODelta DLOC-SS with Aimtech Warhammer Bipod  $269

larger screws for their strength.  

To remove and replace accesso-

ries, you better have a mini  

toolbox. We had a set of Fix It 

Sticks, which had all the bits 

we needed.  For example, the spigot 

mount needed a 1/8 bit, while the Bag 

Rider needed a T-25, the Night Vision 

Bridge needed a T-15, and the Weight 

Tuning — we think you get the idea. 

But once you have your rile put to-

gether the way you want, having all the 

bits and playing gun Barbies, swapping 

out pieces doesn’t have to happen un-

less you want it to.

SHOOTABILITY 

To test this chassis, we wanted to 

burn through a lot of ammo and have 

fun while doing so. We opted to 

put a Vudoo Gun Works V-22 

barreled action in the MPA BA 

Competition Chassis. The V-22 

came with a Timney Triggers 

Calvin Elite Custom Remington Model 

700 trigger. We topped the rile off 

with a Nightforce 5-25 ATACR with 

the new Mil-XT reticle. You can read 

more about the V-22 and the Mil-XT in 

separate articles in this issue. And, as 

always, we run suppressed when pos-

sible, so we put an Acadian Armament 

Lynx silencer on this build. 

We wanted to shoot this gun until we 

ran out of ammo. The V-22 is cham-

bered speciically for Lapua 22LR, so we 

only shot about 500 rounds to prevent 

breaking the bank. Lapua ammo is 

known for shooting well, but it’s more 

expensive than the average 22LR you’ll 

ind at Walmart.

We could sum up the shootabilty of 

the MPA BA Competition Chassis with 

one word: easy. It was quick to adjust 

the it between different shooters de-

spite varying in size. The options seem 

to be endless, and we expect that by 

the time this article goes to print, MPA 

will have a handful of new accessories 

or upgrades for this chassis. 

No more barrel 
shift when 

chronographing, 
thanks to the MPA 

RAT MagnetoSpeed 
adapter. (Archived 

chrono data shown.)

ACTUAL INNOVATION



MONKEY EDGE CARRIES A HUGE, REAL-TIME INVENTORY OF CHRIS REEVE KNIVES. FIND US ONLINE AT MONKEYEDGE.COM

THE BEST SH!T + LIGHTNING FAST + RAZOR SHARP



Wide 
magnification ranges

Proprietary 
illuminated reticles

Precise and tactile adjustments

MIL and MOA 
graduations available

30mm and 34mm tubes 
with leveling lines for 
simplified mounting

Waterproof, shock proof, vibration 
proof, recoil proof, and Nitrogen purged

Aircraft grade Aluminum, 
type III hard anodized, 

single piece tubes

Superior Japanese ED 
glass with advanced first 

focal plane reticles

TACTICAL SPORT

3-24x56
CTL-5324

[5-SERIES]

3-18x50
CTL-5318

[5-SERIES]

1-8x28
CTL-5108

[5-SERIES]

5-25x56
CTL-3525

[3-SERIES]

4-20x50
CTL-3420

[3-SERIES]

1-8x28
CSA-3108

[3-SERIES]

1-5x24
CTL-3105

[3-SERIES]

6-24x56
CSA-2624

[2-SERIES]

4-16x50
CSA-2416

[2-SERIES]

3-9x40
CSA-2309

[2-SERIES]

1-4x24
CTA-2104

[2-SERIES]

EXPERIENCE THE FULL LINE AT CRIMSONTRACE.COM

AVA I L A B L E  J A N UA RY  2 0 1 9

C O M P L E T E  F O C U S

*CTL-5324 SHOWN

R I F L E S C O P E S
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FOUR 
TACTICAL 
RIMFIRE 
TRAINERS 
COMPARED 
BY ROB CURTIS

There are few pursuits in life more costly than 

boat ownership and equestrian competition of 

any sort. Somehow, precision rile competi-

tion feels like it’s a not-so-distant third place 

in that ranking of activities. It’s not uncom-

mon to see Precision Rile Series competitors 

pulling $5,000 worth of gun and glass from 

hard cases and shooting $250 worth of ammo 

during a match weekend. Add travel costs, a 

weather meter, ballistic computer, shooting 

bags, ear pro, and on and on. All that and we 

haven’t even covered the cost of practicing 

with your 6.5 Costmoor.

In an effort to avoid selling plasma, many 

PRS shooters practice with 22LR ammo. To 

get the most practical training value out of the 
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.22 round, some competitors build custom 

guns with rimire actions mated to centerire 

stocks that mimic the handling characteristics 

of their competition guns. More so-called 

tactical trainer options have come to market 

lately with manufacturers offering versions of 

their bolt-action rimires in tactical stocks. 

These factory options might not be clones of a 

game day gun, but they’re cheaper than clon-

ing one while getting the job done.

TESTING

We picked up four rimfire tactical trainers, 

all at different price points, and ran each 

through an identical evaluation process that 

included shooting about 600 rounds of Eley 

Club and 200 rounds of Eley Match ammo in 

each. We ran the guns as they were meant to 

run, from barricades, 50-gallon drums, and 

from every position we could improvise on 

and around a John Deere tractor.

For accuracy testing, we wanted to do 

something different. 22LR is inexpensive, so 

why stick to our normal five-shot group test 

protocol? We called up Hornady ballistician 

Jayden Quinlen and asked what constituted 

a statistically meaningful round count for an 

accuracy test. His initial answer was, pre-

dictably, “all of them.” Eventually we arrived 

at 30 rounds as an effective sample size. So, 

we gave the middle finger to all the three-

round groupers and shot 30-round groups at 

50-yards. So don’t be alarmed when you see 

larger than expected group sizes. 

WE LOVE CANS

Aside from the reduced cost of training, 

22LR match ammo is pretty quiet. Most, 

if not all, 22LR match ammo is subsonic 

to avoid accuracy-robbing instability as the 

bullet transitions from supersonic to sub-

sonic velocity. So, it makes sense to pacify 

the neighbors and train suppressed. Ergo, 

all of the guns we’re looking at have ½-28 

threaded muzzles and we put our Thunder 

Beast Arms 22 Takedown on all of them for 

most of the evaluation. As noted below, we 

shot groups with and without the can.
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NOTES

The 455 VPT was CZ’s astute offering to the practical precision community when it 

came out less than a decade ago. Up to that point, guys who wanted a 22LR tactical 

trainer had few choices. So when CZ USA mated its venerable 455 barreled action to 

a Manners Composite T4 stock, it was an instant hit. The precision world has since 

moved on to chassis setups, so even with the cutting edge (at the time) carbon fiber 

and fiberglass composite stock, the 455 VPT almost seems dated. Almost, because 

the rifle still shoots extremely well. 

ACCURACY 

The 455’s 30-shot group using Club ammo was within a fly’s breath of the most ac-

curate rifle in our guide, the V-22. Ammo sensitivity is a real thing, and the 455 gave 

the higher-end Eley Match ammo the Heisman. 

455 VPT VELOCITY (FPS) SD GROUP SIZE (INCHES) GROUP SIZE W/ CAN

Eley Club 1,084 7.7 0.59 0.72

Eley Match 1,096 8.6 0.82 0.82

*30-rnd groups shot from 50y

RELIABILITY

The 455’s bolt and chamber gave us no problems. Ejection was Metamucil strong 

and consistent. Bolt guns are much more tolerant of rimfire fouling than semi-autos, 

but some are more tolerant than others. We didn’t clean need to clean the rifle, even 

running it with the silencer for 90 percent of our 800 rounds. 

STOCK

Out of the box, it lacks provision for a full-length bottom rail for barricade stops, 

tripod plates, and bipods. You can stick some Pic rail on the end using the existing 

sling stud holes with B&T Industries’ BT017 4-inch rail, as we did. But, if you want to 

add anything else, you’re heading to drill press city.

ACTION

OK. This is where the 455 and I don’t get along. The bolt knob on this thing is for 

tiny people with tiny hands. The bolt is also the stiffest of the crew. The bolt knob 

needs some extra oomph to drive it past the halfway mark of its rotation. We found 

ourselves thumbing the bolt knob, reaching below the trigger guard with our fingers 

and levering the bolt closed ... not ideal. Fortunately, the aftermarket provides. $60 

for extended bolt handle improves leverage and allow the gun to be run without 

breaking your cheekweld to curse.

The 455 VPT version includes a bridged Picatinny scope base that slides on to the 

455’s 11mm dovetail rail and is fixed by four set screws. It’s not a confidence-inspir-

ing setup, and we have to wonder if the thing will ever be level back-to-front. On the 

plus side, polymer 10-round mags for the 455 are economically priced at $30 apiece.  

TRIGGER

The adjustable, single-stage trigger comes in at 2 pounds, 13 ounces after dialing in 

its lightest setting. It feels a little heavy for super fine work, and there’s a few hairs 

worth of creep.

SHOOT MORE; SAVE MORE

 CZ

455 VARMINT PRECISION TRAINER
BARREL LENGTH

16.5 inches (½-28 threaded)

TWIST RATE

1:16

WEIGHT

7.17 pounds (w/10-rnd mag)

LENGTH

38.5 inches

MSRP

$940

URL

cz-usa.com

PRO

As accurate as guns thrice the price; 

good aftermarket support

CON

Small bolt knob and short handle 

combine with stiff bolt rotation to rob 

the fun from running this gun; sketchy 

Picatinny scope rail attachment
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SHOOT MORE; SAVE MORE

BARREL LENGTH

18 inches (½-28 threaded)

TWIST RATE

1:16

WEIGHT

7.1 pounds (w/empty 10-rnd mag)

LENGTH

36 inches (shortest conig)

MSRP

$2,600

URL

www.kelbly.com

NOTES

Iain Kelbly wanted a trainer, so he made one. He worked with ze meisters off rrrimfire, 

Anschütz, to build the ultimate 22LR trainer. He started with the company’s intro-

level barreled action, the 1416. It combines the Anschütz 64 Action, an Anschütz 18-

inch, button-rifled, hand-lapped, ½-28 threaded barrel, Anschütz 5098 two-stage 

adjustable trigger and adds Kelbly’s carbon-fiber, centerfire KTS stock. Kelbly’s buys 

the barreled actions and sends them to Anschütz North America’s custom shop where 

extraction, ejection, and trigger are tuned to perfection. Kelbly’s sets the barreled 

action in its KTS stock and beds the action under the chamber and tang.

ACCURACY 

The Arcas grouped well enough at 50 yards, but we took it out to 100 yards and shot 

20-round groups and logged a 1.8-inch overall group size, of which 2/3rds of the rounds 

grouped inside 0.93 inches. At 100 yards, a bird fart can ruin a tight 22LR group, so 

we’re impressed how well this ri�e holds groups at practical training distances.

ARCAS VELOCITY (FPS) SD GROUP SIZE (INCHES) GROUP SIZE W/ CAN

Eley Club 1,097 6.5 0.78 0.77

Eley Match 1,104 7.4 0.89 0.68

*30-rnd groups shot from 50y

RELIABILITY

Ian Kelbly sent us his own rifle and told us it’s been at least 3,000 rounds since 

its last cleaning. We logged another 800 rounds, around 700 of them suppressed, 

still without cleaning it and we experienced no malfunctions of any kind. We don’t 

know where the carbon and wax went, but it didn’t gunk up the bolt face at all. It’s 

bonkers. The dual extractors and mechanical ejector have something to do with it, 

as does the notch in the bolt face that gives fouling a place to collect where it can’t 

cause problems.

STOCK

It’s funky looking, but we assure you Kelbly’s KTS Stock is a comfortable, stiff, and 

highly adjustable beast. It’s carbon fiber with a full length Picatinny rail under 

the fore end, QD sling studs, a three-way adjustable butt plate, 1-inch recoil pad, 

adjustable cheek-piece offset, adjustable comb height, and finish that looks to be 

somewhere between a planetarium and an aquarium. 

ACTION

The Anschütz 64 action on the Arcas is the smoothest, fastest, snappiest action 

we’ve ever operated … and, eff us, but it’s considered the low end of the Anschütz 

line. This thing wants to run. We already talked about its ability to run dirty, but it’s 

absolutely shocking for an action this neglected to run so smooth, easy, and well. 

Mag changes are easy with the giant mag catch, but at $79 a pop, you’ll likely be 

babying those 10-rounders.

TRIGGER

The Anschütz 5098 adjustable trigger is 6.5 ounces of two-stage joy. It’s user 

adjustable, for pull weight, overtravel, sear engagement, length of pull, and shoe 

angle. We didn’t need to mess with any of that, though. The first stage feels like 

moving a thick blade of grass, the second is like pressing a key on an early ’80s, 

clicky IBM keyboard.

PRO

So much fun to shoot; adaptable; ac-

curate; barely needs cleaning

CON

Magazines are pricey; stock finish is a 

conversation starter

KELBLY’S INCORPORATED

ARCAS .22 LR RIMFIRE TRAINER
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SHOOT MORE; SAVE MORE

RUGER

 RUGER PRECISION RIMFIRE
BARREL LENGTH

18 inches (½-28 threaded)

TWIST RATE

1:16

WEIGHT

7.31 pounds (w/empty 15-rnd mag)

LENGTH

35.13 inches (shortest conig)

MSRP

$529

URL

www.ruger.com

NOTES

For RPR owners looking for a 22LR training surrogate, the RPRimfire is a no-brainer. 

While smaller and lighter than its big brother, the RPRimfire’s control deck is nearly 

identical to the RPR. The trigger guts are the same; only the housing is different, the 

grip is the same, the bolt handle is the same shape, and the bolt throw can better 

mimic the RPR by removing a clip on the bolt body, lengthening the bolt throw from 

1.5 inches to 3 inches. It’s also got a modern fore-end and very adjustable back end. 

And it takes Ruger’s ubiquitous 10-22 mags. 

ACCURACY 

The rifle popped our 6-inch steel from 200 yards using Club ammo in practice ses-

sions, so we were surprised when we recorded a > 1 inch, 30-round group with the 

higher-end Eley Match. We shot a second round of groups with the Eley Club, and it 

produced a more competitive group with the less expensive ammo. Shoots well with 

cheaper ammo? Odd, but we’ll put that in the “win” column.

RPRIMFIRE VELOCITY (FPS) SD GROUP SIZE (INCHES) GROUP SIZE W/ CAN

Eley Club 1,065 14.5 0.84 0.91

Eley Match 1,076 5.9 1.1 1.01

*30-rnd groups shot from 50y

RELIABILITY

The rifle never failed to go bang, but we did have lots of ejection fails. Instead of 

taking flight, spent cases spun in the action to the tune of 2-3 per mag. There’s a 

fixed ejector in the action, but our cases were all ejected by a notch in the magazine 

top. When we switched from the included 15-round mag to one of our own 10-round-

ers, the issue went away.

STOCK

We’ve heard the complaints about the RPRimire’s “cheap plastic stock,” and frankly 

we don’t get it. OK, it’s plastic, but it’s solid and the LOP and comb height adjust 

enough to it angry old men and elementary school kids alike … without tools. The 

fore-end takes all the M-LOK-ness you can mount on it, and it holds our bipod just ine. 

ACTION

The action is a little clicky, but it never hung up. After about 300 suppressed rounds, 

it did stiffen up until we wiped down the bolt and brushed the action path, breech- 

and bolt-face. Up top, it comes with a 30 MOA rail, perfect for reaching deep with 

the fast-dropping 22LR round.

TRIGGER

Trigger Pull Weight is adjustable and came set at 2 pounds, 0.8 ounces. Pull weight 

is set using an Allen wrench without taking the rifle apart. The trigger is heavy and 

a bit creepy, but breaks crisply and predictably. Ruger’s commitment to safety is on 

display with the tabbed trigger safety that we could do without.

PRO

Plenty of magazine options; great ergos 

and highly adjustable stock; good 

surrogate for the RPR; includes 30 MOA 

optic rail

CON

Ejection issues; highly sensitive to 

ammo in terms of accuracy
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VUDOO GUN WORKS

V-22 BARRELED ACTION
BARREL LENGTH

16.5 inches (½-28 threaded)

TWIST RATE

1:16

WEIGHT

5.25 pounds (Barreled action only, no 
thread protector)

LENGTH

N/A

MSRP

$1,770 ($2,954 as shown)

URL

www.vudoogunworks.com

NOTES

For folks who want a turnkey 22LR trainer as similar to their centerfire setup as 

possible, there’s only one choice. Vudoo Gun Works’ V-22 barreled action drops into 

any Remington 700 footprint stock or chassis that uses AICS pattern magazines. The 

V-22 also accepts R700 pattern triggers and even 5 ⁄16-24 threaded bolt knobs, allow-

ing you to build a true 22LR surrogate for your competition rifle. 

Mike Bush, the guy who engineered the V-22, came to this design after perform-

ing and selling his own Remington 40X repeater conversions. He identified all the 

pitfalls of the endeavor and designed the V-22 system as a purpose-built rimfire 

repeater. We say it’s a system because the magazine Bush made for the action is 

really the heart of the V-22. It presents the rounds to the controlled round feed bolt 

face nearly in line with the chamber. The feed path is also as short as possible. This 

means the delicate bullet is fed directly into the chamber without the chance for 

accuracy reducing dents and scratches along the way.

ACCURACY 

Vudoo makes its own barrels. They start by cutting an undersized bore in the blank, 

hand lap it, then single point cut the rifling, and hand lap it again to its final 

dimensions. Vudoo uses a match chamber and proprietary six-groove rifling, and 

the result, they say, is a barrel capable of 1 MOA groups at hundreds of yards. In 

addition to the 30-round groups we shot at 50 yards, we logged a 1.4-inch group at 

100 and 2.1-inch group at 200 on a breezy day. The V-22’s 0.57-inch group was the 

tightest of the guns we shot.

V-22 VELOCITY (FPS) SD GROUP SIZE (INCHES) GROUP SIZE W/ CAN

Eley Club 1,103 11.7 0.79 0.78

Eley Match 1,106 6 0.64 0.57

*30-rnd groups shot from 50y

RELIABILITY

The V-22’s Achilles’ heel is fouling. Like clockwork, the bolt throw begins to stiffen 

around 100 rounds of suppressed shots. At 150-180, the bolt gets so hard to rotate 

that it might as well be Loctited in place. With this comes failure-to-fire issues we 

think are caused by the combo of a tight chamber and fouling buildup that increases 

headspace to the point of inducing light primer strikes. We’re not blaming the ammo, 

because we had no issues with the other guns, and misfired rounds worked in the 

other rifles. The gun runs 100 percent when it’s clean, but if it isn’t kept that way we 

get one or two light strikes per mag after about 100 rounds.

We mentioned the sluggish bolt and FTF malfunctions to Vudoo’s Paul Parrott 

and he said he wasn’t surprised. We have one of the early barreled actions, he said. 

They began coning the breech face slightly on later barrels to displace fouling and 

increase the action’s reliability.

STOCK

Run what ya brung. We pulled the action from our competition rifle and dropped the 

V-22 into our Magpul Pro 700 chassis with no issues.

ACTION

We’ve covered the salient points of the V-22 action, but we’ll point out that it’s of-

fered right- or left-handed with your choice of a 0, 20, 25, or 30 MOA optic rail (ours 

had the 30 MOA), and a Melonite finish with the option of Cerakoting. It includes one 

mag and extras cost $40 each, or $99 for a three-pack.

TRIGGER

Since the V-22 takes any R700 trigger, we dropped the Triggertech Special from our 

comp gun in there. It’s set at 1 pound 11 ounces.

PRO

As close as you can get to making a 

22LR version of an R700 match gun; 

accurate

CON

Action must be kept clean for reliable 

operation
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No, you haven’t traveled through a time 

machine where John Arthur Ceiner 

cans are actually decent. Thankfully, 

there’s been no more of that in recent 

years. Nor have you come across some 

sort of April Fools’ joke, where we are 

reviewing and advocating something 

from the same realm. Mitch WerBell? 

Oh hell no, our major throwback issue 

was the last one, not this one.

The integral RPR from Witt 

Machine only looks goofy if 

you don’t have any reference 

point. Namely, it only looks a bit 

dickerty, because it’s sleeved from 

the muzzle all the way down to just 

forward of the chamber.

Inside the guts, there’s a different 

story to be told. While usually we’d 

want an integral gun to be shorter 

than a barrel/silencer combination, 

since the RPR is built for long range, 

shortening the barrel would effectively 

shorten capabilities. And since this 

one happens to be in 308 Winchester, 

we want all the capability we can get.

B
Y
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A
V
E
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DESIGN

Witt Machine starts with a basic 

20-inch RPR barrel, then a 10-inch 

two-piece monocore is threaded on 

(the first section being a brake-style 

and the second being more of a tradi-

tional monocore). 

The exterior of the barrel is 

threaded near the base to accept 

the rear sleeve retainer. Then just 

below the 1.75-inch diameter sleeve 

rotates onto the whole shebang. Six 

hex screws are used to secure the 

end of the sleeve to the monocore, 

also giving the added benefit of add-

ing some rigidity to the barrel itself. 

The Master of Arms Enyo, featured 

in Issue 33 used a similar method to 

increase rigidity. 

Still, at just over 48 inches long 

with the stock unfolded we aren’t 

talking about a tiny titan. 

… WELL WHY BOTHER?

The Witt Machine Integral RPR 

isn’t smaller than a regular RPR with 

a silencer, but with the folding stock 

it’s even smaller than our 16-inch 

barreled Grey Ghost Precision rifle 

The sleeve allows for 
a helluva lot of gas 
expansion.

INTEGRAL RPR

and Crux ARK NEO silencer — and 

that’s a rather compact getup. 

And there’s one huge benefit to 

that John Holmes sleeve: an absolute 

ton of gas expansion can take place 

aiding in how quiet this bolt gun  

really is. 

SOUND

Unless you’re shooting subsonic 308 

Win (if you want that — buy 300 BLK) 

there’s always going to be the crack of 

the projectile as it breaks the sound 

barrier. So far we’ve heard dubious 

reports of decibel ratings, and lacking 

the Brüel & Kjær pulse system and 

microphone which costs roughly 

$35,000 we just have to go 

with our qualitative percep-

tions. No, your Radio 

Shack or Amazon 

decibel meter isn’t 

suitable for  

the task. 

Since the RPR is a bolt action, 

there’s absolutely no ejection port 

noise, and since the end of the barrel is 

roughly 40 inches from your ears? Yes. 

Yes, it’s very quiet. We’ll take a stab 

in the dark and say somewhere in the 

130s — either way, very comfortable to 

shoot outdoors without ear pro. 

KITTING OUT

We equipped the Witt Machine 

RPR with an Atlas BT46-LW17 PSR 

6-9-inch bipod and topped it off with 

the exceptional Bushnell XRSII 4.5-

30 scope in a ZRODelta DLOC-M4 

34mm mount. While a 30-power 

might be more magnification than a 

308 Win requires, we’d much rather 

have too much magnification on the 

high end rather than the reverse. The 

addition of a Lead Faucet Tactical 

 The monocore starts 
with a brake pattern 
before decisively 
moving to a more 
traditional design. 
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Brokos brace made it much easier to 

toss around on both the range and in 

the bush. 

For ammunition we decided on 

Hornady’s 308 Win 168 grain ELD 

Match — a known performer. 

AT THE RANGE

Transporting the Witt Machine RPR 

wasn’t too much of a burden thanks 

to the folding stock. It easily fit into 

a Pelican iM3200 Storm case with 

some room to spare, and we even 

managed to squeeze one into the 

much smaller Grey Ghost Gear Rifle 

Case — though it was akin to stuffing 

Mama June into size small yoga 

pants. Accuracy was directly on par 

with what you’d expect from an RPR; 

we managed to squeeze a 0.8-inch 

10-shot group out of it at 100 yards, 

but we know that this rifle is more 

capable than we are. 

Targets out to 900 yards were easy 

to smack, and our main limitation 

was the caliber itself rather than the 

platform or silencer. We had little 

issue with spotting our own shots like 

shooters have to in PRS and other 

long-range matches.

BITCHES & QUIRKS

Though the RPR can accept any 

standard AR-15 handguard, there are 

some limitations when it comes to this 

particular rile. First and foremost, not 

With its folding 
stock, the Witt 

Integral RPR is no 
longer than a 16-

inch rifle with a can 
and collapsed stock.

You have to use a 
handguard with 
a large enough 

inner diameter to 
accommodate the 

suppressor.

INTEGRAL RPR



Your rifl e can be your best defense. Load it with Critical Defense® Rifl e.

800-338-3220   |   HORNADY.COM

®

STAND

YOUR

GROUND

AVAILABLE IN 223 REM AND 308 WIN. 

NEW Critical Defense® Rifl e ammunition features 

highly advanced technology that combines to 

deliver the best rifl e ammunition available for 

personal protection.

-   Patented FTX® bullets featuring Flex Tip®

technology for enhanced expansion 

capability at all velocities.

-   Bright nickel plated cases enhance feeding 

and extraction, simplify chamber checks 

in reduced light and resist corrosion.

-   Low-fl ash propellants protect night 

vision and deliver excellent performance 

in all environments.
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every handguard has a suficient inner 

diameter to accommodate the Witt Ma-

chine integral barrel. Additionally, many 

AR handguards have a goofy gap when 

mounted on the RPR just by the nature 

of how it attaches. 

Our model features a Seekins 

Precision MCSR V2 Rail System 

equipped with M-LOK attachments. 

We’ve also seen Witt Machine 

integrals sporting PHNX HexGuard 

handguards from VDC Armory. This 

isn’t the first time we’ve seen this 

particular Seekins handguard used 

with an integral; you may recall the 

Gemtech Integra featured in Issue 35 

used the very same rail, and likely for 

the same reasons. 

But don’t just think you can simply 

attach any M-LOK accessory willy-

nilly. Just like the aforementioned 

Gemtech Integra, the screws have to 

be shortened to prevent damaging 

the outer sleeve of the silencer. A 

couple minutes with a hacksaw and 

file and we were in business, but 

it’s definitely something you have 

to keep in mind. Regardless, you’re 

absolutely going to want to plan your 

accessory positioning beforehand. We 

found it far easier to just completely 

remove the handguard to install parts 

à la 2008 with a Troy rail. 

Our main complaint wasn’t really 

the noise, accuracy, or length (once 

we got some perspective, at least), 

INTEGRAL RPR

The Witt Machine RPR 
Integral shot an 0.8-
inch, 10-shot group 
at 100 yards.
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URL

wittmachine.net

CALIBER
308 Winchester

OVERALL LENGTH
48 5/8 inches (stock extended)

WEIGHT
11 pounds 13.8 ounces (308 Win)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
5-10-20-25

$
PRICE AS FEATURED

$6,498.90

$
MSRP

$2,699

WITT MACHINE 

INTEGRAL RPR

ACCESSORIES 

Bushnell XRSii: $3,149.95

ZRODelta D-LOK: $279

Atlas PSR BT46-LW17: $319.95

LFT Brokos Brace: $51

but about the caliber itself. However, 

fear not, Witt Machine produces 

these bad bears in many calibers — 

we just lost at the roulette wheel and 

ended up with a 308 Win.

LOOSE ROUNDS

While the Witt Machine Integral 

RPR isn’t much smaller than a stan-

dard rifle and suppressor, it certainly 

is much quieter than your average 

fare. This same performance with a 

2006 M4-2000 on a rifle you will 

not get. While we can’t comment on 

free-bore boost, it certainly doesn’t 

apply with a silencer that’s totally 

integral. As with every other integral, 

this isn’t a first NFA purchase for 

basically everyone, but if you’re a 

dedicated long-range shooter, this 

one has a place.

There are some quirks, such as 

having to slightly reduce the length 

of the M-LOK screws lest you mo-

lest the outer tube, but these are 

easily overcome with a little bit of 

common sense. 

As stated before, if the RPR 

didn’t have a folding stock, this 

one would be a no-go. But as it 

stands? Buy with confidence. You’re 

welcome. 

INTEGRAL RPR



MINI SCABBARD
®

 & SLIM-TUK
® 

Introducing the DeSantis Complete partners holster package for IWB and OWB concealed carry. 
Holster sets available for most popular models.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.DESANTISHOLSTER.COM

COMPLETE

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

WE DIDN’T INVENT 
CONCEALMENT, 

WE JUST 
PERFECTED IT!

™
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THE GEAR HEAD WORKS ONE 300BLK BOLT ACTION PISTOL BY STEVEN KUO

Some of the coolest products come about 

because someone was tinkering in the work-

shop, making something purely for their own 

enjoyment. Such is the case with Gear Head 

Works’ creation, a stubby little bolt-action 

pistol called the One.

Do you remember the Remington XP100, 

first introduced in the ’60s? Based on a 40X 

action, it was a unique bolt-action pistol that 

found ardent fans amongst handgun hunt-

ers and target shooters. Most variants were 

single shot, but the XP100-R version had 

a four-round internal magazine. Remington 

even developed the 221 Fireball cartridge 

for it, and it certainly earned its nickname. 

Like the stock-less AR-15 pistols of old, the 

XP100 was hardly the easiest gun to shoot 

effectively.

Gear Head Works is best known for the 

compact and very rigid Tailhook pistol brace, 

which like all modern pistol braces have 

been a revelation when employed on AR-15 

pistols and the like, making the clumsy 

weapons eminently practical without the 

need for a tax stamp. 

Paul Reavis, the founder of Gear Head 

Works, has a history of dreaming up and 

constructing unique builds purely for his own 

amusement. Four years ago, he came across 

some virgin Remington Model 7 actions, 

which had yet to be built into rifles. Thus, it 

occurred to him that he could do a pistol-

brace-build with a bolt-action platform. If 

you have a virgin action, you can elect to 

make a pistol with it from the get-go, attach 

a brace, and avoid ending up with an SBR.

Reavis already had some 300BLK bolt-

action rifles that he enjoyed shooting and 

hunting with, but he wanted to make a pistol 

version that he could fit in a regular-sized 

backpack and would be a great suppres-

sor host. He started by installing a 12-inch 

barrel and an MDT LSS chassis, affixing a 

Tailhook pistol brace with a hinge to fold it 

on the left side. 

JUST
BECAUSE
YOU CAN
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But he wanted to make it shorter 

and lighter, so he put it on a keto 

diet, courtesy of a Bridgeport mill. 

He chopped it down and lightened 

it as much as he could, then cut the 

barrel to leave the threads protrud-

ing just past the handguard. He also 

swapped the hinge to fold on the right 

side and cut a hole in the stock tube 

for the bolt handle. The result was like 

that family friend whom your parents 

wanted you to marry — functional, but 

not particularly attractive. So to at-

tach the Tailhook to the hinge, Reavis 

machined a custom tube that tapers 

between the mismatched outer diame-

ters and is hollowed out throughout its 

entire length to clear the bolt handle 

when folded. After a bit more tweak-

ing, he put a suppressor on it and had 

a cool new toy for the range; he took it 

hog hunting as well.

Reavis enjoyed shooting it, espe-

cially suppressed with subsonic ammo. 

But he hadn’t intended on produc-

ing and selling the little pistol. SHOT 

Show 2018 was approaching, and he 

wanted another gun to demonstrate the 

Tailhook pistol brace at his booth 

that wasn’t a typical AR-15. 

So he took it 

to the show. People were so enamored 

with the little bolt gun at SHOT and 

at the NRA show in the summer that 

Gear Head Works decided to put it into 

production, naming it the One.

THE ONE

We tested the original prototype gun, 

which was built entirely by hand. The 

production models will differ in several 

ways from the gun you see here:

 The production gun will be built 

on Remington Model 700 actions 

rather than Model 7 actions. A fluted 

bolt will be optional.

 The custom MDT LSS chas-

sis will have M-LOK slots on the 

sides and bottom, quick detach 

sling swivel sockets, and additional 

lightening. It’ll weigh less than a 

pound stripped, about 6 to 8 ounces 

less than a standard LSS chassis. 

The MDT chassis takes AICS-pattern 

.223 magazines.

 The gun will come stan-

dard with a non-

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN

folding Mod 2 Tailhook brace that 

telescopes. A fixed Mod 1 Tailhook 

and folding brace tube (shown here) 

will be optional and fold to the left 

rather than right side, by popular 

demand from customers.

 The barrel, chambered in 300BLK, 

will be 9 inches long versus 8.4 inches 

on the prototype, with spiral luting 

available as an upgrade. Both are 

threaded 5⁄8-24.

 The 20MOA scope base will be 

optional.

 The carbon fiber Venom Defense 

grip will also be optional; the gun will 

come with a Magpul K grip standard.

 The gun will come with a solid 

Cerakote finish, with various cam-

ouflage patterns available as an up-

grade. Shown here is ULTerra Camo’s 

“Fragment” pattern, done by BAM 

Custom in Tennessee.

Folded, the One is 
incredibly compact. 
It fits perfectly and 
discreetly in the new 
5.11 Tactical AMP24 
backpack in a gray-
man gray color.
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The gun was outfitted as closely 

as possible to the original intent. The 

low-power variable Leupold 1.5-4x 

scope is compact, mounts low for a 

better cheek weld, and features an 

illuminated Firedot reticle and a good 

zoom range for expected engagement 

distances. It sits on a 20 MOA rail 

to provide more elevation adjustment 

for the mortar-like 300 BLK subsonic 

trajectories. The Atlas bipod is com-

pact, but rock solid. With the Tailhook 

extended, the total length was 27 

inches with a thread protector.

To quiet the beast, we obtained an 

early sample of Dead Air Armament’s 

brand-new Nomad-30, a perfect 

match for the One. Lightweight, 

quiet, and versatile, it’s an excel-

lent balance between performance, 

size, weight, and price. We installed 

a Dead Air Keymount muzzle brake 

on the gun to provide quick-detach 

convenience for transport.

Folded, the Gear Head Works 

pistol is just 18.1 inches long with 

a thread protector and 20.3 inches 

long with the Dead Air Keymount. It 

fit perfectly in the new 5.11 Tacti-

cal AMP24 backpack, which also has 

stretchy internal side pockets sized 

for water bottles that are a perfect 

spot to stash the Nomad. All that 

hardware adds almost 9 pounds of 

weight to the pack, but in a discreet 

tungsten color, the whole package 

virtually disappears on your back or in 

your trunk.

AT THE RANGE

The One is a pretty compact 

weapon, so there isn’t much real 

estate in front of the magazine well 

and the length of pull with the non-

telescoping Mod 1 stock is 13.25 

inches. Still, smaller guys found the 

ergonomics to be comfortable. Bigger 

guys felt cramped, but that’s the case 

with pretty much any pistol brace-

equipped gun. 

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN

The Mod 1 Tailhook 
folds neatly on the 
right side on the 
prototype gun. By 
popular demand, the 
production gun will 
fold on the left side.



THE GEAR TO COMPLETE

ANY MISSION. PERIOD.
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Fit and finish were excellent, and 

you wouldn’t know that the prototype 

was built with a manual mill. The 

chassis, hinge, and Tailhook brace 

blended together seamlessly. We 

liked having the folder close on the 

right side of the gun — we weren’t 

bothered by not being able to cycle 

the action with the brace folded 

and appreciated a tidier package 

when folded, with the tube laying 

over the bolt handle. However, Gear 

Head Works is deferring to customer 

feedback, which was much more in 

favor of folding on the left side. The 

hinge on the prototype didn’t lock 

closed and, like your typical congres-

sional representative, swung back and 

forth freely, which was an annoyance. 

While the production gun won’t lock 

closed either, we’re told that the 

hinge will be much tighter so that the 

brace won’t flop open on its own.

Getting behind the gun, it definitely 

helps to use a low-mounted optic for 

a better cheek weld. As you might 

expect, in prone, even small guys felt 

cramped behind the glass. In other 

supported and unsupported positions, 

it wasn’t too hard to find a reasonably 

comfortable shooting position. The 

Tailhook brace was extremely rigid, 

though its skeletonized L-shape was 

certainly not as useful as full-featured 

rifle stocks. The Atlas bipod proved 

very stable, as always, and Gear Head 

Works added a nice contour in the 

chassis behind the bolt handle that’s 

perfect for the thumb of your shooting 

hand, for those who place their thumb 

on the strong side of the weapon.

The Remington trigger was clean, 

but heavy for our taste. The external 

adjustment screw is easily accessed 

via the skeletonized trigger guard, but 

we were only able to adjust it from 

about 5 to 4 pounds. We’re trigger 

snobs, so we’d plan to swap in an af-

termarket trigger, such as a Geissele 

(see Incoming on page 22) or Timney.

You may feel 
cramped behind 
the gun, though 
you’ll feel that way 
with any pistol-
brace-equipped 
gun. Otherwise, 
ergonomics are  
good, with a nice 
contour on the 
chassis behind 
the bolt handle for 
the thumb of your 
shooting hand.

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN
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We tested 200-grain subsonic and 

125-grain supersonic 300BLK loads 

from Maker Bullets. Both feature 

CNC-machined solid copper bullets, 

designed to expand effectively and to 

be used with suppressors. Out of the 

8.4-inch barrel, the subsonic loads 

posted an average muzzle velocity of 

993 fps suppressed, with a standard 

deviation of 11. The supers averaged 

1,830 fps with a standard deviation 

of 18. Unsuppressed, muzzle veloci-

ties dropped just 5 to 10 fps. Muzzle 

velocities were measured with our 

trusty Magnetospeed.

We shot groups from a bench, achiev-

ing 1.5 to 2 MOA ive-shot groups with 

supers and subs. Zero shift with and 

without the Dead Air Nomad-30 was 

around 1⁄2 MOA. Reavis told us that the 

prototype, originally for his own personal 

use, was built with the cheapest barrel 

he had on hand at the time. The produc-

tion gun will utilize high-quality chromoly 

barrels with button riling and 1:7 twist. 

They’ll also feature a lighter proile and 

optional spiral luting. He expects them 

to provide better precision, which we like 

to see in a custom bolt gun. Still, even 

a 2-MOA 300 BLK gun 

will put down hogs and 

steel just ine, and it 

can take some experimenta-

tion to identify loads that work 

particularly well in your gun. 

Not to mention that a 200-grain pill 

at 1,000 fps with a 100-yard zero will 

drop over 100 inches at 300 yards.

Speaking of subsonic, the One really 

comes into its own shooting subs with a 

silencer. Cranking the Nomad-30 onto 

the muzzle made it feel like shooting 

a pellet gun. The combination of the 

bolt-action platform, subsonic ammo, 

and the effectiveness of the Nomad-30 

resulted in minimal felt recoil and a 

very subdued report. The One was an 

absolute blast on the range, punch-

ing paper and ringing steel. It’s a real 

attention-getter too, turning a lot of 

heads at the range during our testing. 

It’d be a great truck gun, and we 

can’t wait to take it on a hunt.

Some cynical folks say that “just 

because you can, doesn’t mean you 

should.” In this case, we’re really 

happy that they did. If you’re offend-

ed by the idea of the One, as some 

commenters on social media seem 

to be, we’d suggest that you send a 

few rounds downrange with it before 

you issue a final verdict — it would 

even get a rise out of Lord Varys. It’s 

expected to be available by the end of 

the year, with a projected retail price 

of $1,499 for the base gun. We’ll 

take One, with a can. 

S
P

E
C

 B
O

X

CALIBER
300 BLK 

BARREL LENGTH
9 inches (8.4 inches, as tested)

OVERALL LENGTH
27.6 inches extended,  
18.7 inches folded  
(0.6-inch shorter, as tested)

WEIGHT (UNLOADED)
5.7 pounds (6.0 pounds as tested)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
10 (AICS-pattern .223 magazines)

$
PRICE AS FEATURED

$3,899

$
MSRP

$1,499

GEAR HEAD WORKS 

ONE

ACCESSORIES 

Folding Tailhook Mod 1 option $120

Camoulage �nish option $150

Venom carbon �ber grip option $20

20MOA scope mount TBD

Leupold Mark AR Mod 1  
1.5-4x20mm Firedot scope $585

Weaver scope rings $15

Atlas bipod with ADM quick detach base$280

Dead Air Nomad-30 silencer $916

Dead Air Keymount muzzle brake $89

5.11 Tactical AMP24 backpack $190

5.11 Tactical Admin gear set $35

URL

www.gearheadworks.com

Super and subsonic 
ammo from Maker 
Bullets feature 
CNC-machined 
solid copper bullets. 
Zero shift with 
and without the 
Dead Air Nomad-30 
was around 1/2 
MOA. With the can 
installed, the subs 
were quiet and soft-
shooting.

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN
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USING 22LR AS A SURROGATE FOR 
EFFECTIVE LONG-RANGE TRAINING

you’ll never know what’s attainable 

with your platform once your training 

progresses. Start with ammunition 

selection. .22s can be very ammuni-

tion sensitive, so trying out a few 

loads until you find one that your gun 

likes is important. Once that’s out of 

the way, it’s time to focus on basic 

rifle marksmanship fundamentals. 

While it’s in vogue to look down on 

shooting groups on paper from the 

prone, this uninterrupted time alone 

with your rifle lets you blueprint your 

shot process and learn to “command 

detonate” the gun, when the sight 

picture is at its best.

At whatever distance your range can 

provide, use a target that can provide 

feedback of the accuracy capability of 

your system. The four components of 

the accuracy equation are; weapon, 

optic, ammo, and the shooter. Optic se-

lection is important for shooting .22s, 

especially at close range. Many casual 

shooters poke fun at how ridiculous a 

BY ALEX HARTMANN

PHOTOS BY ROB CURTIS

4.5-27 or 7-35 optic is on a rile that 

lives its life inside a few hundred yards. 

The point they’re missing, though, is 

that it isn’t about the level of magni-

ication the scope provides, it’s about 

its ability to dial out parallax. This 

becomes harder at closer ranges and 

has a serious effect on accuracy.

Isolating the weapon, optic, and 

ammo from the shooter component is 

best achieved firing from the prone 

position using a bipod and rear bag. 

Once you’ve gotten down into a fun-

damentally sound, prone position, fire 

a minimum of five, five-round groups. 

The more groups you shoot the better 

the data set will be, but 5x5 will give 

you an honest assessment of the ac-

curacy capability of your system. The 

slow velocity of the .22 means the 

projectile will take longer to leave the 

barrel and force you to perfect the 

follow through of your shot, otherwise 

you’ll start seeing your groups open 

up very quickly.

Sub-caliber training rifles are nothing 

new to the long range and precision 

crowd. Most serious competitors have 

used .223-caliber training rifles for 

years. But now, with highly accurate 

.22LR rifles such as the CZ455 and 

builds based on the Vudoo Gunworks 

Remington Model 700 pattern rimfire 

action, shooters can mimic a compe-

tition or duty rifle in a caliber that’s 

much more palatable to the wallet.

The trick is turning .22LR’s bal-

listic drawbacks into training advan-

tages. Chief among this list is range 

considerations. Instead of looking at 

.22LR’s short range as a handicap, 

with the right drills, it’s amazing how 

well the round can simulate a center-

fire experience. It’s also a good way 

to get some long-range training in on 

a non-centerfire rated range. 

SET A BASELINE

First things first, you have to set 

a performance baseline — otherwise 
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TURN UP THE HEAT

Once the baseline is established, 

add “hot, nasty, badass speed.” The 

first exercise continues shooting 

five-round groups, but start setting 

a par time for each shot. The idea is 

to train up to firing a fundamentally 

sound shot as quickly as you can 

clear crosshairs on the target. 

Mount, acquire, fire. Mount, 

acquire, fire. 22LR is cheap, abuse it. 

Develop a rhythm. Key points to 

focus on are short breaths between 

shots, quickly returning to your natural 

respiratory pause, and keeping your 

head connected to the gun with your 

eye in the optic during the bolt throw. 

Very quickly, you should get your shot-

to-shot splits below 3 to 4 seconds, 

anything over 6 seconds is a no-go as 

you’ve burned up your oxygen and gly-

cogen and are now entering a deicit 

that can impact your performance.

MTRE’s or Multiple Target Rapid 

Engagements, even targets on the 

same sheet of paper can increase 

your ability to quickly break shots 

with an acceptable sight picture just 

as soon as there’s margin of target 

around your reticle. The minimal 

recoil of 22LR makes follow-through, 

keeping the reticle on the target after 

breaking a shot, a breeze. Addition-

ally, adding in the physical stress of 

something like a Forgot Your Ammo 

drill (which makes the reticle ex-

tremely difficult to get settled down) 

teaches you to either: A) time the 

shot, or B) force the shot. Both are 

skills that must be mastered when 

getting off our chest and into more 

practical/tactical shooting positions. 

UNSUPPORTED POSITIONS

A good culminating event for unsup-

ported positions is the ive-position 

RIMFIRE RANGE, CENTERFIRE RESULTS

shoot. At Ridgeline the drill is shot on 

an 8-inch target at 100 yards. Begin 

standing, in the offhand position, ire 

one shot, then progress through kneel-

ing, sitting, then prone before coming 

back to standing. Fire one shot per 

position for a total of ive shots. Time 

standards are less than 60 seconds 

for basic, less than 45 seconds for 

advanced, and sub 30 seconds for in-

structors. Accuracy standard is zero or 

hero, either they’re all in and you get 

your time, or you fail. They end state 

of this drill is to get good at assuming 

a stable and repeatable position as 

quickly as possible.

SUPPORTED POSITIONS

Supported alternate positions are 

the name of the game for both the 

tactical and competitive shooter. More 

often than not, these are the positions 

we most often ind ourselves in when 

When shooting 
unsupported 
positions, focus 
on keeping 
the supporting 
bones as 
vertical as 
possible as well 
as maximizing 
surface area 
contact with 
the ground. 
Always check 
your natural 
point of 
aim on the 
target before 
beginning your 
shot process. 
Accept the 
wobble of the 
reticle and “get 
comfortable 
being uncom-
fortable.”
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deployed or shooting a match. For 

training, use a tripod, as it’s easier to 

transport to and from the range than a 

barricade or other prop. If your range 

allows it, leaving some common props 

there for your training isn’t a bad idea, 

either. Things like VTAC barricades, 

barrels, tank traps, folding ladders, and 

others all present unique challenges 

when it comes to building an alternate 

position. Whatever support you end up 

training on, use a target that allows you 

to measure your wobble zone and ac-

curacy from each position with a known 

value such as MOA or inches. 

A word of caution when it comes 

to training these positions: vary the 

height constantly, and get outside 

of your comfort zone. Perfect world, 

especially with a tripod, we set the 

height that gives the best natural point 

of aim and delivers the best shots. 

However, in competition or when using 

an environmental support out in the 

world, the rile often rests above or 

below the optimum height, and that’s 

where we want to spend a good chunk 

of our training time once we’ve mas-

tered the positions at optimum height.

The lesson here is learning the 

difference between what you can do 

and what you can get away with when 

the situation is less than ideal. Hav-

ing this knowledge saves valuable 

seconds when you know you can get a 

good shot off using a slightly awkward 

shooting position instead of readjust-

ing in search of a perfect position.

WIND

For precision and long-range shoot-

ers, wind is our greatest opponent. 

It’s what makes the discipline so 

interesting. Rarely will you ever make 

the same shot twice, the world is in 

constant motion. Wind calling is the 

dark art of precision rifle shooting, 

and the only way to get better at mak-

ing wind calls is to make a boatload 

of wind calls, learning from both your 

successes and your failures.

RIMFIRE RANGE, CENTERFIRE RESULTS

Tripods aren’t just 
mission essential 

equipment, they 
are also fantastic 
training tools. Be 

sure to vary the 
height of the tripod 
constantly to avoid 

only training for the 
best-case scenario.

THE  
5-POSITION 

SHOOT 
Fire one shot per 

position for a total of 

five shots

8-inch target at 100 

yards

Position 1:  
Standing 

Position 2:  
Kneeling

Position 3:  
Sitting

Position 4:  
Prone 

Position 5:  
Standing

Once you get 
comfortable shooting 

from all positions, 
start challenging 

yourself by creating 
less and less stable 

shooting supports. 
The finite muscle 

control you’ll develop 
from training like 

this will greatly aid 
your shot timing.
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shooting .22s is easy, not very de-

manding, and a just a ton of fun. With 

events like Appleseed and the NRL 22 

matches continuing to grow and new 

club matches popping up almost every 

month it seems like, there are a ton 

of opportunities for you to get out and 

get shooting. Go do it. 

RIMFIRE RANGE, CENTERFIRE RESULTS

The .22 trainer offers a good way 

to fine-tune your wind calling chops. 

The majority of 22LR cartridges have 

a 0.1xx and occasionally a 0.2xx bal-

listic coefficient and that poor wind 

fighting ability gets even worse as 

velocities drop. Plugging in your rifle 

and preferred cartridge into a ballistic 

app, you’ll see that this high drag 

performance equates to roughly 0.1 

Mil/0.25 MOA of wind drift per mile-

an-hour of full value (perpendicular to 

the bullet’s path) wind at 100 yards.

Having to pay such close attention 

to your wind calls and instantly see-

ing your success or failure appear on 

the target builds your mental rolodex 

of what each mile-an-hour of wind 

looks like through your optic and in 

your surroundings, as well as what it 

feels like on your face or skin. When 

you transition your refined wind call 

skills back to your match or duty gun, 

you’ll amaze yourself with how ac-

curate your first shots on target are. 

Using targets such as the Ridgeline 

Group Therapy Target with it’s 0.25 

MOA grid, the shooter can maintain a 

single point of aim and literally watch 

their rounds be pushed by the wind 

as the it ebbs and flows. 

All of this is very scientiic and very 

analytical, as precision rile shooting 

often is. At the end of the day, though, 

At the end of 
the day, always 

remember: 
support the 
front of the 

gun, support 
the rear of the 

gun, get your 
natural point of 
aim, and break 

a clean shot. 
It’s that simple.

FORGOT YOUR 
AMMO DRILL
Find this article on 
RECOILweb.com and 
download the linked Forgot 
Your Ammo target. With the 
target at 100 yards, put 15 
loose rounds in a container 
25 yards behind the firing 
line. Walk back to your rifle, 
assume a prone position, 
load and make ready 
with one round. Starting 
sighted-in on the first circle 
of the target, engage each 
circle with one round from 
left to right, top to bottom, 
retrieving each round, one 
at a time, from the ammuni-
tion supply point after each 
shot. The par time for this 
exercise is 6:30 with all hits 
inside the circles. The drill 
teaches you to mount the 
gun efficiently and acquire 
targets quickly.





WHAT YOU  
THINK 
MATTERS  
MAY NOT  
BE TRUE
BY DAVE MERRILL 



Sure, one could just put whatever 30-caliber 

silencer on the end of a long range rig, but 

that’s not what this article is about.. At the 

base level, it seems that the main use of a 

suppressor is to well, suppress sound. How-

ever, when it comes to long range speciically, 

you may ind sound suppression to be further 

down on the list than you’d expect.

 Ryan Hey, professional Precision Rile 

Series (PRS) shooter and MagnetoSpeed rep 

broke it down for us like this:

“The irst thing I care about is accuracy. If 

a silencer decreases accuracy, it’s gotta go. 

Next up is repeatability. Can I take it off, then 

put it back on without any major degrada-

tion? Reduction in recoil is next on the list; I 

have to be able to spot my own hits at longer 

distances. Last up is sound. If I don’t need to 

wear earpro, all the better.”

Yes, sound is the very last thing Hey cares 

about. He still cares about it—it just isn’t the 

irst priority. Some of your vanilla 30-caliber 

cans will do some of those things, but a quality 

long-range silencer will do all of those things. 

Remember that these are generalities, though 

we make some recommendations at the end of 

the article. 

RECOIL AND SIGHT TRACKING

One reason we have seen some PRS and 

long range shooters switch back to muzzle 

brakes from silencers over the past couple of 

years is due to the more effective recoil control 

some brakes offer. The ability to see and spot 

your own impact is vitally important to long-

range success. 

Not every silencer will reduce your recoil, but 

we found Leviathan Suppressors particularly 

excelled in this role. Using both 6 Creedmoor 

and 260 Remington we were able to spot our 

own hits from 400 to 900 yards with no issue. 

Let’s just say that we didn’t want to take the 

Leviathan off our rile at the end of the day. 

POINT OF IMPACT SHIFT

We’ve come across many claims that XYZ 

brand silencer has, “zero point of impact 

shift.”. If there were actual truth in advertising 
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the claim would be more along the 

lines of, ‘POI shift is small enough you 

probably won’t notice. Probably. Maybe.’

Many factors come into play when 

we’re talking about POI shift with a 

silencer on vs. silencer off. The weight 

of the silencer, the length and proile 

of the barrel, the change in harmonics, 

and the shift in velocity allow add up to 

at least some amount of shift. 

There’s going to be some shift—what 

we really care about is if the shift is 

repeatable. In an ideal world, you’d 

re-zero every time you took a silencer 

on or off, but we don’t live in a world of 

strawberry rainbows and marshmallow 

clouds. Our best advice is to never take 

a silencer off, but if you think you’ll be 

hot-swapping, take note of any shift. 

TO QD OR NOT?  

THAT IS THE QUESTION

The argument between direct-thread 

(DT) and quick-disconnect (QD) for 

The hybrid design 
of the Crux brake 
offers excellent 
repeatability.

QUIET PRECISION

silencers in general has long been the 

subject of debate; and it’s no different 

regarding long range shooting. 

While a QD allows a user to 

rapidly remove a silencer (usually for 

transportation), not all QD systems 

are created equally. For example, the 

bi-lock mount used by Gemtech, GSL, 

CMMG, and NEMO reciprocates on the 

mount when ired—perfectly ine for 

most AR-15 shooters, but it doesn’t aid 

those shooting long range. Currently 

the most repeatable locking QD mounts 

are those that only mount one way and 

don’t rely on ratcheting teeth or similar 

mechanisms on the muzzle device itself 

to ensure they lock in place. Standouts 

here include SureFire and Dead Air. 

Direct-Thread mounting should be 

considered a semi-permanent affair; 

while you can take it off, a direct-

threaded can is really meant to live 

on the muzzle most of the time sans 

some cleaning or maintenance. As 

such, this option is more popular for 

those with folding stocks and chassis 

systems, because, generally, they can be 

transported with a suppressor mounted. 

DT also usually comes with a lower price 

tag, and more internal volume because 

there’s no muzzle device taking up space 

in the blast bafle. 

But, there is a third option. We call it 

a hybrid, though some others refer to it 

as a non-locking QD. With a hybrid sys-

tem, the silencer is still threaded on, but 

on a specialized muzzle device rather 

than the barrel itself. The best ones have 

a taper mount, which actually align a 

suppressor better than their DT brethren. 

The advantage of these systems is that 

you’re able to remove a muzzle device 

(albeit with more time than a QD) while 

retaining decent repeatability.

BLAST MITIGATION

If you shoot a brake very close to 

the ground, you’re likely to get dust, 



PRESENTED BY:

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Let’s face it … conventional media out-

lets are banning the kind of information 

freedom-loving Americans have enjoyed 

for years. That’s why we’ve stepped up 

to the plate and created a resource for 

everything firearms — RECOILtv. Just as 

RECOIL magazine made a name for itself 

giving you the no-holds-barred insight on 

firearms, we’re bringing that same trusted 

expertise to video. From testing the latest 

guns, giving in-depth product reviews and 

expert tutorials, showing you some top-

notch vehicles, user-generated content, 

and lots more, RECOILtv is the premier 

authority for the content you want and 

deserve. As the world of political correct-

ness slowly censors current online infor-

mational choices out of existence, RE-

COILtv will be there to give you the scoop 

on what you can’t find anywhere else. 

 sigsauer.com

WATCH  AT RECOILWEB.COM
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rocks, and dirt thrown everywhere. The 

same can’t be said of a rile equipped 

with a silencer. Since most of the blast 

is contained inside the suppressor 

itself, there isn’t much energy left over 

to kick up debris around the muzzle. 

This makes a shooter’s position much 

harder to track from an observer’s or 

target’s position. 

This is particularly useful for military 

and police snipers, but really no one 

QUIET PRECISION

wants all that sh*t thrown in their face 

regardless of their role. 

SOUND

No matter how you cut it, if you’re 

shooting a precision rile at any sort of 

range it’s gonna have a supersonic crack. 

This isn’t to say that the effective decibels 

do not matter, just that they generally fall 

below everything else on this list of priori-

ties for some long-range shooters. 

Leviathan makes 
silencers in several 
sizes.

Something we hate, but silencer manufacturers 

absolutely love, are proprietary muzzle devices — and 

it’s not hard to see why. If you buy a silencer from 

Company X, chances are you’ll buy multiple muzzle 

devices also from Company X (most at more than $100 

each), so you can use it on multiple guns. When it comes 

time to purchasing silencer #2, just who do you think 

you’ll more likely be buying a silencer from?

It’s like voluntary DRM for your guns. 

A company looking to help people break out of this is 

Ohio-based Area 419. While they’re not well known outside of 

the precision crowd, they should be. 

Their patent-pending Hellire modular system doesn’t 

have the same limits as other proprietary mounts. This is one 

of the so-called “hybrid” systems we talked about. 

First and foremost, you can use the easy-to-align 

Hellire brake. But it only gets better from there. 

All with the same Hellire muzzle device, you can get 

adapters for a number of precision ri�e silencers. 

One muzzle attachment gives you the ability to directly 

attach a Hellire brake, and, through the use of Area 

419’s suppressor mounts you can attach TBAC, Crux, SAS 

Tomb, SilencerCo Omega (and therefore Dead Air Nomad), 

SilencerCo Harvester, Saker, and universal 5/8-24 direct 

threaded suppressors — with more coming. 

Area 419 offers the same functionality for calibers up 

to .375 with its Sidewinder muzzle attachment system. 

AREA 419  
MUZZLE DEVICES

MAKE:

Area 419
MODEL: 

Hellire  
Universal Adapter
MSRP: 

$40 plus $55-$165 for 
silencer adapters or 
Hellire brake
URL: 

area419.com 



Pro-Shot Products 1_pro_shot_products1_pro_shot

Master Proven, Field Tested and Approved!

use and harsh environments by current and former service 

men and women from all branches of the US Armed Forces.

Pro-Shot Cleaning Systems have been put through rigorious 

use and harsh environments by current and former service 

men and women from all branches of the US Armed Forces.

TIER 1 Multi-Cam 5.56mm / .223 Cal. 
Cleaning Kit with Sermon 5.56 Knife / Tool

easy opening when attached to backpack

9MM Kit
Features Dual Zipper Case for secure, fast, and 

easy opening when attached to backpack

Item# MMULTI-CAM-5.56-KTItem# MMULTI-CAM-5.56-KT

Item# MMULTI-CAM-9Item# MMULTI-CAM-9

WWW.PROSHOTPRODUCTS.COM
Email: service@proshotproducts.com

Phone: 217-824-9133

WWW.PROSHOTPRODUCTS.COM
Email: service@proshotproducts.com

Phone: 217-824-9133

PROUDLY OFFERED BY:
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QUIET PRECISION
SUGGESTED  

SILENCERS

MSRP

$1,195

URL

LeviathanSuppressors.com 

LEVIATHAN 

30 CAL REAPER

NOTES

Of all the long-range silencers we used, the 

Leviathan cans had the best recoil mitiga-

tion. There’s no free lunch, however. Using the 

Leviathan on a gas gun, which they specifically 

don’t recommend, had the opposite effect due 

to increased back pressure. Keep this one on a 

bolty and watch how little your reticle moves. 

MSRP

$1,103

URL

CruxSuppressors.com 

CRUX

ARK NEO

NOTES

The Crux (pronounced “crow”) Ark Neo has 

proven to be a versatile titanium little beast. 

Working well on both gas and bolt guns, what 

impressed us the most was the repeatability us-

ing both the factory Precision Mounting System 

(PMS) and the aftermarket Area 419 adapter. 

MSRP

$1,349

URL

SureFire.com 

SUREFIRE

SOCOM260-TI

NOTES

We’re pretty sure someone had to hold Sure-

Fire’s Barry Dueck at gunpoint to get him to 

design a silencer that won’t live on a belt-fed, 

but he did it. The SOCOM260-Ti is the first 

silencer from SureFire entirely designed with 

accuracy in mind. 



For more than 100 years, Hoppe’s has been recognized as the benchmark in irearm cleaning 

solutions. Now Hoppe’s Black unique ive-step cleaning process is ready for the next 100 

years. Formulated for any irearm with attributes designed speciically for MSR applications. 

• Superior cleaning formulas designed to target carbon and copper build up
• Designed to withstand temperatures from -65° F to 540° F 
•  Developed for the modern irearm from the most trusted name in gun care

FIND IT AT HOPPES.COM 
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THE DEFENSIVE EDGE  
338 TERMINATOR 

UPS THE ANTE FOR 
BIG-BORE BALLISTICS

BY RYAN CLECKNER

PHOTOS BY LUKAS LAMB

A rifle case and a large cardboard box arrived for me in the mail. I opened the 

cardboard box and found two monstrous ammunition containers with 50 rounds 

each of what looked like 338 Lapua ammo on steroids — slightly larger case 

capacity with a long, 300-grain Berger bullet sticking out.

I then opened the rifle case and found a bullpup single-shot bolt-action rifle 

with a very beefy 32-inch barrel in a pistol-grip chassis. Before I even picked 

up the rifle, my phone was already in my hand, and I was waiting for our fear-

less editor to answer.

Cleckner: What in the world did you send me to test?

Harrison: (laughter with a British accent, of course)

Cleckner: Have you seen this thing?

Harrison: I saw pictures. Figured it’d be right up your alley.

Cleckner: You expect me to put my cheek on top of the chamber 

while I torch-off a 300-grain bullet out of ammo hand-loaded by 

someone else in a wildcat cartridge that is pushing a modified 

338 Lapua Magnum to the extreme?

Harrison: Well, you didn’t expect me to do it, did you?

Cleckner: I’m heading to the range. If you don’t hear from me in a 

few hours, you know what happened.

Harrison: Make sure someone else is taking the photos. All likely 

outcomes will be interesting.

FIRST SHOTS

At the range, I set up the rifle and my chronograph and prepared to confirm 

the rifle’s zero at 100 yards.

I noted ammunition headstamp, “338 Terminator,” and the rifle’s marking, 

“Defensive Edge LRKM” (which I later found stands for “Long Range Killing 

Machine”).

A quick Google search on my phone showed me that I should expect the veloc-

ity of the 300-grain bullet to be just over 3,000 feet per second! For those of you 

who don’t geek-out on ballistics, this is very fast for such a heavy bullet. Great. A 

338 Lapua Mag will launch the same bullet at around 2,800 fps, and that extra 

300 fps is a big difference and should result in some very high pressures.

I hung up, loaded up the rifle and ammunition, and headed to the range.
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Knowing that I’d be tempted to 

flinch when shooting this rifle, I 

dry-fired a few times to get used to 

the trigger and confirm my posi-

tion. And here’s where I found my 

first pleasant surprise. The trigger 

was phenomenal! As you may know, 

bullpup-style rifles are generally 

known for having poor triggers (the 

linkage required usually results in 

poor trigger feel, slop in the system, 

and higher pull-weights). However, 

it’s worth noting again: the Defensive 

Edge LRKM has an amazing trigger 

— and it happens to be a bullpup-

style rifle. They’ve clearly figured 

out the bullpup linkage problem, and 

others should take note.

I loaded up and fired my first shot 

out of the LRKM. It was exactly where 

I was aiming and my chronograph 

read 3,071 fps. The next two shots 

registered at 3,074 fps and 3,072 fps 

and were within a 1⁄2 MOA group. I in-

spected the brass and noted no pres-

sure signs. This was unexpected. A 

338 Lapua Mag would’ve likely blown 

a primer, long before that speed was 

reached. More on this later.

I moved out to 600 yards and then 

quickly worked my way out to 1,000, 

where I placed three rounds in a 

6-inch group on a steel gong. Shoot-

ing 0.6 MOA at 1,000 yards is doable 

for me, but I surely don’t do it every 

time. The other long-range shooters 

at the range and I were pleasantly 

surprised with the rifle’s accuracy. As 

a note, I offered to let them shoot the 

rifle, but they were happier watching 

me from a safe distance. Cowards.

OK, now I’m impressed. Perhaps 

I shouldn’t have been so quick to 

judge the system. The ammunition 

was extremely consistent, and the rile 

seemed to be very accurate, especial-

ly for that large of a round. The rile 

shipped with two test targets show-

ing 1⁄3 MOA groups, and while I shot 

multiple 1⁄2 MOA groups, I never quite 

got them as small as the test targets. 

That’s likely shooter error.

The ammunition loading was some 

of the best I’ve seen. The brass is 

gorgeous and the extreme spread (ES) 

of the velocity was 6 fps for the first 

10 rounds — impressive indeed. The 

11th round dropped to 3,045 fps, 

opening the ES up to 30 fps, but all 

but one other round out of 50 stayed 

within a 10 fps spread.

When you’re looking for good long-

range performance, consistent veloci-

ties are necessary. As an example, a 

loss of 10 fps for this round is almost 

a foot more drop at 2,000 yards. And 

yes, this round is capable at 2,000 

yards. A 40-fps decrease is almost a 

4-foot difference at 2,000 yards — 

enough to miss a target completely.

THE RIFLE

Belying its shorter overall 

length due to the bullpup 

design, is the rifle’s weight 

at just under 16 pounds with the 

Nightforce ATAC-R that arrived with 

it, (13.5 pounds for the rifle alone).

It was, however, easier to hold 

off-hand than a similar-weighted rifle 

and it was very stable on a bag due 

to much of its weight being distrib-

uted toward the rear. I’m not a fan of 

a pistol-grip chassis on bolt-action 

rifles. My bias stems from operating 

the rifle and stability/height issues 

due to the stock being high enough to 

make room for the pistol grip.

A standard rifle stock allows me to 

run the bolt easier and faster. When 

possible, I shoot rifles with my firing-

side thumb on the same side as, and 

near, my trigger finger. This not only 

allows for easier manipulation of the 

safety, it also prevents over gripping 

or torquing the rifle, while placing 

my thumb near the bolt knob for fast 

reloads. I know I’m in the minority 

here — there’s nothing “wrong” with 

pistol grip chassis, I simply prefer 

standard-style rifle stocks.

That beautifully 
machined trigger 
bar is responsible 
for the LRKM’s 
very unbullpup-like 
trigger pull. It also 
means there’s no 
way to feed it from a 
magazine.
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The rile functioned well. As men-

tioned before, the trigger was great. It 

was a crisp and light single-stage trig-

ger. The bolt was smooth (it would get 

smoother as the cerakote burnished 

in) and it extracted and ejected as it 

should. Above all, the rile was dead 

nuts accurate.

I returned to the range for a second 

trip and experienced similar results 

— I was able to get ½ MOA groups 

out to 1,250 yards. I did struggle a 

bit with anticipating the recoil on my 

100-yard groups. My worst at that 

distance was just over 1 MOA, and 

I attribute much of that to a poor fit 

for me and the rifle. I’m a bigger guy 

and my large head usually requires a 

scope mounted further forward and a 

longer length of pull.

I wasn’t a fan of the bullpup design. 

Don’t get me wrong … the actual 

design of the LRKM was great for a 

bullpup rile. I just didn’t like bullpup 

bolt action riles in general. Yes, the 

design did save over a foot off the 

overall length but it introduced too 

many issues for me.

First, the rifle was difficult to oper-

ate. I am a big believer in quickly 

running the bolt and getting the rifle 

back into the fight for a quick follow-

up shot if needed. This is a problem 

with the LRKM.

LONG-RANGE KILLING MACHINE

Due to the linkage required for the 

bullpup design, the LRKM is a single-

shot rile. A new round must be manu-

ally loaded into the rile before closing 

the bolt. Defensive Edge, the rile’s 

manufacturer and designer, did include 

a kydex holder for two rounds forward 

of the ejection port so that a couple of 

spares were readily available.

Second, I needed to change my 

position between each shot. Yep, that’s 

right — I couldn’t operate the bolt 

while staying in position on the rile. 

In addition to being very awkward to 

grab the bolt so close to my body, once 

the bolt was about 1⁄3 of the way back, 

it ran into my shoulder and stopped. 

I needed to completely remove my 

shoulder from the rile in order to oper-

ate it. This is less than ideal.

Consistency is the key to accuracy. 

Modifying your position between ev-

ery shot, and then having to re-settle 

on the rifle and re-find the target, is 

what most instructors (me included) 

would strongly advise against.

Takedown is pretty 
straightforward, 
assuming you can 
turn two screws.

That M700 bolt 
exiting the rear of 
the action means  
you have to take 
the rifle out of the 
shoulder each time 
you stuff in a reload.
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THE CARTRIDGE

The 338 Terminator is a monster. 

It’s effectively a 338 Lapua Mag Im-

proved +P. The brass is custom made 

for Defensive Edge, and it carries the 

“338 terminator” headstamp. The 

brass starts out as extremely high-

quality 338 Lapua brass, and then 

it’s fire-formed by Defensive Edge to 

push the shoulders forward a bit for 

its “improved” design. They sell the 

brass for $400 for 100 pieces.

This “improved” design with the 

shoulders pushed forward, and at a 

steeper angle, allows for more case 

capacity, which in turn allows for 

more powder. After seeing the high 

velocity and learning that the brass 

started as 338 Lapua Mag brass, I 

couldn’t figure out how it was able 

to handle the performance without 

showing signs of pressure.

A conversation with the rifle’s 

designer cleared it up and this is, in 

my opinion, the most novel part of 

the entire system … It has a unique 

chamber that allows for a more 

powerful round while minimizing the 

chamber pressure. More on this after 

some ballistics of the round.

The 338 Terminator has some 

impressive stats. The 338 Lapua Mag 

has been king for a while in the big-

boy long-range cartridges. Then 300 

Norma Mag came along and our mili-

tary really started to like it because it 

outperforms the 338 Lapua Mag with 

less recoil. The 338 Terminator hand-

ily outperforms both (on paper).

I shot 1,000 yards with 5.9 Mils of 

elevation above my 100-yard zero and 

1,250 yards with 8 Mils of elevation. 

That’s a heavy bullet, travelling very 

lat, and packing a wallop on the target. 

How did they get a 300-grain bul-

let traveling over 3,000 fps without 

serious over-pressure issues? The 

special chamber.

338 TERMINATOR
TESTING: Recoil Rifle LRKM # 0097

OPTIC: NF ATACR 5-25x56mm ATACR – Mil-R
CHAMBER: 338 Terminator
BRASS: DE 338 Terminator
PRIMER: CCI 250

BULLET: 300-gr Berger OTM

POWDER: VV N570
OAL: -0.000”

CHARGE VELOCITY NOTES

104.0 gr 2,970 fps
105.0 gr 3,009 fps
106.0 gr 3,034 fps
107.0 gr 3,073 fps
108.0 gr 3,105 fps OAL +.003” with set seater
109.0 gr 3,117 fps OAL +.007” with set seater, no lift or marks

BEST LOAD

OAL : -0.005” 
POWDER: VV N570

CHARGE: 108.0 gr.

PRIMER: CCI 250
BULLET: Berger 300-gr OTM
CASE: DE 338 Terminator
AVERAGE VELOCITY: 3,102 fps
ES: 6 fps
GROUP SIZE @ 100 YARDS: 0.217”

LONG-RANGE KILLING MACHINE

THE CHAMBER

Defensive Edge has a patented 

chamber design wherein they use a 

special throat to handle the power of 

these monster rounds without danger-

ous pressures. 

Instead of simply having an elon-

gated throat and thereby having too 

much free-bore with a consequent 

adverse effect on accuracy (I’m look-

ing at you, Weatherby), they have the 

rifling start at the throat, but they 

don’t have the bore down to its final 

diameter yet.

There’s a step wherein the bullet 

engages the rifling as it should, how-

ever, it isn’t under full pressure yet 

because it isn’t necked down to its 

final bore size until it can travel a bit. 

I described this as a graduated throat 

(to the dismay of the designer).

This really is novel — it allows the 

bullet to be controlled and start spin-

ning without the abrupt start normally 

incurred with a standard chamber. My 

money is on this helping to increase 

barrel life too. After all, the throat 

is usually what goes first on a barrel 

because of intense heat and pressure 

generated by powder particles and 

friction from the bullet.

This unique throat design lowers 

pressure so much that a standard 

cartridge/load will not meet its 

normal performance expectations in 

this chamber. The reduced pressure 

prevents a cartridge from reaching 

the velocity it would normally, so 

this throat/chamber design 

is best suited for mon-

sters like the 338 

Terminator.

Terminator (left) 
and parent 338 LM 

(right). PO Ackley 
would’ve approved.

300 NM —
338 LM —

338 Terminator —
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SO WHAT’S THE VERDICT?

Both the cartridge and the rifle 

have some merits and impressive 

performance. However, I personally 

recommend neither for most shooters.

The LRKM rifle is extremely accu-

rate but the bullpup design, although 

executed as well as it could be, is 

clumsy on a bolt-action rifle. And the 

cartridge, although very accurate with 

impressive ballistics, is too monoma-

niacal for the majority of applications. 

This rile and cartridge are built 

for one purpose: launching a monster 

projectile a long way from a static po-

sition. The bullpup design isn’t practi-

cal for any use that I have for a rile, 

but is required in order to keep the 

OAL somewhat manageable because 

of the humongous 32-inch barrel 

needed for the cartridge to perform. 

This system is only useful if you 

have the money for it ($4 per piece 

of brass is pricey), you hand-load am-

munition (and are willing and capable 

of making extremely accurate rounds), 

and mostly want to shoot one round at 

a time from one location (the weight, 

function, and recoil of this rile don’t 

match with “on the move” shooting).

But, if you’re that guy who really 

wants to shoot a 300-grain bullet 

that stays supersonic out to 2,000 

yards and doesn’t mind reconfiguring 

between each shot because you want 

a long barrel, but short overall length, 

then the LRKM and the 338 Termina-

tor are for you.

This rile and cartridge are surely 

novelties. I had a wonderful time test-

ing them and learning about them. 

However, for the vast majority of shoot-

ers looking for an extreme long range 

rile and cartridge, I’d recommend 

something like a Barrett MRAD in 338 

Lapua Mag or even the new 300 PRC.

As a note, the rile is billed as a 

solution for long-range hunting. Here’s 

my opinion on the matter — not that 

you asked. If your biggest risk of failure 

is spooking an animal, then you’re 

hunting. However, if your biggest risk of 

failure is missing the target, then you’re 

target shooting. You may not agree, 

but you don’t have to — as for me, I’ll 

extend the stalk and not the shot. 

LONG-RANGE KILLING MACHINE
S
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CALIBER
338 Terminator 

BARREL LENGTH
Kreiger 1-9 32 inches

OVERALL LENGTH
44 inches as tested

WEIGHT (UNLOADED)
12.8 pounds

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
single shot with 2-round cartridge external carrier

$
PRICE AS FEATURED

$8,505

$
MSRP

$5,400

DEFENSIVE EDGE 

LRKM

ACCESSORIES 

Nightforce  
ATACR 5-25x56mm $2,999

Harris HBLMS $106

URL

www.defensiveedge.net

Thousand-yard 
groups on the 
gong, and 1,250-
yard groups on the 
silhouette, like this 
are almost worth the 
price of admission. 
Almost.



CB-160 STAINLESS STEEL BARREL

RA-902 HANDGUARD

RIPPER UPPER & LOWER

RA-701 COMPENSATOR

RISEARMAMENT.COM

THE ANATOMY OF

PRECISION & 

PERFORMANCE

RA-535 ADVANCED PERFORMANCE TRIGGER

Fire faster and more accurately. Combines 
zero creep with a rapid reset, minimal 
overtravel, and a crisp break. Precision 
manufactured to aerospace standards.

Holds it steady and on 
target. Reduces recoil by 
67%.

Superior accuracy with 
proprietary weight reduction. 
Guaranteed sub MOA. 

Durable and precise, 
machined from premium 
7075-T6 billet.

Maximizes functionality and 
comfort. MLOK compatible. 

OUR SUPERIOR COMPONENTS

COMBINE TO CREATE UNRIVALED RIFLES.
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BY CANDICE HORNER

NIGHTFORCE’S NEW MIL-XT RETICLE

but missed 2 mils low and 1 mil right, 

according to the grid, that point of refer-

ence now becomes your new hold for 

your next shot. 

Compared to the Horus H59 or 

Tremor 3, the Mil-XT has more open 

space to see any misses and adjust from 

them. Compared to the nearly naked 

Nightforce Mil-C reticle that’s the go-to 

by many precision rile competitors, the 

Mil-XT gives the option to holdover and 

account for wind instead of having to 

dial for each shot. This feature helps 

save time when seconds matter. 

Some reticles are too simple, some 

are too complex, but Nightforce’s new 

Mil-XT is just right. The new Mil-XT is 

a sweet spot blend between the other 

reticles used in Nightforce’s ATACR 

series of scopes. Previously, you could 

only order the higher power ATACRs with 

reticles that either seemed like a gridded 

science problem or an all-too-simple 

option that didn’t allow for wind and 

elevation holdovers simultaneously. 

The Mil-XT was birthed from the need 

of long-range precision shooters; several 

Nightforce employees regularly compete 

in long-range competitions. 

At irst glance, the Mil-XT looks 

like a Horus reticle, thanks to the 

Christmas tree design. But it’s cleaner 

and easier to use for the intended appli-

cation of precision long-range shooting. 

At most matches, competitors are 

allowed to shoot at a target twice until 

they have to move on to the next. Being 

able to visualize and correct off of that 

irst shot is imperative. The grid system 

spread of the Mil-XT gives a quick point 

of reference from a missed shot. For 

example, if you were holding center, 
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SIMPLE BY DESIGN

Long-range scopes that don’t show 

numbers at each whole mil mark can be 

confusing when trying to count which mil 

you’re on. Each horizontal and vertical 

whole mil marks have the coordinating 

number above or next to the line. Down 

in the grid area, lines are replaced by 

rows of dots, which makes the reticle 

less busy. The numbers for each whole 

mil alternate in size as you look down 

the grid, this helps pull your eye to the 

correct number without getting lost in 

a pile of lines and numbers. The open 

space in the top of the reticle helps you 

see trace, observe, and ind targets. 

When looking at the main lines, you’ll 

see smaller subtension lines, which are 

Left: On a low mag-
niication setting, the 
Mil-XT reticle has open 
space and a large ield 
of view.  
 
Right: On higher mag-
niication levels, the 
Mil-XT gives multiple 
points of reference for 
precise aiming.

ENHANCING THE SIGHT PICTURE

measurements for 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 

0.8 of a mil. Other reticles have these 

subtensions coming off of the main 

line in an equal way, but the Mil-XT 

has more of an alternating pattern that 

helps identify which subtension you’re 

looking at without putting too much 

thought into it. 

All of the center dots, from zero and 

down are 0.05 mil with space around 

them. Having a small dot for aiming 

helps reine your shot instead of dealing 

with thick stadia lines blocking part of 

your target. 

The half-mil holdovers are small 

dots measuring 0.05 mil, like the 

center dots. These dots lend to easier 

bracketing for shots when you’re not 

100-percent sure about the wind hold. 

Rarely is a target in a hunting or tacti-

cal situation small enough that 0.1 mil 

matters and almost no ield position is 

good enough to allow shooters to break 

shots within 0.1 mils of each other, 

so bracketing between the half and 

whole mil lines is good enough for 99 

percent of the shots you would take in 

the ield.

Above the center dot, the vertical 

stadia extends up to 5 mils, with 0.2 

mil subtension lines between each 

whole mil. Most people are familiar 

with holdovers, but not so much with 

hold-unders. The vertical stadia gives 

the opportunity for hold-unders if you 

want to set up your scope for a speciic 
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stage where, instead of dialing for 

each target, you can dial for a middle 

distance target and hold under or over 

for the rest. Doing this conserves time 

if you expect building positions for each 

shot to be time-consuming.

WHAT’D THEY MISS

If you’re acquainted with the Horus 

reticle, you might miss the mover holds 

because that feature isn’t in the Mil-

XT. Mover holds of the Horus lets the 

shooter rapidly engage moving targets 

without having to do math on the ly. 

Horus reticles give 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 

mph for moving targets. Considering 

most long-range matches rarely have 

moving targets at varying speeds, not 

having mover holds isn’t a big deal. 

Furthermore, most ballistic engines 

can tell you what your hold should be 

for a moving target that doesn’t change 

speed — like the ones you may encoun-

ter at matches. 

The ATACR line of scopes features 

DigIllum illumination. You can il-

luminate the reticle to green or red 

with varying levels of brightness. This 

feature is wonderful if you’re shooting, 

for example, at black painted targets 

during the day. But, if the light is low 

and you illuminate the reticle, only 

the main lines glow; the numbers are 

dificult to see when lighting conditions 

aren’t optimal. 

HOMERUN FOR MOST

The Nightforce Mil-XT is ideal for 

most shooters who want a reliable, irst 

focal plane scope. Its design had us 

inding steel and reengaging targets 

faster than reticles marketed as having 

all the “bells and whistles.” We expect 

the guys who need mover holds and 

fast-milling capabilities won’t fall in love 

with this reticle, but that’s a very small 

part of a different market. This reticle is 

a homerun for most people who want to 

stretch out to distance and not be forced 

to dial for each shot. 

1
MODEL: 

ATACR 7-35x F1 
MSRP: 

$3,600

2
MODEL: 

ATACR 5-25x F1  
MSRP: 

$3,100

3
MODEL: 

ATACR 4-16x F1  
MSRP: 

$2,500

NIGHTFORCE 
MIL-XT 
OFFERINGS





I’m probably the least-experienced long-range 

shooter at RECOIL. I don’t shoot PRS. I didn’t 

go to sniper school or even a squad designated 

marksman course in the military. I didn’t ever 

work as a contract designated defensive marks-

man during my freelance security years. Prior 

to taking on this article, my farthest shot was 

a lucky hit with a .50 BMG bolt gun at 1,240 

yards, courtesy of Iain’s superb wind calls. 

As the industry continues to spend more 

money on design and development, and as tight 

tolerance machining technology becomes cheaper 

and more proliic in the irearms world, the art of 

Extreme Long Range shooting (ELR, for short) will 

only become more common and more accessible 

to the less-experienced rileman. The growth of 

this particularly niche sport is what makes the 

author’s utter lack of experience so poignant. 

One company making their mark in the ELR 

world is JJ ROCK. JJ ROCK is a joint venture 

between Jon Geib, John Kalil, Rock McMillan, 

and Duncan Davis. Between them, they bring 

more than six decades of experience in custom-

rile building and precision shooting. At time of 

writing, they’ve partnered with Applied Ballistics 

to build a prototype rile in response to military 

requests for an ELR-capable sniper rile system. 

The Applied Ballistics submission will be based 

around JJ ROCK’s Super XL action. Previous to 

his work on the Super XL action, Rock McMillan 

designed the Tac-50 action, which holds the 

honor of being used in four of the 10 longest 

sniper kills currently on record. 

THE JJR-375 RIFLE, HELPING  
TAKE THE “E” OUT OF ELR SHOOTING

BY TOM MARSHALL

PHOTOS BY NICCOLE ROMANOSKI 

AND @PHOTOBUCKETLIST
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The Super XL is the heart of their new JJR-

375 rile, which recently showed its potential 

at the 4th annual King of 2 Miles competi-

tion. The JJR-375 scored 2nd, 4th, and 8th 

round hits at 2 miles. Team JJ ROCK also won 

the cold bore challenge with a 1st-round hit 

at 1,691 yards. (See Issue 33 for more info 

on the KO2M competition.) With a couple of 

pretty signiicant stats on their card already, 

we couldn’t resist running a JJR-375 for our-

selves. The owners gave us the chance to sit in 

on one of the military precision rile classes to 

see if we could live up to the potential of this 

purpose-built gear. 

THE MACHINE

The Super XL action was designed speciical-

ly to engage targets in the 2- to 3-mile distance 

envelope. No small feat for man-portable, shoul-

der-ired weapon. The Super XL is machined 

from heat-treated 416 steel. The bolt itself is 

NP3 coated and features two beefy lugs. Also 

inished in NP3 is the M16-style extractor that’s 

speciically designed to handle cartridges with a 

0.640-inch case head diameter. There’s even a 

iring pin guide system. 

According to JJ ROCK, this facilitates faster 

lock times and more consistent primer strikes 

— proof that when you’re talking ELR ranges 

absolutely everything matters. The receiver it-

self features a locking lug insert manufactured 

from an undisclosed material that’s supposedly 

up to three times stronger than the receiver 



run the gun under tutelage of the guys 

who built it. Our class was taught by 

Jon Geib and Chad Prater of Prater 

Precision, both veteran military snipers. 

Our test gun was equipped with Prater 

Precision’s Sniper Data Board. This 

ingenious little accessory clamps onto 

any Picatinny rail and provides a mount-

ing platform for miniature whiteboard-

type cards than you can use to keep 

your DOPE. 

Our irst day on the range was spent 

zeroing and truing ballistic computers. 

Pretty straightforward, regardless of 

experience level. By the end of day one, 

we were ringing steel past 600 yards. 

Even then, we weren’t inclined to cel-

ebrate anything. People regularly shoot 

match-grade .308 riles at that distance 

without very much heartburn. Using a 

20-pound shoulder cannon chambered 

in 375 CheyTac, with 25-power glass, 

was practically cheating. 

On the second day, we were popping 

balloons at 1,100 yards plus. Still about 

150 yards short of the author’s stand-

ing record. Then our spotter said to us, 

“See that berm? See the small black 

square about halfway up the slope? 

That’s a mile. If you hit it, a light at the 

top of the berm will blink.” Well who 

doesn’t love a blinking light? We dialed 

elevation per the ballistic computer’s 

iring solution for the load we were run-

ning: a 377-grain Cutting Edge MTAC 

slug at 3,050 feet per second. With 

our crosshair centered on the target, 

we waited for the natural pause in our 

breath cycle and pressed the 2.5-pound 

Timney trigger. After a pause long 

enough to smoke a cigarette through, 

we saw a puff of dirt next to the target. 

We ran the JJR’s massive bolt as the 

spotter said:

NOT SO EXTREME

itself. The intent here is to be able to 

use a more compact lug design without 

sacriicing rigidity against the increased 

recoil of larger long-distance loadings. 

Our test rile, as its name would imply, 

was chambered in 375 CheyTac, but 

by the time you read this JJ ROCK 

will have actions available in both 416 

Barrett and 50 BMG. The Super XL is 

compatible with any Remington 700 

pattern trigger system, and the JJR-375 

comes off the rack with a Timney 510 

that includes a bottom safety.

Threaded into the massive Super XL 

action is a 29.5-inch Proof Research 

carbon-iber barrel with a 1:9 twist, 

topped with an American Precision 

Arms Gen II XX Brake. While the use of 

carbon iber deinitely helps shave some 

fat, the rile still weighs in at nearly 

20 pounds, before you give it glass 

or legs. While it’s nobody’s backpack 

gun, it still weighs less than an M240 

machine gun, and can reach a whole lot 

farther. The barreled action is nested 

in a Cadex Dual Strike folding chas-

sis. As is the current trend in military 

sniper systems, the Dual Strike is highly 

modular with screw-in rail sections and 

a skeletonized side-folding stock that’s 

adjustable for both comb height and 

length of pull.

THE SHOT

We spent several days with running 

this rile alongside some DoD person-

nel in one of JJ ROCK’s precision rile 

classes. Unfortunately, they don’t 

currently offer open enrollment classes, 

but the training event allowed us to 

The JJR-375 is 
overbuilt and NP3 
coated for resistance 
to both wear and 
corrosion.

Right: The Prater 
Precision Sniper 
Data Board, though 
intended for DOPE 
cards, easily held our 
ballistic computer.

During our class, 
we got the chance 
to run another 
JJROCK build, this 
suppressed 7.62mm 
bolt gun.
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standpoint, is the margin for error — 

vastly large at 1 yard and nearly non-

existent at 1 mile.

What also changes is the number of 

variables that must be considered. At 

pistol range, ballistic coeficient and 

trajectory algorithm are punch lines to 

friendly smack-talk. In the ELR world, 

it can be the difference between hitting 

a torso-sized target and dropping your 

round in the dirt a ZIP code short. Above 

Below: We learned 
a little about 
unconventional 
shooting positions, 
including a lesson 
on using tripods to 
stabilize both rifle 
and shooter.

Left: Reaching out 
to a mile allows 
individual riflemen 
to engage vehicle-
mobile targets like 
the bombed-out 
hulks of APCs you 
can barely see in the 
distance.

Right: Unlike the 
50 BMG, a machine 
gun repurposed for 
sniper duty, the 
375 CheyTac was 
designed from the 
ground up to make 
small hits at large 
distances.

“Hold 0.2 mils left.”

“0.2 left.”

“Send it.”

Another gentle press of the trigger. 

Another unbearably long wait. Then the 

light atop the berm blinked twice.

“Hit! One mile.”

The exhilaration was so great that 

we promptly cranked the next round 

left. But a deep breath and a renewed 

focus landed a fourth-round hit on the 

12x24-inch steel plate exactly 1,760 

yards away. Satisied that we could 

repeat the result, we came off the gun 

with a smile we hadn’t lashed since our 

irst time behind a belt-fed. Our irst, 

incredibly self-deceiving thought was: 

well … that didn’t seem so hard.

LESSONS LEARNED

Many moons ago, an instructor once 

told us, “There is no such thing as 

advanced shooting. There is only ad-

vanced execution of the fundamentals.”

It was the author’s (very) limited 

experience that, at the end of the day, 

there’s nothing mechanically different 

between marksmanship at 1 yard and 

at 1 mile. Proper sight picture, being 

in tune with your breath cycle, and 

smooth consistent trigger press are 

critical components in both scenarios. 

What changes, from the shooter’s 
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FUSION PANTS 

 // VTX1200 5oz

 // VTX1205 7oz

// VTX1200W 5oz  (women’s)

 // VTX1205W 7oz  (women’s)

COLDBLACK® POLO

 // VTX4000P S/S 

// VTX4020P L/S

 // VTX4010P S/S  (women’s)

 // VTX4030P L/S  (women’s)



$
MSRP

$8,000 $
PRICE AS SHOWN

$11,165

S
P

E
C

 B
O

X

TEAM JJ ROCK 

JJR-375 RIFLE

URL

www.jjrockco.com

CALIBER
375 CheyTac

BARREL LENGTH
29.5 inches

OVERALL LENGTH
56 inches (open)

WEIGHT (UNLOADED)
19.4 pounds

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
7 rounds

ACCESSORIES 

Atlas 5-H Bipod With ADM Mount $450

Leupold Mark 5HD 5-25x56: $2,600

Prater Precision Sniper Data Board: $115
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NOT SO EXTREME

and beyond putting your work in behind 

the trigger things like truing your ballistic 

computer, proper holds, accurate range 

estimation and good wind calls must 

become part of your pre-shot ritual.

As a last, more personal lesson, we 

learned that Hollywood once again 

gets it wrong with long-range shooting. 

TV shows and movies love to portray 

the sniper as a lone-wolf gunman 

with nearly magical powers to land 

irst-round hits in any condition cold 

and on command. The true tragedy 

of this stereotype is that it does im-

mense injustice to the value of a good 

spotter. The author can state with the 

utmost conidence that neither of his 

two personal best long-shots would 

have been possible without top-notch 

spotters providing essential feedback 

for setup and correction of those trig-

ger presses. A spotter’s estimation of 

range, wind, and other environmental 

conditions are no less important than 

the shooter’s execution of marksman-

ship fundamentals — particularly for 

those of us less experienced in this 

ballistic art form. 

Repeatable hits at a mile is no small 

feat, neither in preparation nor ac-

complishment. But it’s not impossible. 

With a purpose-built precision machine 

like the JJR-375 and a knowledgeable 

spotter, you might ind that you can 

push a bullet — and yourself — farther 

than you thought possible. 



Purchase online at: RRSSOAR.com/TFCT-34

TFCT-34 & ANVIL-30

Finally a TRIPOD and BALLHEAD
specifically DESIGNED and CRAFTED 

for the  MOST DEMANDING SHOOTER

MADE
IN THE



There’s an old saying about the young man 

who came back to elk camp bragging about 

the bull he’d shot at long range. One of the 

old-timers in the group quickly took the wind 

from his sails: “It’s OK, son, one day you’ll 

learn how to get closer.” Taking long shots at 

game for the sake of doing so is, in my mind, 

unethical. The “hunt” part of hunting involves 

getting as close as you can to your quarry. By 

depriving yourself of the stalk, you’re missing 

out on the essence of the experience. That 

said, there are times when getting closer is 

impractical or impossible, and everyone’s def-

inition of “long range” is different. Precision 

shooting, particularly long-range competition, 

has become immensely popular, but how do 

those skills carry over into the hunting world? 

We will take a look at the lessons of long-

range precision shooting and how they can be 

applied aield. 

BUILDING THE SETUP

If there’s a similarity between shooting at 

a live creature and approaching a stage at 

a precision rile match, it’s the importance 

of achieving a solid shooting platform from 

which to take the shot. Many of the same 

techniques and tools employed by PRS 

shooters can be used to accomplish our goal 

though with two notable differences: time 

and weight. While a competitor might have 

minutes or even hours to decide how to set 

up for a match stage, a hunter often has only 

seconds to prepare for a shot on game. 

Though shot opportunities sometimes 

seemingly arise out of thin air, there’s 

usually a progression of events as the 

stalk closes the distance to the animal 

where one can mentally prepare for how 



the shot might go down. It’s imperative 

that the hunter not wait until the moment 

that the shot opportunity presents itself to 

visualize the shooting setup. As a stalk is 

taking place, the hunter should take note of 

potential natural and man-made shooting 

aids and how they might be employed. Call it 

situational awareness, if you’d like, but ask 

yourself, “Where would I set up here? What 

can I use, and what are my obstacles? Can I 

shoot over this grass?” 

Shooting sticks, bipods, beanbags, and 

other shooting aids have become immensely 

popular both aield in competition. While 

these can be fantastic tools, many hunters 

have become too dependent on them. The 

ability to quickly assume a ield position, 

such as sitting or kneeling and shoot, with 

nothing but a sling for support, can often 

make the difference between a pack full of 

meat and a missed opportunity. Shooting 

aids must be carried into (and out of) the 

ield, so weight and size are considerations. 

If you use a shooting aid, practice setting up 

with it quickly and have it ready to go when 

a shot might be imminent — there’s nothing 

worse than a hunter fumbling with gear when 

it’s time to be shooting. 

My personal hunting experience has 

taught me that, in North America, sitting is 

the most useful and frequently used position 

in the ield. Grass or brush is usually too 

high to allow for shooting from the prone 

position and standing is seldom suficiently 

stable. I carry a small set of folding sticks 

ideal for shooting from the seated position, 

and use them if I have time to do so. 

Slipping a pack under my right armpit 

further stabilizes the position and gives 

me a great platform in nearly any terrain. 

Nonetheless, I practice shooting without the 

sticks or pack in case there’s no time to use 

them. If you’re headed to Africa, practice 

with standing shooting sticks, as they are 

extremely common there.  

APPLYING COMPETITION SHOOTING SKILLS AFIELD
BY KEITH WOOD



DOPE/ZERO

I love to read old hunting literature 

and often cringe at some of the shots 

that the “legends” took at distances 

that could only have been wild-ass 

guesses. With the advent of compact 

laser rangeinders, there’s no excuse for 

such guesswork these days. Ballistic 

apps are great, but should never be 

relied-upon in a hunting scenario. 

Batteries die, apps crash, and no 

animal is going to stand around waiting 

for you to pull your glove off and scroll 

through your phone so that you can 

make a shot. 

Build a shooting 
position with sticks 
or a bipod and use 
your pack to stabilize 
your master arm. For 
more rigidity, use the 
sling as well.

PRECISION HUNTING

Use the apps to develop a range card 

that you can reference quickly in the 

ield. I laminate mine and carry three 

or more on me in case I lose one during 

the course of a hunt. My cards are 2.5 

by 3 inches and provide me with drop 

data out to 700 yards as well as wind 

drift info and even reticle values. It’s 

important to verify the data on the 

range and adjust your card accordingly. 

Finding a useful ield zero is a key 

element of hunting with a rile. A 200- 

or 250-yard zero will often provide a 

hunter with a no-holdover solution out 

to 300 or more yards. As an example, 

with a 250-yard zero, my 7mm 

Remington Magnum maintains a point 

of impact that’s no more or less than 3 

inches higher or lower than my point of 

aim out to 300 yards. When any shot 

from point blank to 300 yards presents 

itself, I’m good to go. With a 100-yard 

zero, I’d have to account for 10 inches 

of drop at 300 yards.   

MAKING THE WIND CALL

Ballistic apps, fancy scopes, and 

laser rangeinders have taken much of 

the voodoo out of long-range shooting, 

but wind remains the great equalizer. 

A Kestrel will tell you what the wind is 

doing at your position, assuming you 

have time to use it, but it won’t paint 

the entire picture to the target. Game 

animals live in terrain that’s often far 

more uneven than most ranges, and 

that terrain can signiicantly affect your 

wind call. There are no “sighter” shots 

in the hunting world.  
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A E R O P R E C I S I O N U S A . C O M

N O W  A V A I L A B L E  A T

M A K E  T H I S  O N E  Y O U R S

S - O N E



There’s no substitute here for 

experience and, when in doubt, don’t 

take the shot. In a best-case sce-

nario, a hunter will use a wind meter 

in conjunction with a spotting scope 

to evaluate the wind on the bullet’s 

entire path to the target. As someone 

who lives in the Southeast, I will be 

the irst to admit that I lack suficient 

experience to make accurate wind 

calls in much of the West, where 

winds can be both powerful and 

tricky. In all of my years of hunting, 

though, this has never been as issue 

because I don’t push the distance 

envelope. If signiicant winds are 

present, get closer.   

VELOCITY AND  

BULLET PERFORMANCE

Just because you’re able to place 

your shot into the vitals of an animal 

at a given distance doesn’t mean 

There’s nothing 
wrong with shooting 
off a tripod in the 
field, so long as 
you can hump it. An 
extra five pounds at 
8,000 feet elevation 
tends to make its 
presence known, 
however.

your bullet is up to the task. Bullets 

are engineered to expand at a given 

velocity range and cannot be relied 

upon to make a clean kill when they’re 

used above or below that window. 

Knowing your limits in terms of 

impact velocity is crucial. 

The Nosler Partition and Accubond, 

two of the most effective and popular 

hunting bullets on the market, are 

engineered to expand at as little 

as 1,900 feet per second. A .270 

Winchester factory load pushes the 

150-grain Partition at around 2,800 

fps, which means that the bullet hits 

the lower end of its performance 

envelope at just over 500 yards. 

I know what you’re thinking, what 

about a magnum cartridge? Even the 

mighty 30 Nosler has its limits. With 

the 180-grain Accubond, its velocity 

crosses the 1,900 fps line somewhere 

around 725 yards. Nosler’s Accubond 

PRECISION HUNTING

Long Range bullets are engineered to 

expand at as little as 1,300 fps and 

many match-style bullets do pretty 

well under these circumstances, but 

there’s always a tradeoff. Those fragile 

long-range bullets might not penetrate 

reliably when a shot on a big bull elk 

presents itself at 75 yards. 

THE GEAR CRUTCH

A guide’s worst nightmare is a client 

who says, “I can hit anything within 

800 yards with this rile.” Advertisers, 

bad outdoor shows, and internet liars 

have convinced us that our gear will do 

the work for us. Many believe that they 

can zero their riles at 100 yards and 

rely on a ballistic dial, custom reticle 

or rangeinding solution to help them 

hit their target at any distance. While 

those tools are fantastic aids in making 

tough shots, they only work when the 

shooter is up to the task. 

 THERE’S 
NOTHING 

WORSE THAN 
A HUNTER 
FUMBLING  

WITH GEAR 
WHEN IT’S  

TIME TO BE 
SHOOTING 
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TRAINING/PRACTICE

Life is busy, and my time in the 

woods and mountains is precious to 

me. The best way to maximize that time 

aield is by investing in quality training 

and practice during the offseason. A 

few years ago, despite being a fairly 

experienced and accomplished hunter, 

I was struggling. I wounded and lost 

back-to-back animals on challenging 

western hunts and my previously 

unlappable conidence with a rile was 

seeing cracks. I spent some time at 

FTW Ranch’s Sportsman’s All-Weather 

All-Terrain Marksmanship (SAAM) 

course and, thanks to the high-

quality instruction and practical range 

sessions, got my mojo back. 

“In the ield, winds at the shooter’s 

position are the easiest to calculate 

and has the initial inluence on the 

projectiles light path. In uneven terrain 

or longer times of light, winds down 

Training with a coach 
or submitting to the 
rigors of competition 
are both good ways 
to get ready for a 
challenging hunt.

PRECISION HUNTING

I’m constantly testing riles, 

optics, and ammunition so I often 

get a irsthand look at how a piece of 

gear will work in the ield. It’s a rare 

occasion when I zero a rile, dial it for 

a shot on a target at 300 to 400 yards 

based on ballistic data, and hit where 

I’m aiming. Velocity data gets inlated, 

scopes don’t always track correctly, 

and the zero might be slightly off. 

These stacking tolerances can lead to 

signiicant variations at long range, and 

the only way to be sure that everything 

is working is to test the entire setup 

at real-world target distances. If you 

haven’t shot your rile using the same 

optic, load, and position at an actual 

target at that distance, you’ve no 

business taking that shot on an animal.     

range, mid-range, or at the target may 

either add to or subtract from the initial 

wind effect calculation,” Doug Prichard, 

retired SEAL sniper and senior 

instructor at FTW’s SAAM course. 

Good training will build your skills and 

conidence and will also let you know 

where your limitations lie. 

Training is where we learn a skill, 

and practice is where we pay the dues 

to put that skill into the subconscious, 

where we can use it under stress. I’m 

fortunate to have my own range, where I 

can practice on steel targets at various 

distances from realistic positions on at 

least a weekly basis. Your own access 

to a range may vary, but make the best 

of the facilities that you have access 

to and, once you have a zero, don’t 

shoot from the bench. Dry-ire practice 

is as important for hunters as it is for 

competitors — do it with all of your 

gear on.    





must strike the speciic point on the 

animal’s body where the vitals lie and 

then penetrate at the correct angle 

to intersect with and destroy those 

anatomical objects, be they the heart, 

lungs, or brain. If you are not 90 

percent certain that you can make a 

clean kill, don’t take the shot. If you 

hunt long enough you will wound and 

lose an animal, but to do so because 

you took a shot that you weren’t 

conident of making in the irst place 

is unconscionable. 

ANIMALS AREN’T  

STEEL TARGETS

The most important consideration in 

this entire discussion is recognizing the 

difference between shooting targets 

and shooting living, breathing animals. 

Not only do animals move, making a 

bullet’s light time an issue, they also 

feel pain. Our duty as hunters is to 

end the animal’s life with the absolute 

minimum suffering possible. Period. 

It isn’t enough to hit the animal. 

Unlike a steel target, your bullet 
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A PRECISION RIFLE BAG BUYER’S GUIDE
BY SEAN MURPHY

Rear bags for long-range shooting have 

become a must-have to help deliver hits 

down range. A rear bag is a low-tech and 

relatively low-cost solution that offers many 

benefits to precision rifle shooters — mainly 

the ability to stabilize the rear of the rifle, 

leading to greater accuracy and precision. 

While shooting bags come in many shapes 

and sizes, they all cushion the rear of the 

rifle, filling the space between the stock 

and ground or obstacle. Instead of having to 

hold and balance the rifle with your hand, 

the rear bag spreads the weight and makes 

it easy to maintain a stable hold on the rifle, 

kind of like comfortably sitting in a beanbag 

chair instead of sitting on the ground.

Rear bags stabilize the rear of the rifle, 

which increases consistency and precision 

when shooting. With this increased stability, 

it’s possible to have better follow-through 

on shots, shoot tighter groups, make more 

precise holds on target, and see more of 

what’s going on downrange. Using a rear bag 

enables minor but precise adjustments to el-

evation and/or windage with a slight squeeze 

or release of the bag. 

Additional benefits of these bags includ-

ing aiding in non-firing tasks, like observing 

a target for long periods of time or ranging 

with the riflescope with the rifle resting on 

the bag, instead of the shooter having to 

hold it in place. Beyond rifles, bags can be 

used in conjunction with other equipment, 

such as cameras and lasers, providing the 

same stabilizing effect whether on terrain, 

branches, fences, tripods, or a pack.
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Precision rile competitions have driven 

a rapid evolution of rear and support bags, 

which for many years was simply an old boot 

sock illed with sand (aka a sand sock). While 

it worked for prone shooting, the sand sock 

was heavy, prone to absorbing water, and not 

very durable. As precision rile competitors 

are forced off their bellies and onto obstacles, 

the rear bag is used to cushion other parts of 

the rile. Reducing wobble on an obstacle can 

make a big difference in hitting or missing a 

target under time constraints. Shooters and 

entrepreneurs started exploring and improving 

on different rear/support bags by trying new 

designs and construction methods along with 

using synthetic ill materials with differing den-

sities. There’s now an entire cottage industry 

producing bags of all shapes and sizes. 

Because everyone likes something dif-

ferent, and there are so many rile options, 

the available options range from small bags 

typically used primarily for rear support, to 

medium-sized barricade/support bags for 

positional shooting, and even larger pillows 

for creative positions and obstacles. Most 

shooters will typically settle on one or two 

favorite bags, but like a pistol shooter chas-

ing the perfect holster, there are many rile 

shooters with a box full of different bags they 

have tried.

There are a few gear companies that have 

set themselves apart from the rest with their 

designs, quality, and options. Armageddon 

Gear has grown to be one of the largest 

precision rifle gear producers in the United 

States and took the title of most popular 

bags among top competitors at the Precision 

Rifle Series 2017 season finale according 

to the PRS's own survey. They also have an 

exclusive relationship with Reasor Precision 

to produce the highly popular and patented 

Gamechanger design, as well as offer a 

variety of other options inspired by competi-

tors and industry pros. TAB Gear has been 

making high-quality precision rifle gear since 

before it was cool to do so, and they too 

have continued manufacturing other designs 

like the Str8 Laced bag. Wiebad is another 

company dedicated to precision rifle shoot-

ers, offering designs since before the Preci-

sion Rifle Series existed. Their continued 

popularity is a testament to their designs 

and manufacturing quality. 

In researching options to choose for a 

buyer’s guide, there are many companies 

offering very similar bags. We picked a rep-

resentative sample of the popular options by 

size and shape, utilizing feedback from the 

best in the Precision Rile Series and similar 

rile sports. Qualities to look at are construc-

tion, ill material and weight, design features, 

price, and, most importantly, what colors are 

available to match your favorite rile.
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CUSHIONING PRECISION

ARMAGEDDON GEAR 

SQUISHY REAR BAG 
ARMAGEDDON GEAR 

X-WING ENHANCED REAR BAG
MATERIAL

Tweave 

MIN/MAX HEIGHT

6 by 3 by 3 inches

WEIGHT

1.6 pounds

COLORS

Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam, Black

MSRP

$35

URL

www.armageddongear.com

MATERIAL

1000 Denier  
Cordura Nylon 

DIMENSIONS

7 by 6 by 1.25 inches

WEIGHT

1 pound

COLORS

Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam, Black, ATACS AU, 
Kryptek Highlander

MSRP

$35

URL

www.armageddongear.com

SMALL BAGS SMALL BAGS

NOTES

There are many small rear bags that have a cylinder shape to them. The shape allows 

for two different rear heights by using it standing up or on its side. The Armageddon 

Gear Squishy Rear Bag is unique compared to similar bags due to its construction with 

Tweave stretch woven fabric. Essentially a softshell-type material, the Tweave bag is, as 

the name implies, very squishy. It expands and squeezes down very easily in your hand, 

whereas traditional nylon is more rigid when filled with beads. The Tweave material 

enables the bag to be used for other shooting positions by flattening down on a barricade 

or similar surface. A Velcro strap is included for holding onto with the support hand or 

looping over bipod legs, as well as a corner loop for attaching a lanyard, carabiner, or 

sling. According to Armageddon Gear, this is a popular option with many military and 

law enforcement customers as it’s versatile, but still compact for packing along without 

adding much weight.

NOTES

The X-Wing bag offers a slightly more ergonomic option for a small rear bag. Designed 

around the shape of a hand holding onto the bag, the contours prevent fatigue from 

holding a position for an extended period of time. Dimensionally the X-Wing offers three 

different heights by using the different sides (7 by 6 by 1.25) for height adjustment. A 

Velcro strap is sewn onto each side for attachment to the rifle, bipod or as a hand hold 

as well. For easy mounting, there’s a webbing loop to attach a carabiner or strap to, or a 

sewn-in QD swivel, or hook are available as options.



When SHTF, will 
you be caught 
holding the bag? 

Be prepared.

Pawel_Kisiolek/istockphoto.com

Mobile optimized, fully interactive, 

and featuring our trademark mix of 

witty writing and gorgeous art design, 

OFFGRIDweb.com is chock full of 

expert advice, tips, and techniques to 

enhance your skillset. Plus, we have 

honest and in-depth reviews of the 

latest gear, gadgets, and supplies.

It’s where preppers, survivalists, and 

those who want to be in the know come 

to stay ready. Experience it for yourself.

OFFGRIDweb.com
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CUSHIONING PRECISION

 HOMEMADE SAND SOCK
WIEBAD 

TAC PAD
MATERIAL

Customizable  

DIMENSIONS

Dependent on sock size

WEIGHT

Dependent on type of ill

COLORS

Solid colors to full patterns

MSRP

$0-$5

URL

n/a

MATERIAL

1000 Denier Cordura Nylon

DIMENSIONS

9 by 11 by 4 inches

WEIGHT

1 pound 

COLORS

OD Green, Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam,  
Black, Kryptek Highlander, Kryptek Typhon, 
ATACS AU, ATACS FG

MSRP

$70

URL

wiebad.mybigcommerce.com

SMALL BAGS POSITIONAL BAGS

NOTES

For the thrifty-minded, recycling old socks is an option for a precision rifle rear support. 

To prevent having an extra sock laying around, it’s recommended to double up the socks 

for added durability. Fill options can range from play sand to dried beans or polymer 

beads from your daughter or wife’s arts and crafts stash. To assemble, drop the fill 

material into the socks, tie off the top, and fold the excess material back over the main 

bag. Review some options for making your own at Recoilweb.com.

NOTES

Originally designed to slide over a forearm for assistance in shooting from barricades 

and rooftops, the Wiebad Tac Pad has proven to be a very versatile bag that can do 

nearly anything. Whether used as a rear bag or positional support bag, the larger Tac 

Pad (9 by 11 by 4) is still a popular option for shooting in the field or at matches. The 

rectangular design also allows for each of the different sides to be used to adjust the 

rear height of the rifle. Elastic sewn-on straps with shock-cord for extra tension were 

originally added to slide over a shooter’s arm, but have also proven well when sliding 

the bag over the fore end of a rifle for support. A corner loop is also included with a 

carabiner for carrying or other attachments. Weighing in at only a pound, the light 

weight makes this an easy to choose all-around rifle support bag. Other versions include 

a mini version and modular version that can be stuffed with other items to increase or 

decrease overall size.



• RAK-1 Enhanced Trigger Group

• Carburized 4140 Steel Bolt

• Chrome-moly 4150 barrel

• 1/16” Stamped Receiver

• Includes one 30rd mag

• Heat treated S7 Steel 

- Bolt Carrier

- Front Trunnion

- Feed ramp

centuryarms.com

facebook.com/centuryarms

instagram.com/centuryarms
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POSITIONAL BAGSPOSITIONAL BAGS

CUSHIONING PRECISION

 REASOR PRECISION/ARMAGEDDON GEAR

OG OPTIMIZED GAME CHANGER
 TAB GEAR 

STR8LACED ULTRA LIGHT REAR BAG
MATERIAL

1000 Denier Cordura Nylon or Waxed Canvas   

DIMENSIONS

10 by 7 by 6 inches

WEIGHT

6 pounds

COLORS

Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam, Ranger Green

MSRP

$100

URL

www.armageddongear.com

MATERIAL

1000 Denier Cordura Nylon

DIMENSIONS

8 by 6 by 3 inches

WEIGHT

3 pounds (heavy ill)   
0.37 pounds (light ill) 

COLORS

OD Green, Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam, Black, 
Kryptek Highlander

MSRP

$60

URL

tabgear.conigio.comNOTES

Perhaps the only bag to be patented, the Game Changer designed by Clifton Reasor 

lives up to its name. The design is fairly simple, but this large (10 by 7 by 6) and heavy 

(6-pound) bag creates an ultra-stable shooting platform from nearly any obstacle or 

position. With a “W” shape, the barricade, fence rail, car door, window, or any other po-

sition up to 4 inches wide is clamped by the bag, while the heavy fill stabilizes the bag. 

The 10-inch flat side then creates a solid rest for the fore end of the rifle. Alternatively, 

flipping the bag around to put the flat end on the ground and pinching the rifle stock 

inside the W makes for an oversize winged rear bag, extremely stable with the heavy fill. 

A handle on each end allows for easy carry and movement while changing positions on 

the clock. Many shooters and competitors have found the Game Changer to be their go-to 

bag for almost any shooting scenario, replacing the need to carry three to four bags. 

Due to the popularity, Armageddon Gear is manufacturing several models, with different 

sizes and materials being available. For a classy rear bag, consider the waxed canvas 

version with bison leather straps.

NOTES

One of the earlier multi-use bags and very popular with shooters during the 2012-2013 

Precision Rifle Series seasons, the Str8 Laced bag is still a viable do-it-all bag. Being 

medium sized (8 by 6 by 3 inches) and ultra lightweight (7 ounces), the Str8 Laced 

bag offers many options in how it can be used. One-inch webbing straps are equipped 

on the flat faces of the bag, while 550 cord runs through grommets around the sides 

that can be adjusted for tension and held in place with cord locks. TAB Gear continues 

manufacturing this bag for Str8 Laced Gun Gear and it’s available in multiple color 

options, including camo.
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LARGE PILLOWSPOSITIONAL BAGS

CUSHIONING PRECISION

 BISON TACTICAL 

TACTICAL UDDER BAG
 WIEBAD 

PUMP PILLOW
MATERIAL

1000 Denier Cordura Nylon

DIMENSIONS

7 by 7 by 8 inches

WEIGHT

6.5 pounds 

COLORS

Ranger Green, Coyote Tan, Multi-Cam, 
Kryptek Highlander, custom colors available

MSRP

$115

URL

www.bisontactical.com

MATERIAL

1000 Denier Cordura Nylon

DIMENSIONS

9 by 11 by 7 inches

WEIGHT

1.25 pounds 
 

COLORS

OD Green, Coyote Brown, Multi-Cam,  
Black, Kryptek Highlander, Kryptek Typhon, 
ATACS AU, ATACS FG

MSRP

$106

URL

wiebad.mybigcommerce.comNOTES

A creative answer for match shooting and props being parallel to a shooter’s barrel, the 

Tactical Udder bag by Bison Tactical offers a heavy (over 6 pounds) yet sturdy option 

for positional shooting. With four “udders” and a flat back, the Tactical Udder bag 

can conform to nearly any shooting position, including fences, branches, barricades, 

windows and rooftops. Two removable straps are included to strap the bag to a rifle for 

ease of maneuvering on a stage or in the field, along with a handle for ease of carrying 

and positioning. The latest version is available with an HRD Gear Arca Swiss Clamp built 

in for mounting to an Arca Swiss rail on a rifle, or upside down on and Arca-compatible 

tripod head for stability of a rifle, laser, binoculars, etc. Additionally, parachute webbing 

is used for the handles, creating both a contrasting color and a comfortable way to carry 

the heavy bag.

NOTES

The Pump Pillow is an enlarged version of the smaller Tac Pad, offering a soft, 

lightweight but large bag to help fill spaces or voids for positional shooting, such as a 

barricade or rooftop. This bag offers elastic arm straps with shock cord to attach to an 

arm, leg or rifle. Additionally, a lanyard and carabiner are included for easy attachment 

to a backpack for carrying or attachment to a belt to carry on a stage or person. While a 

little large to use for regular prone shooting, the extra height can be an aid when shoot-

ing uphill (extra height for the bipod), or downhill (extra height under the buttstock). One 

note with this bag is that after some use, the fill can compress down from the original 

9x11x7 size, making it easier to manipulate.





JUNIOR SHOOTER CHEYENNE DALTON BRINGS HER 
YOUTHFUL ENERGY TO AN INDUSTRY UNDER FIRE
BY MIKE LANDERS
PHOTOS BY JASON CONNEL

Much has been said about millennials, and 

in many cases, the generation that defines 

that term might beg to differ with the 

negative connotations. We’ve heard this 

rhetoric for a while now. “Millennials are 

lazy.” “They only like technology.” “They 

don’t like to go outside.” RECOIL would 

like to introduce you to a young woman 

who might take issue with those and other 

millennial stereotypes. In fact, this one is 

as comfortable being a shooter as she is 

being behind a computer.

Her name is Cheyenne Dalton, and 

if this is your introduction to her, you’ll 

certainly be glad you got to know her. 

The Missourian is a state title holder in 

Rimfire, a two-time Rimfire World Cham-

pionship title holder in the Limited Lady 

Category. She also competes in USPSA 

three-gun and Rimfire Challenge. While 

her already impressive resume continues 

to stack up, this 17-year-old is more than 

a young talent — she’s an asset for the 

industry as her goals extend far beyond 

the trophies.

“Shooting has given me so many op-

portunities in life that I would have never 

have had if I hadn’t started shooting,” says 

Cheyenne. “I get to travel so much, and 

I get to see so much of the world. But I 

have met so many amazing people through 

the industry and they’ve always been so 

kind to me, and I’m so thankful that I was 

just kind of accepted. I find it so crazy to 

me that young girls come up to me at Shot 

Show or the NRA, and they’re like, ‘I want 

to get a picture with you, and I started 

shooting because of you.’ That is just the 

coolest thing to me, and I don’t know, I 

can’t imagine my life without shooting.” 

Her role as industry ambassador, while 

not something she planned, is something 

she takes very seriously, taking cues from 

the likes of Julie Golob. “I’ll never quit 

shooting. That’s for sure. I want to keep 

at it as long as I can and do as much as 

I can to help grow the industry.” Active 

on social media, her Instagram handle 

@cheyennedaltonshoots might be as 

influential as her pistol handling when it 

comes to inspiring others to get involved 

with shooting. “It’s so inspiring to me to 

think that someone saw what I was doing 

and thought, ‘I could do that, too’ and be-

cause of that maybe there’s a new person 

in the industry or a new gun supporter and 

that just is so amazing to me.”
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Bound for college next year with 

plans on continuing shooting on a 

scholarship, Cheyenne’s calendar also 

fills up with music. “I enjoy playing 

bluegrass music with my band That 

Dalton Gang. I play violin, mandolin, 

guitar, and upright bass. I started 

playing violin when I was 5, and it 

has blossomed into quite a career. I 

turned 17 this year, and I am enjoying 

the freedom of being able to drive 

myself to wherever I need to go.” 

Wherever young Cheyenne Dalton de-

cides to go, you can bet that shooting 

will go with her and that our industry 

will be better for it. 

RECOIL: Tell us about how you �rst got 

involved with competitive shooting?

Cheyenne Dalton: My competitive 

shooting started when I was about 

12. My mom went to take a con-

cealed carry class from a guy who 

just lived north of us, but his daugh-

ter was out there helping to teach 

the class and she started talking to 

my mom and asked if she might have 

any kids who would be interested in 

getting into competitive shooting. So 

I went up there and I took two les-

Music is a big part 
of Cheyenne’s life. 
She travels the 
country with her 
Bluegrass band 
“That Dalton Gang.”

School is a priority 
for Cheyenne. By 

taking dual credit 
courses she plans 

on entering college 
as a sophomore. 

AIMING FOR THE FUTURE

sons from her and went to the Iowa 

State Rimfire Championship and I 

won High Lady. So that’s where my 

competitive shooting started, but I 

always would go out and plink around 

with my dad with our little Henry 

lever-action .22. 

So I guess obviously you seem to 

have kind of a natural knack if you 

finish that well after just a couple 

lessons. How did that inspire you to 

go forward? What did you do next?

CD: The fact that I had won some-

thing, it was just so cool and I’m like, 

“I want to keep doing this and keep 

going.” So I did and the more that I 

got into it, the more I realized I’m not 

going to be the very top shooter all 

of the time, and that’s OK because 

I want to be a good example and 

a good role model and show other 

younger girls and women that they 

can do this too! 

How has social media helped you 

to reach non-shooters or those very 

people where you’re talking about? 

CD: There were a bunch of junior 

shooters that kind of started around 

the same time I did and so the thing 

at the time was to get a competitive 

shooter Facebook page. So I did that 

and I started posting and eventually 

it moved toward Instagram. I didn’t 

really expect to go anywhere with 

that, but people seem to relate with 

me, maybe because I am just a girl 

who shoots, but it’s interesting. I get 

messages from women, or even like 

a husband or boyfriend, and they’re 

like, “My wife saw you on Instagram 

and she’s like, ‘I want to try that,’” 

and so now they’re actually out there 

and they’ve gotten into competitive 

shooting or maybe even shot a gun for 

the first time. 
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of effort and you cannot be lazy with 

either. I started playing classical 

violin when I was 4 years old, and so 

from a very young age, I was taught 

to have a lot of drive and when things 

get hard to not just give up — you 

have to keep pushing. Because there 

are times you’re going to plateau and 

you’re just going to feel like giving up, 

but you can’t do that. 

Now which one were you more nervous: 

your �rst rim�re competition or the �rst 

time That Dalton Gang took the stage?

CD: Well, here’s a little fun fact about 

me. When I was like younger, I don’t 

do this anymore luckily, before I 

would play a show or shoot a match, 

I’d throw up. I don’t remember how 

nervous I was at our very first show, 

as I was very young, but I’d say I’m 

equally nervous for both things. 

What else do you do outside of shoot-

ing to take a break? 

CD: I really don’t have a lot of time to 

do other things besides music, shoot-

That’s awesome, and it might be an 

unfair burden for people like yourself 

because you get a different sort of level 

of responsibility, but at the same token, 

maybe you’re that much more inspira-

tional for people who haven’t shot?

CD: Yeah, you know, a lot of husbands 

will try and take their wives out and 

that just doesn’t work generally. If 

a man, like a husband, is trying to 

teach their wife how to shoot, he has 

his own ways and the ways he likes to 

shoot, but sometimes for a woman it’s 

different. We’re smaller and we handle 

recoil differently and just generally, a 

man trying to teach a woman does not 

work that well, so you know, it’s great 

that people like Julie Golob are out 

here. There’s a whole bunch of other 

tutors that are helping other women 

get started as well, so I love it.

Are there any kind of parallels be-

tween your hobby of music and your 

hobby of shooting? 

CD: Yeah. I feel that both shooting 

and music take a lot of drive and lot 

ing, and school. I’m a senior, I’m 

homeschooled, but I’m taking all my 

classes through a college near me. 

And I have gotten an offer for a full 

ride scholarship for college next year, 

and I’m super excited. When I do 

have time, I love to go shopping, and 

I like to fish. We have a pretty large 

farm, so I can go fishing and just be 

out in the woods. I like to hike, I like 

to cook and bake, so you know, I’ll 

just do those things when I’m not just 

busy all the time.

How do you juggle doing schoolwork 

and then shooting? 

CD: I have two planners; one plan-

ner is for music and shooting. I’ll put 

down the weekends we’re going to 

be gone, when we’re going to have 

practices, and then I have one plan-

ner that’s just dedicated to school, 

so I’ll put down when my classes are, 

when homework’s due, each day when 

I need to get stuff done. So honestly, 

being good at managing your time, for 

me, is very important and I’ve taken a 

AIMING FOR THE FUTURE

THERE ARE TIMES YOU’RE 
GOING TO PLATEAU AND 

YOU’RE JUST GOING TO FEEL 
LIKE GIVING UP, BUT YOU 

CAN’T DO THAT.

A fast trigger inger 
is always a plus!

My phone and a 
charger because 
I’m a teenager, 
and I have to keep 
up with my social 
media. A pack of 
gum — I’m like 
obsessed with 
gum of any kind. I 
do have an inhaler 
because you know, 
sometimes asthma 
just hits me, and 
oh I keep some 
Chapstick, I can’t 
actually carry 
a gun yet, but I 
always have a 
pocketknife with 
me. And my wallet, 
I guess, that’d be 
all that’s in there.

CHEYENNE’S 

 EDC



centuryarms.com

facebook.com/canikusa

instagram.com/canikusa

• Thread Protector, 13.5x1mm LH

• Salient Sight Set

• Match-grade Barrel, Fluted & Nitride-Coated

• Speed Funnel Mag Well

TP9 Elite Combat takes “optional” out of the equation. 

For the same price as most production guns, the TP9 Elite 

Combat rivals most custom shop guns and includes 

performance upgrades by Salient Arms International.

You Can, With Canik.
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couple classes that have really helped 

me because I used to be a really bad 

procrastinator. 

A lot of junior shooters move on to 

college and they kind of decrease the 

number of competitions they’re in 

naturally and things like that. What 

do you plan to do after high school?

CD: I’m currently 17, and I have accept-

ed that full ride offer and I’m actually 

going to shoot shotgun for the college. 

I’m going to be going into something 

different that I really haven’t done 

before, but I’m excited to try something 

new, so I don’t really have to give up 

my shooting. After I’m out of college, 

I don’t know what’s going to happen, 

I might really enjoy the trap and skeet 

side of things and stick with that. I 

don’t know, I’ll just see what happens. 

What drew you to rimfire and three-

gun in terms of the platform and 

those competitions? 

CD: I started with rimire, so I’ll always 

kind of have a place in my heart for 

that. If I was going to start any one or 

junior in competitive shooting, I would 

deinitely choose that. All you need is 

a .22 rile and .22 pistol; each stage 

is between ive and seven targets. It’s 

generally pretty easy to pick up on, in 

my opinion, because you just stand 

there, it’s stationary, and you just look 

at your targets and shoot them as fast 

oh well, darn it, I guess it’ll just be a lot 

of fun to inish the match. At the end, 

when they called irst place and it was 

me, I just could not believe it! I think 

that was deinitely one of my favorite 

matches that I’ve shot.

How do you keep training fun? Do you 

shoot with adults as well? 

CD: So my dad is the one who kind of 

helps me with the shooting. We’re just 

kind of big jokesters, and we just joke 

around and keep everything happy 

and just keep going. But yeah, dei-

nitely there are days when you’re just 

like, “I’m just so done; I don’t want to 

practice, but you still have to go out 

there and do it.”

Who would you consider your biggest 

mentor?

CD: Deinitely Julie Golob. From the 

moment that I got into competitive 

shooting, she’s just the one I’ve looked 

up to and she’s been so kind to me. 

She’s just the nicest person you’ll meet, 

and she just knows so much about 

the industry. Actually, I got to be on a 

season of Love At First Shot with her by 

the NRA. And got to hang out with her 

as you can. I love it, to me rimire 

is kind of a nice break, because in 

three-gun in USPSA you have so much 

going on with stage planning and with 

three-gun, you got three different guns, 

you have to plan out your stage and how 

much ammo you need for each gun for 

each stage. It takes a lot of brain power 

and a lot of strategy, but with rimire 

you just stand there and shoot and you 

just go as fast as you can, so that’s why 

I think that’s a lot of fun.

Walk me through some of your 

competition experiences from your 

perspective, obviously there’s stuff 

on the website that I can pull, but I 

always like to get the cool stories of 

some of your competitions.

CD: I won the Lady’s Limited Rimire 

World Championship Title two times, 

but one of my favorite titles that I won 

was the Alabama State Rimire Cham-

pionship. I won High Lady overall, and 

I was really worried because I thought 

I had a pretty good shot at it, but I’m 

pretty hard on myself. I went and start-

ed shooting, and I had a couple of jams 

in some of my guns. Usually, that’s all it 

takes to ruin your chances so I was like 

Learning how her 
guns work and how 
to properly maintain 
them is important to 
Cheyenne. 

One of her favorite 
places! It’s always 
nice to open the 
Liberty safe and see 
all of this ballistic 
beauty. Proper 
irearms storage is 
also very important 
to Cheyenne. 

AIMING FOR THE FUTURE



M02677

@AIMPOINTUSA WWW.AIMPOINT.COM/INCREASE

6XMAG-1TM

 6X MAGNIFICATION

  HAND-HELD MONOCULAR

  DIOPTER ADJUSTMENT

  SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 M

  RUGGED DESIGN

  SHOWN WITH FLIPMOUNT

now redeemable at STREICHERS.COM

GIFT
card

streichers.com
800-367-3763

$40 Gift Card 
with a purchase of Merrell Boots
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Let’s talk about your collection 

a little bit, some of your favorite 

pieces, where you got them, what you 

typically like to use?

CD: For three-gun, I shoot a CORE 

Rile, it’s the one that you’ve probably 

seen on my website, on my Instagram, 

and it’s painted like an American lag. 

That was the very irst AR I ever shot 

and even though I’ve gotten new ones 

from them, I just keep going back to it; 

it’s so reliable, it’s so accurate, I love 

it so much. For three-gun, I shoot an 

STI DVC three-gun model, I also shoot 

the DVC Limited model, but I love 

those pistols, they are so nice, such 

high quality. I used to shoot Glocks 

and going from a Glock to a custom 

2011 is the difference between night 

and day. It’s awesome. For shotgun, I 

shoot a Beretta 12-gauge shotgun; it’s 

really great. It its me super well; it its 

my face amazingly. I bring it up and it 

works. For my .22s, a Volquartsen Ultra 

Light rile, and I shoot a Volquartsen 

Scorpion pistol.

Is there anything that your dad passed 

down to you or any, kind of, family 

pieces that you have?

CD: I have the Henry lever action .22, 

that was the irst gun I ever shot. It’s 

pretty cool. We have a lot of guns, so 

I don’t get much time to just kind of 

plink around with our family guns.

How do you cope with all the negative 

publicity from the anti-gun people 

who think you shouldn’t be involved 

with guns or shouldn’t be involved at 

such a young age?

CD: There’s a lot of that. I was actually 

featured in the New Yorker magazine 

earlier this year. And there was an article 

and there was a picture of me with both 

my ARs. We knew what we were getting 

into, so with negativity I just don’t pay 

attention to it because for every negative 

comment, there’s a positive one. And with 

the New Yorker, there were several people 

who messaged me were like, “Hey, so we 

saw you were in there and didn’t really 

agree with you, but we decided to look 

more into what you do, and we think 

that’s super cool.” It just kind of opened 

their eyes a little bit, I guess. What really 

gets me is all the comments that are like, 

“Oh she’s going to go shoot up a school 

or something.” That’s absolutely horrible 

and if people would just take a minute to 

look at what we do and all the safety and 

the rules that are involved, they would 

realize how safe the sport is actually is. 

All the negativity, I just brush it off. It 

really doesn’t bother me. 

What would you say to people who are 

kind of skeptics about the industry 

and about firearms?

CD: I would say if you’re kind of down 

on competitive shooting sports, you 

should deinitely go watch a couple 

matches, see what goes on. Same thing 

goes for if you’re trying to get into com-

petitive shooting, before you go out and 

buy any gear or go buy a gun, you need 

to go to the matches and watch some 

of them. I would say they should open 

their minds and learn about it, not just 

judge without knowing anything.

Who are some of your favorite shoot-

ers in the industry or people that you 

AIMING FOR THE FUTURE

for a week. I mean she’s always talked 

to me and she’s kind of mentored me 

a little bit about the business side of 

things ... she’s such a great role model 

for women and young girls. I want to be 

like her when I grow up.

That’s quite the goal to aspire to, 

she’s awesome! You mentioned her 

business sense. How did that help 

rub off on you? 

CD: She helps me igure contracts for 

my sponsorships; she helps judge op-

portunities. She’s helped me a lot with 

that and iguring analytics and what’s 

the right kind of content to post so, 

she’s just very knowledgeable on the 

business end of things.

What companies have you partnered 

with for sponsorships? 

CD: CORE Rifle Systems make my 

ARs. I shoot for STI International; 

they make the 2011 pistols. I also 

shoot for Volquartsen Firearms; they 

make my .22 pistols and rifles. I also 

shoot for Beretta Shotguns. I think 

those are all the firearm. I also work 

with Vortex Optics, American Trigger 

Corporation, Weber Tactical, Hogue, 

Harris & Sons, Kershaw Knives, Ac-

tion Target, and also Liberty Safe.

Living on a farm, 
Cheyenne has lots of 
room to roam. 
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STILETTO
º

 FLASHLIGHT.

It features a flat design for easy

concealment. A sturdy pocket clip for

quick access. And a powerful 650 lumen

MaxVisionº Beam that strikes

at a moment’s notice.

SUREFIRE
º

 STILETTO
º

4.5"  LONG WITH 650 LUMENS 

OF PAR ALYZING LIGHT.   

POWERFULLY SMALL.
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AGE: 
17

HOMETOWN: 
Lockwood, MO

FAVORITE BOOK: 
I love the Twilight series

FAVORITE QUOTE: 
“Get busy living or get busy 
dying.” — Stephen King 

FAMILY: 
Mom, Jennifer; dad, Terry; 
brother, Cody; sister, Maddie

DREAM GUN: 
I own all my dream guns

URL: 
www.cheyennedalton.com

CHEYENNE 
DALTON

get to compete with and stuff?

CD: One of my very best friends in the 

shooting world is Sydney Rockwell, and 

she’s another junior. I believe she’s still 

17 as well, and she’s just kind of al-

ways been there; she shoots three-gun 

with me. She’s so nice and she’s also 

really interested in getting other juniors 

and more women into the sport. I love 

her and she’s so good at shooting, it 

blows my mind to watch her.

Kolby Pavlock, I think he is 18 or 

19, and he shoots rimire with me, 

he’s also on the Volquartsen team. 

He’s one of my best friends; we can 

go to matches, we have a good time 

anywhere. And one fun thing about the 

friends I have in the industry is when 

we all go to Las Vegas for Shot Show or 

like the NRA show, it’s so fun because 

we’re all there and we can hang out. 

It’s important to hang around with 

people who kind of have similar goals 

as you or want to do well like you. If 

you hang around with people who just 

don’t care, then you’re going to end up 

not caring very much and not trying 

as hard to do the best that you can. 

It’s so important to hang around other 

people who have aspirations like you.

If you had to describe what shooting 

has brought to your life, what would 

you say?

CD: Shooting has given me so many 

opportunities in life that I would have 

never have had if I hadn’t started 

shooting. I get to travel so much and 

I get to see so much of the world. But 

I have met so many amazing people 

through the industry and they’ve 

always been so kind to me and I’m 

so thankful that I was just kind of 

accepted. I ind it so crazy to me that 

young girls come up to me at Shot 

Show or the NRA, and they’re like, 

“I want to get a picture with you and 

I started shooting because of you.” 

That is just the coolest thing to me 

and I don’t know, I can’t imagine my 

life without shooting. 

AIMING FOR THE FUTURE



The Bulletsmiths®

®

SierraSierra
SIERRABULLETS.COM

®
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Game

THE NEW GAMECHANGER
TM

 HUNTING BULLET FROM SIERRA
®

.
The BulletSmiths® at Sierra® have combined legendary accuracy with bone-punching power 

into a brand new bullet design. The GAMECHANGER
TM features the match-grade confidence 

you’ll want to make the shot—and deliver a potent payload at the end of the line.



meet the new trifecta of .30 cal recoil control
see the full lineup at vg6precision.com

SERIOUS OPTICS FOR SERIOUS FIREPOWER.

336 Hazen Lane, Oroino, ID 83544  Q  208.476.9814  Q  NightforceOptics.com
FIRST FOCAL PLANE

ATACR™ 4-16x42 F1
Massive performance, 
minimal package.

ATACR™ 5-25x56 F1

NEW! ATACR™ 7-35x56 F1 Extreme range,  
extreme performance.

Our ATACR™ series were originally 

designed for military, law enforcement, 

and other tactical applications.  They 

are the basis, in fact, for our Mil-Spec 

rilescopes available to military customers.

They will meet or exceed the capability 

of any known rile cartridge. ED glass 

produces brilliant images, color contrast 

and resolving power. First focal plane 

reticle placement excels in high-stress 

situations and when encountering 

di�erent targets at multiple ranges.

These are serious rilescopes.  

Now the question is, how serious are you?

It puts the “long”  
in “long range.”





WARNING!
The exercises and 

content expressed in 
this column are for 

illustrative purposes 
only. Consult your 
physician before 

trying any physical 
activity or nutritional 

plan. RECOIL and 
its contributors are 
not responsible for 

any harm or injuries 
sustained while 

attempting these 
techniques.
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STRENGTH TRAINING FOR THE 
HUNTING ATHLETE

BY RYNE GIOVIANO, M.S.ED., NSCA-CPT

PHOTO BY DAVE MERRILL

Let’s face it — your last hunt probably 

wasn’t as good as it could have been.

Few hunting athletes really think of 

themselves as that, athletes. The fact 

of the matter is that hunting, just like 

any sport, can and should be improved 

through training. You may not look at 

it as a sport you can train for, but you 

absolutely should if you’re going to maxi-

mize your endurance on your next hunt. 

In this issue, we’re going to discuss ways 

you can improve at shooting by spending 

some time in the gym wisely. Interested? 

Keep reading.

MUSCULAR DEMANDS FOR 

SHOOTING ON A HUNT

Having a strong and stable shooting 

platform is an obvious requirement for 

great shooting performance on a hunt. 

You’d be surprised, however, how 

much of that can be improved with a 

well-designed strength program. Many 

of the common issues with accuracy in 

pistol and rile shooting can be traced 

back to stability of the shoulder and/

or wrist. For instance, research shows 

the stronger your grip, the better your 

pistol shooting performance. The 



SEE THE DIFFERENCE
Shop at RITONOPTICS.COM 

The only U.S. Military and 

Law Enforcement Veteran 

owned optics company

Every optic undergoes a 

dual inspection process in 

Tucson, AZ

The Riton Promise Warranty 

with a 48 hour new product 

replacement

Committed to service 

that surpasses customer 

expectations every time

High quality optics at the 
industry’s most competitive 
prices
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE HUNTING

further you go down toward the wrist, 

these movements can wreak havoc on 

your accuracy and groupings.

If we’re looking at the shooter’s arm, 

the main joints are the shoulder, elbow, 

and wrist. From a training standpoint, 

we’re looking to create stability and 

strength in all of these joints by training 

the muscles that impact them, such as 

the rotator cuff, biceps, triceps, del-

toids, and the many forearm muscles. 

It’s common for people to address the 

shoulders in a shooting performance 

program, but also including the elbow 

and wrist is critical if you’re going to 

make substantial progress on your hunt.

One key consideration in training for 

rile shooting versus pistol shooting is 

working on keeping the rile close and 

tight to the body. Keeping a pistol at 

arm’s length requires more stability 

because there are less points of contact 

between your body and the gun. We’re 

going to include some shoulder work 

both with a speciic exercise as well as a 

squat variation that’ll also include a simi-

lar arm position as a shooting stance.

Sure, the shoulders are still impor-

tant when shooting a rile, but the rile 

STRENGTH TRAINING 

EXERCISES

Start in a standing position with a weight 

plate in your hands held at your chest. Your 

feet should be slightly wider than shoulder-

width apart with your toes turned out slightly.

Keep your weight in your heels as you reach 

the plate forward and squat down. Imagine 

sitting between your knees.

Squat until your thighs are roughly parallel to 

the loor, or before your lower back rounds.

Exhale and drive your feet through the loor 

to return to the starting position. Bring the 

plate back to your chest.

PLATE-LOADED REACHING SQUAT 

is going to be snug against your body 

adding both stability and control. 

So, if we factor that into a shooting 

program to improve hunting we also 

need to work on the biceps and key 

forearm muscles. These are what are 

going to assist in stabilizing the rile 

and keeping it tight to your shoulder. 

For this, we’ll have an interesting spin 

on a traditional biceps curl.

Lastly, you need some general upper 

body strength and core training to tie 

everything together. Without a strong 

core, we’re not able to truly express our 

strength and mobility. That’s the area 

that ties everything together. We’ll have 

two exercises that double as both core 

and upper body strength movements. 

After all, we don’t want to just train 

muscles in isolation. The body func-

tions as whole, and we should train it 

that way. 

The end result is you becoming a 

more physically prepared hunter.  

Hunting can be unpre-
dictable, with hours of 
stationary movement, 
followed by hours on 
the move in various 
types of terrain. 
Conditioning is critical 
if you want to get the 
most out of your hunt 
and not succumb to 
exhaustion. 

PHOTO BY DAVE MERRILL



AK-47

58M

WHEN YOUR LIFE & TRIGGER 

FINGER DEPEND ON IT!

BUSH 

RANGER

31A

IMMORTAL

COYOTE TAN 

23HGVB

FRENZY II

62P2A
COLD STEEL TRI-AD LOCK 
One of the things that Cold Steel 
is best known for is our Tri-Ad 
lock, which has proven through 
tremendously aggressive torture 
tests and side by side comparisons 
(as seen on our YouTube channel: 
@csknives) to be the strongest, 
safest locking mechanism for 
folding knives in the world.

Don’t trust your precious, 
irreplaceable fingers to a weaker 
knife whose lock can give way and 
cut your fingers off! Cold Steel is 
the brand of choice because we’ve 
always focused on protecting your 
life and trigger finger. When you 
carry Cold Steel, you can bet your 
life on it!

805.650.8481 | coldsteel.com

@coldsteelknives

SR1 CLIP POINT 

62L

SR1 TANTO POINT 

62LA*ALL KNIVES FEATURED HERE ARE MADE OF CPM-S35VN STEEL AND G10 HANDLES.
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STRENGTH TRAINING 

EXERCISES

Start with one knee down and one knee up. 

Knees should be bent to roughly 90 degrees.

Hold a lighter kettlebell in one hand with the 

kettlebell upside down with the grip below 

the bell. You want the arm to be slightly away 

from your body. 

Crush the handle.

Exhale and press the kettlebell overhead 

keeping it in that position. 

Slowly return the kettlebell to the  

starting position.

Begin in a standing position with palms 

neutral and a lighter kettlebell in each hand.

Crush the handles hard as you curl the 

kettlebells, keeping your palms facing each 

other throughout the movement. At the very 

top, lex or squeeze your biceps and hold for 

one second.

Slowly lower the kettlebells back to the 

starting position.

HALF-KNEELING BOTTOMS-UP KETTLEBELL OVERHEAD PRESS 

STANDING KETTLEBELL PISTOL CURL 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE HUNTING

Begin in a standard push-up position with your 

hips inline with your shoulders and ankles.

Lower yourself to the ground with your arms at 

a 45-degree angle to your body. Don’t let your 

head poke forward.

Push yourself away from the ground.

As you get close to your elbows locking out, 

push backward and drive your hips to the 

ceiling like in a downward dog position. 

Imagine you’re reaching your palms through 

the loor. 

Slowly bring your hips down and return to the 

starting position.

YOGA PUSH-UP 



Made in the USA Order Online: www.Luth-AR.com

Complete UppersMBA Buttstocks

AR Parts & MorePalm Handguard™
™
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Ryne Gioviano is the owner of Achieve Personal Training & Lifestyle 

Design located in Aurora, Illinois. He holds a master’s degree in exercise 

physiology and is a NSCA Certiied Personal Trainer and Precision Nutrition 

Certiied Nutritional Coach. Ryne is also an avid irearms enthusiast. For 

more information, visit www.Achieve-PersonalTraining.com or ind him 

on Instagram and Twitter at @rgioviano.

SAMPLE PROGRAMMING

Here’s what these exercises would 

look like in a program. You’ll pair A’s 

together meaning you’d complete A1, 

rest for 45 seconds, then A2, rest for 

45 seconds, and do that two more 

times. You’d then do the same thing for 

B1 and B2. For C, you’ll alternate sides 

with 30 seconds rest.

CONCLUSION

Take the time to learn these move-

ments if you’re serious about bringing 

your hunting performance to the next 

level. It’s not as common to train for 

hunting as other sports and activities, 

but know that the above exercises 

were handpicked to help you perform 

better on your next hunt. Who doesn’t 

want that? 

ABOUT  
THE 

AUTHOR

HIGH-PERFORMANCE HUNTING

EXERCISE SETS REPS REST

A1. Plate-Loaded Reaching Squat 3 12 :45

A2. Yoga Push-Up 3 10 :45

B1. ½ Kneeling Bottoms-Up KB Overhead Press 3 8/ea :45

B2. Standing Kettlebell Pistol Curl 3 12 :30

C. ½ Kneeling Sandbag Lift 3 8/ea :30

 REFERENCES
1. Scholz, J., Schoner, 

G., & Latash, M.  

Identifying control 
structure of multi-joint 
coordination during 
pistol shooting. 
Experimental Brain 
Research 135(3): 382-
404, 2000.

2. Copay, A. & 

Charles, M.  The 
in�uence of grip 
strength on handgun 
marksmanship in 
basic law enforcement 
training. Policing: An 
International Journal of 
Police Strategies and 
Management 24(1): 
32-39, 2001.

Start with one knee down and one knee up. 

Knees should be bent to roughly 90 degrees.

Hold a sandbag or similar implement outside 

of the hip of the down knee.

Keeping the sandbag close to your body, 

bring it toward your chest then continue to 

push it diagonally across until it’s over your 

opposite shoulder. There should be little to 

no movement through your torso during  

the exercise.

Slowly return to the starting position.

HALF-KNEELING SANDBAG LIFT  

splendens/istockphoto.com
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COPPER 
REMOVER

• Breaks down copper 
 fouling FAST!
• 100% ammonia free
• Safe on bore steel
• Virtually odorless, 
 biodegradable and 
 petroleum free

MADE IN 

THE USA

www.breakthroughclean.com

Available For 

Home 
Delivery
Get RECOIL’s sister publication, 

Recoil OFFGRID, delivered right 

to your door six times a year! 

It’s a fresh approach to urban 

survival and emergency prepa-

ration — with in-depth buyer’s 

guides, honest product re-

views, and survival techniques 

from the industry’s top experts.

OFFGRID-mag.com
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Got a gun tattoo you’d like to share? Please send some 

well-lit, high resolution photos to recoil@recoilweb.com, 

along with your name, the tattoo artist’s name, the studio 

name and city in which it was done, and 50-70 words on 

what the tattoo is of and why you got it. By sending in 

submissions, you grant TEN: Publishing Media the unre-

stricted, transferable and sub-licensable, irrevocable, 

royalty-free, world-wide, and perpetual license to repro-

duce, distribute, publicly display, make derivative works 

of, and otherwise use the Submissions in any media 

whatsoever now known or later invented throughout the 

world for any purpose whatsoever, commercial or not.

REVOLVER
Artist: Gary Roher Jr. 

A-List Art Studio

Joplin, MO

Brian Greninger: I’m an arms dealer 

so I handle many irearms every day 

— all different makes and models. 

The wheel gun is still my absolute 

favorite. There’s nothing more 

American than a good old-fashioned 

smoke wagon. This tattoo is of the 

Colt Single Action Army that Russell 

Crowe carried in 3:10 to Yuma. They 

call it the “Hand of God.”

BULLET 
Artist: Max Brown 

Brown Brothers Tattoo

Chicago, IL

Matt Balcer: I got this one to 

express my love for irearms 

and ammunition, the latter to a 

deeper extent. I drew a pic of what 

I wanted and had my tat artist 

spruce it up for skin application. I 

brought him a .308 round for scale 

and inspiration, but expanded to it 

my arm. It turned out to look more 

like a .50 cal, which is OK with me.

AK
Artist: Mike Bentley 

Underground Tattoo Station

Heath, OH

Dakota Jackson: What can I 

say? I love the AK platform. The 

irst gun I ever bought was a 

Hungarian AK on my 18th birth-

day. Now I own two and am in 

the market for a third. I wanted 

a tattoo that would represent 

my love for AKs and irearms in 

general. I feel this tattoo gets 

the point across. 
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EDITOR’S LETTER

W
e’re at an inter-

esting time in the 

irearms world right 

now. Much to the 

consternation of those in politics 

who say that irearms and younger 

generations are not compatible, we 

continue to see droves of burgeon-

ing enthusiasts join the ranks to 

carry on the proverbial torch. Then 

there’s those guys like me who have 

lived long enough to witness many 

changes happen, both good and 

bad, and even see some “back by 

popular demand” type endeavors 

begin to sprout legs. Not sure if I 

should be depressed about getting 

older or throw out the ine wine 

metaphor, but nonetheless, it brings 

a wry smile to my face to see a new 

fan base arise for aspect of irearm 

history that I thought would never 

see a resurgence in popularity.

In this issue of Brownells GUN-

NERY, we celebrate some of those 

comebacks with the recent unveiling 

of the Brownells Retro Ri�eTM line. 

We tapped a couple of our contrib-

utors to wring out two of Brownells’ 

vintage-inspired ri�es and objec-

tively evaluate and compare their 

performance to current standards. 

Before you scoff with that whole 

“unfair advantage” argument, stop 

and catch your breath. We’re all 

about trigger time at RECOIL and 

were pleasantly surprised with 

results that may turn skeptics into 

true believers after they see how 

Brownells got it right by blending 

the best of old and new. 

We’ll also take a look at how 

Stoner’s ri�e design evolved over the 

years to become an indelible part 

of American history through pop 

culture depiction and wartime use. 

It’s hard to imagine that retro 

versions of what’s being produced 

today may ind its way to the market 

in the coming decades, but as long 

as there are irearms in America, you 

can bet that gun owners of all ages 

will always be keeping the faith. 

Iain

Y
ou know you’ve come full circle 

in life when things from your 

past are recreated, improved 

upon, and honored by a new 

generation of enthusiasts. Today we’re 

seeing things like select dealerships offer-

ing Big 10 series trucks with aesthetics 

reminiscent of the square-body Chevys 

of the ’70s and ’80s. Not too long ago a 

defunct toy line and cartoon series called 

Transformers was even revitalized into a 

multi-million-dollar movie franchise. And 

whether your favorite was Christopher 

Reeve or George Reeves growing up, kids 

the same age we once were are lining up 

to watch a new Superman leap tall build-

ings in a single bound.

It might make you feel your age a bit 

to see these institutions dusted off and 

brought back into mainstream conscience, 

but there’s something reassuring about 

seeing someone else continuing the 

legacy of something you have an emotion-

al connection to. The guns we’ve owned 

or have come in contact with at some 

crossroads in our lives are no different. 
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NOT ALL GOOD THINGS MUST COME TO AN END

While many of us had to relinquish our 

service rifle when our enlistment was 

up, we’ve now been blessed with a new 

series of rifles offered by none other than 

a company who was providing top-notch 

firearms products since before the advent 

of television — Brownells. 

Many of you are already familiar with the 

Brownells Retro Ri�eTM line, which debuted 

to great fanfare earlier this year. The feed-

back and response they’ve earned was not 

only reassuring to hear, but it also meant 

that same effort of bringing back and 

improving upon our irearms roots could 

continue. Brownells has several new Retro 

models and products to close out 2018. 

The BRN-PROTO is the Brownells 

take on the original AR-15 prototypes. 

Patterned after “Serial Number 1,” the 

BRN-PROTO features a trigger-style 

charging handle under the carry handle, 

round handguard, and prototype front 

sight base, meticulously modeled after the 

originals. Included with the BRN-PROTO 

is the new Brownells 25-round straight-

body Retro Magazine — the same style 

found on those early guns. These mags 

never made it into production and were 

only made in extremely small numbers. 

The BRN-PROTO is not only a great 

homage to the original design, but is also 

a robust, lightweight rifle that any shooter 

will find handy.

Before there was an XM177 or M4, there 

was the Model 605. Joining the BRN-PRO-

TO as a new model, the BRN-605 rec-

reates the “original AR-15 carbine.” The 

original 605 featured an A1 ri�e barrel, 

cut down just past the front sight base and 

capped with a three-prong �ash hider. The 

BRN-605 features a 15.5-inch A1 barrel, 

capped with a pinned and welded three-

prong. The Brownells version is far more 

reliable than the original due in part to 

dramatically opening up the gas port. 

Also new from Brownells are various up-

per receiver groups to answer the demands 

of customers looking to build their own Ret-

ro ri�es. Available uppers include the BRN-

601, XBRN16E1, BRN-16A1, BRN-605, 

and XBRN177E2. The XBRN177E2 upper 

replicates the CAR-15 and is available with 

several options, including with and without 

a pinned and welded �ash hider. The 

BRN-16A1 and XBRN177E2 uppers are 

available with 1-12 or 1-7 ri�ing. All other 

uppers feature a 1-12 twist.

Rounding out the new rollouts for 

Brownells is the BRN-10 .308 20-round 

Waffle Magazine. Designed off original 

Dutch AR-10 prints, the BRN-10 Waf-

fle Magazine is an exact replica of the 

original mag designed to function with the 

BRN-10 and other DPMS/SR-25 pattern 

rifles. Stamped from one piece of alumi-

num, and featuring the classic “waffle” 

pattern, this magazine not only looks 

good, but is a reliable and dependable 

battle rifle magazine.

Whether you’re excited about experi-

encing a retro rifle built with historical 

accuracy and modern quality for the first 

time or reliving a bit of your past, check 

out Brownells.com and let your imagina-

tion (and nostalgia) run wild. Stay tuned 

for more exciting releases as Brownells 

continues to honor, preserve, and improve 

upon our firearms heritage. 



A
true national icon, the AR has 

become the nexus of Amer-

ican innovation, industrial-

ization, popular culture, and 

freedom. It’s carried by service members, 

law enforcement officers, and armed 

citizens. Uniquely American, no other 

weapon is as recognizable a symbol of our 

military might.

The father of America’s ri�e is Eugene

Stoner. Born November 2, 1922, only a

few years after World War I, the inventor 

of the ArmaLite Ri�e grew up in South-

ern California and worked in the aircraft 

industry prior to enlisting in the Marine 

Corps to serve in the South Paciic during

World War II. Appropriately enough, he 

BY ERIC GRAVES

specialized in aircraft ordnance. After 

the war, Stoner returned to the aircraft 

industry and became a design engineer 

with Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp. It 

was in Fairchild’s ArmaLite division, where 

he began work on a series of small arms 

that would result in the AR-10 and AR-15 

ri�es. Both leveraged innovations in mate-

rials and engineering that Stoner gleaned 

from his wartime service and honed while 

working on advanced aircraft designs.

Developed in 1955, the AR-10 was 

chambered in the new 7.62mm NATO car-

tridge. Although it was tested by the U.S. 

Army as a possible replacement for the 

M1 Garand, the Army chose the more tra-

ditional M14 design instead. Undeterred, 

ArmaLite licensed the AR-10’s production 

to Dutch manufacturer Artillerie Inrichtin-

gen. It’s from there that the AR-10 found

its way into those Brush Fire wars that 

spread across the globe.

Next, ArmaLite turned its attention to 

modifying the design to the smaller 223 

Remington cartridge. The U.S. Air Force 

was irst to adopt the new AR-15, for its 

Security Police and Air Commandos. The 

design was eventually licensed to Colt, 

and a fully militarized variant known as 

the M16 is what the U.S. Army took to war 

in Vietnam. The rest is history: millions of

examples of the ri�e and its many deriva-

tives have entered service with militaries 

and police agencies all over the world.
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HOW THE AR-15 BECAME ONE OF THE MOST RECOGNIZABLE SYMBOLS OF THE USA
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Unfortunately, we lost Gene Stoner on 

April 24, 1997, but Brownells honors his 

legacy with their meticulously researched 

reproductions of the AR line, beginning with 

the AR-10 variants and continuing through 

semi-auto versions of the M16 family. The 

AR’s space-age looks inspired many designs 

after it, including a whole line of ArmaLite 

ri�es featuring different operating systems 

and in different calibers.

The silhouette of the M16 has come to 

deine American military power. What’s 

more, in its AR-15 form, it’s the most pop-

ular civilian ri�e in America. It also looks 

great on screen. Over and over again, mov-

iegoers have seen the AR play a prominent 

role in big screen action movies.

For many in the American public, their 

first encounter with the new M16 rifle 

came in a movie near and dear to many a 

RECOIL reader’s heart, The Green Berets, 

starring John Wayne. Unfortunately, it 

figured prominently in one scene where 

the Duke broke a rifle across a tree, solid-

ifying the “Mattel Toy” urban legend that 

dogged the M16 in its early years.

With a full marketing campaign by Colt, 

and veterans of the Vietnam War return-

ing home to become police officers, law 

enforcement agencies began to adopt 

the M16. Then in February, 1975 the 

American viewing public began watching 

the prime time TV drama, SWAT. Inspired 

by the Los Angeles Police Department’s 

Special Weapons and Tactics Team, the 

show’s characters carried M16s.

Art repeatedly imitated life with a slew 

of war movies memorializing America’s 

involvement in the Vietnam War. Apoca-

lypse Now, Platoon, and Hamburger Hill 

seared the image of the M16 into another 

generation’s brains.

Now a classic, 1986’s Heartbreak 

Ridge, starring Clint Eastwood, took us 

inside a Marine Recon platoon and their 

short, but intense, combat on the island 

of Grenada. It was our first major military 

action since the end of the war in Vietnam 

and we made quick work of Grenadian and 

Cuban forces occupying the island.

No one will ever forget the famous line, 

“Say hello to my little friend,” from Brian De 

Palma’s Scarface, where a coked-out drug 

dealer named Tony Montana trains an M16/

M203 combo on a team of assassins sent to 

kill him. The ri�e took on the role of costar 

if only in that one scene, making the line an 

oft-repeated meme in the American lexicon.

Aside from the screen, probably the 

strangest pop culture crossover occurred 

not long after the U.S. Army began to ield 

the M16A1. In order to make maintenance 

updates more digestible for conscripts, 

the Army enlisted the services of comic 

book artist Will Eisner to create a month-

ly illustrated magazine called “PS, The 

Preventive Maintenance Monthly.” It was 

complete with an Ol’ Sarge character 

named Master Sergeant Halfmast, along 

with a buxom lass, with the Bondesque 

moniker Connie Rod, who was sure to keep 

the troops’ attention. Like the content, the 

name was inspired as a postscript to main-

tenance manuals. In addition to tips in 

the monthly magazine, the Army released 

“The M16A1 Ri�e (DA PAM 750-30)” in 

1968 as a one-shot issue, concentrating 

on ri�e maintenance and use. Printed in 

the millions, it’s still available as a collect-

ible. Like the cover says, “Hey Sarge, get 

this copy to the man with the ri�e!”

But it was not until the sunset of the 

so-called “assault weapons ban” in 2004 

that the AR-15 became America’s rifle. 

Prior to the ban’s enactment in 1994, 

few companies manufactured AR clones. 

Once Congress passed the legislation 

and it was signed into law by President 

Clinton, there was a brief period before it 

came into force. During this period, there 

was a buying frenzy of what were referred 

to as “pre-ban” guns of all makes, but 

it was nothing like what we’ve seen in 

panics of the ensuing years. Much of this 

panic buying was fueled by scarcity and 

also a lack of information in those pre-in-

ternet days.

In 1994 the fabled TDP, or Technical 

Data Package, essentially the blueprints 

for the M16 was tightly controlled by Colt 

and hadn’t been leaked yet. The few rifles 

on the market used commercial parts that 

weren’t manufactured to Mil-spec.
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During the ban, black rifles, 

as ARs came to be known, 

were available in modified 

forms, but in order to be eligi-

ble for commercial sale, they could 

not be configured as assault weap-

ons. “Assault weapons” were semi-au-

tomatic rifles that had detachable 

magazines and included two or more of 

the following features:

- Folding or telescop-

ing stock

- Pistol grip

- Bayonet mount

- Flash suppressor, or threaded 

barrel designed to 

accommodate one

- Grenade launcher

Firearms manufac-

tured for sale to law 

enforcement and the 

military did not have these restrictions. 

Consequently, development of these 

firearms was driven almost completely by 

government requirements.

Although laws with provisions similar 

to the AWB remain in place in several 

states, 2004 saw the end of the law on 

the federal level, and development and 

production of ARs skyrocketed. Subse-

quent calls by lawmakers for a renewal of 

the AWB have fanned panic buying that 

has contributed to the AR becoming the 

most popular rifle in the United States. 

This increase in demand also fueled 

innovation with the introduction of new 

materials, parts, and calibers.

Although it was originally designed by 

Gene Stoner for military applications, 

the AR and its many variants are used 

every day for work as well as recreation, 

not only here in the United States, but 

all over the world. It also serves as a 

symbol of both individual and national 

freedom. 
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M
ichael Jordan is the greatest 

basketball player of all time. 

For those who grew up in

the ’90s this statement was

gospel. Nowadays, this fact is constant-

ly debated. LeBron James fans spout

numbers and throw around percentages to 

give their argument validity. When looking 

at the statistics, the case against Jordan 

is strong, but greatness cannot be mea-

sured in the stats column alone. 

What’s the metric for greatness? Is it

about the accuracy of the shooter or is it 

more than that? Who’d win in a one-on-

one game? Sure, LeBron does things MJ 

didn’t do, but the game was different 

then. Besides, the match-up could never 

happen, being that these game changers

are different ages. It’s comparing apples 

to older apples that had to play rougher

BY NICK SAITI

PHOTOS BY KENDA LENSEIGNE

defense. Even though his tongue was out 

half the time, Jordan affected the game 

beyond measure, and LeBron is the evolu-

tion of that game. It would be safe to say, 

without Michael Jordan there would be no 

LeBron James.

Debating the relationship between 

these two athletes was sparked by RE-

COIL’s latest assignment. The AR-10 is a 

revolutionary rifle design that influenced 

the generations of guns that came after it. 

The AR platform has changed significantly 

since the 1950s, but the AR-10 still plays 

a big part in its heritage. Without the AR-

10 there would be no AR-15.

HISTORY OF THE GAME

George Sullivan founded The ArmaLite 

Corporation in the 1950s. The small arms 

engineering company focused on produc-

ing concepts rather than manufacturing. 

One of the best pieces of firearm industry 

lore is the story of how Sullivan met Eu-

gene Stoner. While testing a prototype at 

a local shooting range, Sullivan sparked a 

conversation with the small arms inventor 

who he would later hire as ArmaLite’s 

chief designer. The rest is black rifle 

history.

The ArmaLite AR-10 was a 7.62x51mm 

battle rifle developed by Stoner. It used a 

direct impingement gas operating system, 

composite materials, and a straight-

line barrel and stock design. By today’s 

standards, nothing special, but in the 

1950s it was a space gun. The company 

eventually sold a manufacturing license 

to the Dutch arms manufacturer, Artil-

lerie Inrichtingen (AI). There were many

product improvements during the time 
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HOW DOES A MODERN .308 COMPARE TO A RETRO-INSPIRED VERSION?

AI produced AR-10s, resulting in at least 

two different versions of the rifle. As 

with many things ahead of their time, the 

AR-10 was not a big seller in its infancy 

(allegedly less than 10,000 total). 

Fast-forward 60 years and the AR-10 

is more popular than ever. Different cal-

ibers, new technology, and other innova-

tions have created a plethora of options 

for the platform. The originals have been 

deemed unicorn guns, and if you’re lucky 

enough to even find a select fire version 

of the AR-10, it would set you back some-

where around eleventy-million dollars. 

Totally worth it.

Don’t worry kids, Brownells is here to 

save the day. The Retro RifleTM line uses 

brand new, modern materials to recreate 

Stoner’s classic designs. A line of rifles 

that you don’t need to be an archaeologist 

to find and you wont feel guilty during 

mag dumps. 

JORDAN

The BRN-10 by Brownells is a resto-mod 

version of Eugene Stoner’s original light-

weight AR-10 battle ri�e. It’s meant to re-

vive the nostalgia of the ’50s game changer 

using modern manufacturing methods. 

It features machined 7075 T6 aluminum 

receivers, so the upper and lower it neatly 

together with almost no play. The lack of 

a forward assist and shell de�ector give it 

a minimalistic look. The early trigger-style 

charging handle is located under the carry 

handle. The lines of the original are dei-

nitely there. 

The outside is all retro, but under the 

hood it’s all modern. The chrome-plat-

ed bolt is magnetic particle inspected 

to make sure there are no microscopic 

imperfections. I haven’t researched it 

thoroughly, but I assume this was not a 

thing in 1956. The 20-inch barrel has a 

nitride finish with a topcoat that repli-

cates the classic phosphate look. The rifle 

comes with one DPMS/SR-25 style metal 

magazine; unfortunately Magpul P-mags 

won’t fit. Many parts are interchangeable 

with modern AR-15 and DPMS/SR-25 

pieces, but upgrading would defeat the 

purpose of this rifle.

Brownells makes two different versions 

of the rifle. The BRN-10A mimics the ear-

lier “Sudanese” rifles with its open three-

pronged flash hider and brown furniture 

that looks like the original fiberglass. The 

10A weighs in at eight pounds and nine 

ounces, and is the version we’re covering 

in this article. You can tell the BRN-10B 
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tipped with a three-port compensator. The 

barrel features POF’s E-squared chamber. 

Four channels are cut into the walls of 

the chamber to assist in extraction. POF’s 

oversized heat sink barrel nut offers sev-

enteen times more heat dissipation than a 

standard barrel nut. 

The list goes on with innovations over 

the standard. There is a reason the Rev-

olution keeps winning awards. It is the 

culmination of innovations in engineering 

and technology that push the boundar-

ies of what is possible with the .308 AR 

platform. 

IT’S GAME TIME

Let me take a minute to preface the 

range report part of this article by saying 

iron sights coupled with full-house .308 

rounds are not optimal for shooting tight 

groups. End public announcement. 

The BRN-10 shot softer than expected. 

The rifle length gas system helps tame 

the big .308 round. The gun ranks high 

on the fun scale. It’s not a practical 

choice, but neither are many good things 

in life. The first round fired through the 

BRN-10 was followed by an unfamil-

iar ringing sound. It took a few rounds 

till I figured out that the open pronged 

flash hider rang like a tuning fork. This 

especially happened when shooting from 

the hip 1980s action movie style. I just 

couldn’t help myself. The A2 style sights 

and the 20-round metal mag brought 

back many childhood memories. It’s just 

too much nostalgia for one man to take. 

The gun is well-balanced and very 

easy to maneuver. The handguard is the 

perfect size to wrap a hand around. The 

trigger is pretty good out of the box, 

breaking at around 5 pounds. In all, it’s 

an able weapon that can do everything it 

was intended to do. That doesn’t sound 

flashy or fun, but when coupled with the 

takes its inspiration from the later 

“Cuban” rifles by the black furni-

ture, closed-prong flash hider, and 

lightweight barrel.  

Machined receivers, 7075 T6 alu-

minum, nitride finishes, and mag-

netic particle inspected bolts would 

have sounded futuristic decades 

ago, but they’re all now 

standard features. 

It’s like having fuel 

injection, elec-

tric windows, air 

conditioning, and 

a killer sound 

system in a 1964 

Ford Mustang.

LEBRON

Evolution 

took hold of 

the AR-10 and 

has resulted 

in the Patriot 

Ordnance 

Factory (POF) 

Revolution. 

The winner 

of the Golden 

Bullseye 

Award and the 

Industry Choice 

Award for rifle of the year 

is the latest iteration of the AR-

10 battle rifle. The Revolution is a 

.308 rifle that handles like a 5.56. 

Weighing in at 7.3 pounds, the Revo-

lution is not just a cut up version of a 

.308, but an AR-15 that fires .308. 

The Revolution features an adjust-

able gas piston system that doesn’t al-

low gases to foul the bolt carrier group. 

The fully ambidextrous billet lower 

receiver houses a single stage match 

trigger. The 16 1/2-inch barrel is 
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retro look and feel it becomes more than 

the sum of its parts. Slam dunk!

The POF Revolution didn’t shoot that 

much differently from any other AR-15 I 

have in the safe except for the fact that 

the bullets are three times the size. How’d 

they do that? The gun is lighter and flatter 

than the BRN-10, but that’s to be expect-

ed considering the 60-year age difference 

in the designs. 

For accuracy testing both guns were 

shot from a rested and bagged position at 

100 yards. Three different kinds of loads 

were used: Hornady SST Custom Lite 125 

grain, PMC Bronze 147 grain and Federal 

Gold Medal 168 grain. Wolf Ammunition 

145 grain was used for general range 

shenanigans. The POF shot its tightest 

group at just over 0.6 inch, while the 

BRN-10 grouped at just under 2 

inches. The lopsided results 

can be attributed to the lack 

of magniication on the BRN-10. One can 

only assume that duct tape is not as ef-

fective as scope rings for mounting optics. 

The time it takes for follow-up shots 

is increased without controlling muzzle 

rise. The compensator on the POF does 

wonders for taming the muzzle of the 

portly round, while the flash hider of the 

BRN-10 simply doesn’t do much in this 

department. Muzzle device and com-

pensator designs have evolved almost as 

much as the rifle itself. 

In tests of speed and accuracy it’s 

tough to beat the POF. This modern battle 

ri�e is built to rapidly and accurately put 

shots on target. The BRN-10 was built 

with the same goal in mind, but is under-

standably a bit less eficient at doing so.   

THE BUS RIDE HOME 

The goal here was not to show 

that the newer version of the 

ri�e is better. That would be like saying 

LeBron is better than Jordan, and we 

already covered that. The idea is to look 

at the past to see how far we have come 

today. It felt surreal holding the gun that 

started it all and its revolutionary great 

grandson at the same time. There is some-

thing to say for bridging that wide genera-

tional gap in just a few hours on the range. 

The POF is all business and the BRN-10 

is a little bit of rock and roll. While the 

BRN-10 doesn’t perform as well as the 

modern ri�e, it’s one great weapon with a 

ton of character. How would you measure 

greatness? Please don’t stick your tongue 

out while shooting either of these ri�es. 

MAKE / MODEL / PRODUCT ID# / PRICE

Brownells 
BRN-10ATM Retro Ri�e, .308 Win/7.62 NATO 20” Bbl 
078-000-419
$1,700
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hen you’re a solider and

don’t want to die in com-

bat, you need a ri�e you 

trust, especially when the 

sh*t’s coming at you fast and horizontally. 

For John Plaster, that ri�e was the CAR-15. 

A Green Beret staff sergeant, Plas-

ter got to Vietnam in 1968. He was 

assigned to the Studies and Operation 

Group (SOG), which despite the academ-

ic-sounding name was in the business of 

kicking ass. And business was damned 

good, in Laos, that is, where Plaster and 

his Green Beret comrades ran daily mis-

sions to play havoc with North Vietnam-

ese men and materials moving down the 

Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Plaster’s weapon of choice was the 

5.56mm CAR-15, oficially designated the 

XM177E2. It was a shorter version of the 

M16A1 and was developed for Spec Ops 

teams in need of a lighter, more maneuver-

able weapon for covert missions. Through 

numerous ireights and many close calls, 

Plaster’s CAR-15 got him through the worst 

of it, alive and intact.

“A major benefit of the CAR-15 was its 

short length,” Plaster told me. “Making 

our way through thick jungle and con-

stantly manipulating our way through 

vines and bushes, the CAR-15 was more 

likely not to become entangled compared t

to an M16. Our engagements were close-

range and intense — so this size differ-

ence truly mattered.”

He continued, “I think most SOG vet-

erans are sentimental when it comes to 

their CAR-15. Even today, a half-century 

later, I still remember my CAR’s serial 

number: 905442.”

AN HOMAGE TO THE PAST

While it isn’t a carbon copy of 

Plaster’s favorite lifesaver, the new 

Brownells XBRN177E2TM Carbine is a 

pretty faithful reproduction of Plaster’s 

CAR-15. Chambered in 5.56 NATO, the 

ri�e features a 12.7-inch barrel and 

the old-school M16 carry handle com-

plete with A1 iron sights. It also has a 

polymer CAR two-position buttstock, 

and a retro six-hole, rounded hand-

guard — both replicating those found 

on the original. 

Of course, there are differenc-

es, the big one being the original

CAR-15 could switch to full-auto 

rock ’n’ roll. It also featured a

moderator/suppressor at the end 

of the shorter barrel, while the 

Brownells version sports a pinned 

and welded �ash hider with no 

suppression capabilities. The lash 

hider brings the total barrel length 

to 16 inches, avoiding the whole NFA

Tax Stamp hassle. The ejection port cover 

on the XBRN177E2TM is an A2-style cover,

not the original’s A1.

My plan on Day One with the XBR-

N177E2TM was about getting those open

sights aligned with the bullseye. Actually, it 

became a learning curve about twist rates 

and bullet choices for the original CAR-15.

PERFORMANCE

I started off my shooting of the CAR-15 

with Black Hills Ammunition’s 223 Rem 

loaded with a 52-grain match hollow 

point bullet. My first shots at 50 yards 

BY BRIAN McCOMBIE
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At the target, I saw the problem. The 

77-grain bullets were tumbling, smacking 

the paper damn near sideways. So, I tried 

Black Hills 223 Rem 62-grain Match King 

Hollow Points. While not nearly as unbal-

anced as the heavier Reaper bullets, these 

62 grainers were still drilling through the 

paper at an angle — and generally avoid-

ing the bullseye, too.

OLD SCHOOL FLASHBACK FROM THE JUNGLES OF ’NAM

were on paper, and on a horizontal line 

with the bullseye — but 8 inches to the 

left. Easily fixed.

For sights, the XBRN177E2TM employs 

an elevated A1 front post and an A1 

flip-up aperture rear sight embedded in 

the back of the carry handle. The rear 

sight is adjusted by depressing the tiny 

pins on the right side of the carry handle 

with something pointy (the tip of a 223 

round works fine), while a screwdriver in 

the left-side slot turns the sight in the 

required direction. 

A handful of adjustments and 

several shots later, the XBRN177E2TM was 

pegging nice groups on the bullseye at 50 

yards.

I loaded the 20-round magazine (in-

cluded) with Reaper Outdoors 5.56x45mm 

iring a 77-grain Sierra OTM bullet and let 

off 10 shots at another 50-yard target. 

And was shocked to see holes all over the 

target in an 8- to 10-inch circle, with none 

even near the bullseye. What the hell? 
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Paul Levy, director of product manage-

ment for Brownells, told me the rifle was 

made as closely as possible to the origi-

nal. This included using the original rifling 

twist, 1:12. That numeric designation 

refers to how fast the rifling inside a bar-

rel does a full twist; the 1:12 twist does a 

complete revolution every 12 inches.  

However, to stabilize longer, heavier bul-

lets, a faster twist rate is required. Most of 

today’s AR-15s are ri�ed with a twist rate 

between 1:7 and 1:9. The U.S. military’s 

M4s are 1:7. But the XBRN177E2’s 1:12 

is just too old school to put an accurate 

spin on any of the bullets I shot weighing 

over 55 grains. I asked Plaster if he’d had 

any problem with bullets tumbling or other 

accuracy mishaps with his CAR-15.

“We zeroed our CAR-15s at 100 yards, at 

which distance they shot groups of roughly 

1.5 to 2 inches, using 55-grain standard 

military ball ammunition,” he said. “That’s 

not pinpoint accuracy, but the great majority 

of our ireights took place at well under 100 

yards, due to the heavy jungle we fought in.”

After some trial and error, I settled on 

three rounds to test the XBRN177E2TM for 

accuracy:  American Eagle MSR 5.56 NATO 

and a 55-grain FMJ bullet; Black Hills 223 

Rem with a 52-grain match bullet; and 

Team Never Quit’s 223 Rem training round 

featuring a 45-grain frangible bullet.

I also decided the 100-yard accuracy 

testing with the iron sights was only going 

to prove that my middle-aged, glasses-wear-

ing eyes may need a new prescription. So, 

I attached a scope to the XBRN177E2TM, 

a Nightforce NX8 1-8x24mm, mounting it 

atop the ri�e’s carry handle with a Brownells 

AR-15/M4 Carry Handle Mount.

It was an awkward set up, as carry han-

dle and scope mount put the optic way too 

high for a cheek weld on the stock. I got it 

steady, though, with a sandbag rest, and 

I know my groups were tighter than they 

would have been otherwise. 

For accuracy, the Black Hills 223 Rem 

averaged the best five-shot groups at 

1.59 inches. Overall, the groups here 

went from 1.30 inches to 1.90 inches. 

The American Eagle 5.56 had the single 
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best group at 0.934 inch, but the average 

was much larger at 2.28 inches.

Team Never Quit rounds averaged 

3.34-inch groups of ive shots. That poor 

showing surprised me. When I was trying 

out different varieties of 223 Rem and 5.56 

to ind ones that didn’t tumble, the Team 

Never Quit rounds pegged a 1-inch group 

at 50 yards. Why did the groups expand so 

drastically at 100 yards? Ri�e doesn’t like 

the ammo or vice versa is the easy answer. 

I’ve used the TNQ ammo with other AR-15s 

and recorded MOA results.

PERSPECTIVE

I’ll take some of the credit for the larg-

est groups, but I think the reality of the 

XBRN177E2TM

and accuracy is 

this: if you find 

an ammo punching 

groups at 2 inches or under, that’s 

about the best this rifle will do, given the 

twist rate.

The XBRN177E2TM has an average 

Mil-spec trigger: some grit and an uneven 

pull, but it did start to smooth out after 

200 rounds. My Lyman Digital Trigger 

Pull Gauge measured the trigger’s pull 

weight at an average of 4.5 pounds. When 

shooting fast and furious, the XBR-

N177E2TM heats up. But the handguard 

does a good job of protecting your hand, 

while the rifle itself cools off fast.  

MAKE / MODEL / PRODUCT ID# / PRICE

Brownells
XBRN177E2 Retro Ri�eTM

078-000-403
$1,300

Nightforce
NX8 1-8x24mm Scope w/FFP FC-MOA Reticle
524-000-393
$1,715

Brownells
AR-15/M4 Carry Handle Scope Mount
080-000-660
$30

American Eagle
5.56x45mm NATO 55gr XM193 Case
105-000-601
$171 (450 rounds)

Black Hills
Remanufactured 223 Remington 52gr Match 
Hollow Point
105-001-424
$31 (50 rounds)

For a sharp-looking ri�e 

that’s a lot of fun to shoot — 

at the range and just plinking 

— the XBRN177E2TM is tough 

to beat. With its nimble size, it would also 

be a ine a home-defense AR, able to blast 

out many rounds quickly. Are you a military 

history buff or just like the combat-ready 

look of the original CAR-15? No question, 

the XBRN177E2TM was made for you. 

For more on John Plaster and his time in 

combat, check out Secret Commandos: Be-

hind Enemy Lines with the Elite Warriors of 

SOG, his memoir of his service with SOG. 

XBRN177E2TM Carbine By the Numbers
Action Type: Direct Impingement

Barrel Length: 12.7 inches

Capacity: 20+1 

Cartridge: 5.56mm NATO

Finish: Black

Front Sight: A1

Overall Length: 34 inches

Magazine Included: one 20-round

Magazine Type: Removable

Muzzle: Flash Hider

Rear Sight: A1

Stock Material: Polymer

Weight: 5.3 pounds

Country of Manufacture: USA

MSRP: $1,300

Ballistic Data

American Eagle MSR 
5.56x45mm 55-grain 
FMJ

Black Hills Ammunition 
223 Rem 52-grain 
Match Hollow Point

Team Never Quit 
223 Rem 45-grain 
Frangible

Average velocity 2,849.7 fps 2,685 fps 2,813.6 fps

Standard deviation 37.9 22.7 31.4

Average group (100 yards) 2.28 inches 1.59 inches 3.34 inches

Best group (100 yards) 0.934 inch 1.30 inches 2.08 inches

** Velocity igures are averages of 10 shots recorded by a PACT Professional XP chronograph. 
Groups are the result of ive 5-shot groups from a sandbag rest at 100 yards.
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